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‘Don’t leave early. It’s like a movie.’ Hurricanes save their very best for the very last 

By Luke DeCock 

Look, no one’s pointing fingers, but on the bench and on the 
ice, they saw the aisles start to fill with people with a minute 
and a half to go. They could see their own names on the 
backs of all the jerseys as their wearers headed up and out.  

The game might have been over in the minds of the fans on 
their way out of PNC Arena, but it was not over on the ice. 
The Carolina Hurricanes would prove that point, very shortly, 
beyond any doubt. 

And the traffic-beaters and those of little faith will get no 
sympathy from Martin Necas. 

“Don’t leave early,” Necas said. “It’s like a movie.” 

Down two goals with 112 seconds to play, only a few 
minutes of real time later the Hurricanes were celebrating a 
5-4 overtime win over the San Jose Sharks. Anyone who left 
after the Sharks’ empty-net goal that made it 4-2 missed both 
of Necas’ goals, the overtime-forcer with 12 seconds to go 
and the winner 67 seconds later. 

“Hopefully they didn’t get out of the building, because I saw a 
mass exodus there,” Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour 
said. “And then all of a sudden it was a great finish.” 

Then again, could you really blame anyone for having seen 
enough? The Hurricanes slept through the first period, as 
listless a period as they played all season, and were only 
marginally better in the second. They took the lead to start 
the third on an Aho power-play goal, failed to convert three 
point-blank chances and gave it all back. 

They were down a goal when they pulled Antti Raanta with 
two minutes to go, gave up an empty-netter 10 seconds 
later, and the stands began to empty. It was 4-2. It was over.  

Allegedly. 

Aho scored almost immediately to make it a one-goal game 
again. Raanta headed back toward the bench. And in the 
final seconds, Jordan Staal won a faceoff before an Andrei 

Svechnikov shot caromed out of the crease right to Necas at 
the bottom of the left circle. He zinged a one-timer past 
James Reimer with 11.5 seconds to go. There must have 
been a lot of shocked faces and unhappy kids in the parking 
lots. 

“You could see there was that little eye of the tiger at the 
end,” Raanta said. 

The rest almost goes without saying at this point. Overtime. 
Necas. Two games in a row. 

This might have been good enough to salvage an overtime 
win over the Sharks, but it won’t cut it against the Boston 
Bruins on Sunday. The last time the Hurricanes played the 
Bruins, the game before was a listless 4-0 loss to another 
Western Conference also-ran, the Arizona Coyotes, also 
coming off an overtime road game. This was better than that, 
at least. 

At some point, someone other than Aho and Necas, among 
the Hurricanes’ stars, is going to have to start scoring. Seth 
Jarvis has one goal in 18 games. Svechnikov none in 12, 
although he had a pair of assists Friday. Teuvo Teravainen 
one in 12. For the moment, though, Aho and Necas have 
done enough. 

Aho has seven goals in five games and 14 points in the past 
nine. Necas, including his back-to-back overtime winners, 
has four goals in the past four. Not only are they carrying the 
Hurricanes offensively, they’re double-handedly turning 
losses into wins, and they only needed 172 seconds to do it 
Friday after the Hurricanes mucked about for most of the 
other 58 minutes. 

“I would be nice to win one game without overtime,” Raanta 
joked, but Necas, who’s making a habit of popping up in the 
right places at the right time, had a counterpoint. 

“We try to make it interesting. Isn’t it more fun?” Necas 
asked. And he just might be right.
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Hurricanes rally in final minute to force overtime, beat Sharks on Martin Necas’ goal 

By Chip Alexander 

Have yourself a week, Martin Necas. 

The Carolina Hurricanes forward first had an overtime winner 
on the road against the Dallas Stars. 

Two nights later, Necas did it again, his overtime goal Friday 
beating the San Jose Sharks 5-4 at PNC Arena. 

“It’s like they say, good teams find a way,” Necas said.  

And what a way. The Sharks led 4-2 after an empty-net goal 
by Mario Ferraro with 1:52 left in regulation after the Canes 
pulled goalie Antti Raanta for a sixth attacker. 

But Sebastian Aho, at his competitive best this night, scored 
his second of the game with 1:37 remaining off a Teuvo 
Teravainen pass. Then, just when it appeared time was 
running out on the Canes, Necas struck. 

After Jordan Staal won a faceoff in the Sharks zone, Brent 
Burns got off a shot that was blocked. Andrei Svechnikov 
grabbed the puck and got off a quick shot that goalie James 
Reimer stopped, but Necas was waiting, alone, in the left 
circle and ripped one past Reimer. 

Make it 4-4 with 11.5 seconds left in regulation, the Canes 
scoring with the extra attacker. Make it bedlam in the 
building. 

There would be more.  

“We believe in each other and there’s no quit in this team,” 
Aho said.  

In overtime, Svechnikov grabbed the puck along the boards 
and sped down ice. It suddenly was a two-on-one with 
Necas, and Necas beat Reimer with a rising shot 55 seconds 
into OT. 

Just like that, it was over. The Hurricanes (31-9-8) had 
snatched away the two points and should ride into Sunday’s 
showdown with the Boston Bruins at PNC Arena on a high. 

“It’s crazy, “ Raanta said. “You kind of watch the clock all the 
time and you hope you can get to the OT, and a couple of 
minutes later you’re celebrating in the neutral zone.” 

Raanta picked up his 12th win of the season and is 9-0-2 in 
his last 11 games. Aho now has 20 goals this season and 
Necas 21 as he continues to shine and realize his potential. 

Defenseman Calvin de Haan had the Canes’ first score, in 
the first period, as the Carolina D-men continue to lead the 
NHL with 32 goals.  

Aho’s first goal came on a power play 17 seconds into the 
third period, pushing Carolina ahead 2-1. The arena was 
rumbling then, too, but the Sharks (14-25-11) answered with 
goals from Nick Bonino, Mikey Eyssimont and then added 
Ferraro’s empty-netter. 

“You just try to refocus,” Raanta said. “I was able to make a 
couple of good saves before they scored their fourth one.” 

Former Canes forward Steven Lorentz, who went to San 
Jose in the offseason trade for Burns, returned to PNC Arena 
for the first time and was given a welcome-back ovation in 
the first period. Lorentz assisted on the game’s first goal, by 
Oskar Lindblom in the first period. 

The game also had another on-ice meeting of the 
Svechnikov brothers in the NHL. The Canes’ Svechnikov had 
two assists and the Sharks’ Evgeny Svechnikov had the 
primary assist on Lindblom’s goal. 

Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour called it a “great finish” after 
a “dull” first period and a slightly better second. He liked the 
Canes’ play in the third, which he called the team’s best, 
even though the Sharks moved back into the lead. 

And the comeback? 

“You’ve got to keep going and our guys do,” Brind’Amour 
said. “That’s what happened tonight. That’s not going to 
happen every night, but we have the ability to do that.”
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NHL Power Rankings: As the tank race gets sloppy, the Avalanche push upward 

By Sean Gentille and Dom Luszczyszyn 

That old adage — the one about the best-laid plans of mice 
and Power Rankers — is true. They often go awry. 

Most of the time, early in the process, we can set the bottom 
five and forget about it. Not this week, folks. Oh, not this 
week — because front offices may tank, but players do not. 
And we got a crash course in that over the past few days. 
These teams stink! Someone tell them! 

In any case, we have a new, old face in the top 10 and some 
shuffling in the mushy middle. Let’s just get to the All-Star 
break, OK? 

1. Boston Bruins 

Last Week: 1 
Record: 38-6-4 
Sean rank: 1 
Dom rank: 1 

If Thursday night’s game against the Lightning was a 
potential second-round preview, we’re in for a treat. That was 
one of the better games this season. 

The Bruins did lose though for just the 10th time this season 
which feels like an insane thing to write at nearly the 50-
game mark. We talked about this on “The Athletic Hockey 
Podcast: Bestie Edition,” but this team has a real shot at the 
all-time win record of 62 and the all-time point record of 132. 
There’s still a long road ahead, but this has all the makings 
of a historically special season and that should be celebrated 
more than it has been so far. 

2. Carolina Hurricanes 

Last Week: 2 
Record: 30-9-8 
Sean rank: 2 
Dom rank: 2 

More than half of the Hurricanes’ 17 losses have come in two 
separate spells, due more to poor goaltending than anything 
else. When they’re good, they’re good — and they’re usually 
good. That’s part of what made Max Pacioretty’s injury so 
painful to watch; Carolina had themselves a tastefully 
decorated room, then went out and got themselves a rug to 
tie the whole thing together. Unfortunately, that rug has been 
micturated upon. All that’s left to do is ring up Jim Rutherford 
and see if he has any interest in moving Bo Horvat for a 
package built around a 22-year-old center in his fifth NHL 
season. The man wants young veterans, and Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi is certainly both of those things. Canucks fans, 
plug your ears. 

3. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Last Week: 3 
Record: 30-11-8 

Sean rank: 3 
Dom rank: 3 

Over their last 25 games, the Leafs are 16-6-3, a 115-point 
pace. That would rank fifth in the East and third in the 
Atlantic. They’re playing some very good hockey and it 
barely even matters because it only means treading water 
rather than making up ground. Not that there’s any real 
ground to make up with how far ahead Boston is, or 
anywhere to fall with how low the rest of the Atlantic is. 
Toronto currently has a 98 percent chance of finishing 
second or third in the Atlantic while the Lightning have a 95 
percent chance. That’s set. It’s been set for like a month. 
Start mentally preparing now. 

4. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Last Week: 4 
Record: 31-15-1 
Sean rank: 5 
Dom rank: 4 

February is near, which means it’s time to start wondering 
what deadline-day magic Julien BriseBois is going to 
conjure. He told Pierre LeBrun to, basically, not expect 
anything crazy. We’ll see how that plays out. It’s worth 
reiterating just how good Brandon Hagel, last season’s big 
addition, has been so far in 2022-23. 

Hagel’s unusual contract — he’s signed for $1.5 million 
through 2024 and will be an RFA after that — is what made 
him a target, and he’s delivered, riding outstanding offensive 
impacts and production to more than $6 million in surplus 
value. Heading into Thursday’s games, he had as many five-
on-five points as Filip Forsberg. Tampa paid a ton for him 
(two first-round picks), but he’s doing his part to make it 
count. 

5. New Jersey Devils 

Last Week: 5 
Record: 31-13-4 
Sean rank: 4 
Dom rank: 5 

From Jack Hughes taking the body to make the play to 
Dougie Hamilton (who has 23 points in his last 20 games) 
absolutely wiring it top corner for the winner — everything 
about this goal absolutely ruled. 

Even with a loss to the Predators Thursday night, the Devils 
are back to their winning ways, but it’s not without concern. 
Early in the season, the team’s epic win streak came about 
via a strong underlying process where they were absolutely 
dominating the scoring chance share every night. Lately? 
Not so much. Over the last month, New Jersey ranks 25th 
with a 47 percent expected goals rate. Thursday night’s effort 
was another ugly one too. Missing John Marino from the 
backend is certainly a big deal, but not to this degree. 
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6. Dallas Stars 

Last Week: 6 
Record: 28-13-9 
Sean rank: 6 
Dom rank: 6 

It wouldn’t be a Stars regular season without a deeply weird 
set of overtime and shootout results. Last season, they were 
15-6. In 2020-21, they needed extra time in 20 of their 56 
games and lost 14 of them. So far in 2022-23, they’re 3-9 
after regulation. 

The good news for them is that it hasn’t mattered much; 
they’ve got the best points percentage (.650) and playoff 
odds in the Western Conference, and overtime playoff 
hockey may as well be a different sport than what we see in 
the regular season. And hey, if those wasted points come 
back to haunt them, finishing second or third in the Central 
would only guarantee that they avoid Colorado in the first 
round. 

7. Seattle Kraken 

Last Week: 9 
Record: 28-14-5 
Sean rank: 7 
Dom rank: 7 

The gap between Seattle’s league-leading 10.8 percent 
shooting percentage at five-on-five and second-place 
Boston’s 9.5 percent is the same as the gap between Boston 
and the Rangers… in 19th place. There’s good fortune, and 
then there’s that. Only one team since 2007-08 has finished 
the season over one percentage point above second in 
shooting percentage: The 2013-14 Ducks, who were 1.03 
percentage points above the Avalanche. 

Maybe that lasts a little longer for Seattle, but it’s one reason 
we remain a little cautious and a little skeptical about just 
how good they really are. They’re playing really well and look 
like one of the best teams in the West. There are plenty of 
reasons to believe in their turnaround and that they’re for 
real. But there’s a difference between “good team” and “elite 
shooting juggernaut.” Seattle is still probably closer to the 
former. 

8. Winnipeg Jets 

Last Week: 8 
Record: 31-18-1 
Sean rank: 8 
Dom rank: 9 

Heading into Thursday night against Buffalo, the Jets had 
gone 6-4-0 in their previous 10 games and controlled 
expected goals in eight of them. No problem. Then, of 
course, they put together a dud against the Sabres and lost 
3-2 in a game that wasn’t as close as the score implied. 

And guess what? There still isn’t much of a problem. The 
Jets are good — both of us internalized that sometime in 
November — and good teams have meh stretches. What’s 
most important for the Jets, of course, is that Josh Morrissey 
keeps playing at a point-per-game pace. He’s still there, 
even after three straight goose eggs. 

9. Colorado Avalanche 

Last Week: 12 
Record: 26-18-3 
Sean rank: 9 
Dom rank: 8 

Every Thursday, our editor Ian Denomme asks us which 
team we want featured for the lead art. Usually, it’s before 
we’ve even thought about which team is being ranked where, 
but one team sprang to mind immediately: Colorado. Cale 
Makar was coming back and the Avalanche themselves 
looked back after winning six straight. 

It was at that exact moment that an Avalanche loss to the 
Ducks was not only inevitable but a near guarantee. And 
that’s exactly what happened as Colorado squandered a 3-1 
lead to lose 5-3 to one of the league’s worst teams. The 
Power Rankings Curse is very real. Be very afraid. 

Still, the Avalanche dominated that game (86.5 percent on 
the Deserve To Win O’Meter baby!) and arguably deserved a 
better fate. It happens over a long season and it’s not worth 
stressing too much even with a weak opponent. Combine 
that with the six straight wins and Colorado is back in the top 
10. We’re guessing that spot will be permanent from here on 
out. 

10. New York Rangers 

Last Week: 10 
Record: 26-14-8 
Sean rank: 10 
Dom rank: 10 

It’s really starting to feel like Adam Fox is more than halfway 
to a very casual second Norris Trophy. If Erik Karlsson’s 
point production falls off a bit, Charlie McAvoy/Hampus 
Lindholm stay on track to steal votes from each other and 
Cale Makar doesn’t hit his fifth gear, it might not be all that 
close. Fox’s game doesn’t have any holes; his impacts at 
both ends are remarkable, he’s scoring a point per game and 
he’s pulling off stuff like this: 

What a player. When it comes time to cast votes, it’s going to 
be hard to look beyond him. 

11. Vegas Golden Knights 

Last Week: 7 
Record: 29-17-3 
Sean rank: 11 
Dom rank: 11 

Jack Eichel started the season red hot, garnering some 
potential MVP buzz, but he hasn’t been the same since 
returning from injury and looked just as bad for a little bit 
before that, too. In his last 15 games, he has just eight points 
and is rocking a 45.5 percent expected goals share. That’s 
far from good enough and it’s no coincidence that Vegas 
looks about as good as Eichel does. 

When he was putting up MVP-caliber numbers the team 
looked like a real contender again. Since then (and without 
Eichel in the lineup) Vegas looks like the same misguided 
team that missed the playoffs last season. Since starting 15-
4-1 over its first 20 games Vegas is 14-13-2. The Golden 
Knights looked like they had a stranglehold on the Pacific 
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crown through the first quarter of the season, but have 
completely lost grip of the division lead. 

12. Los Angeles Kings 

Last Week: 13 
Record: 27-17-6 
Sean rank: 12 
Dom rank: 13 

Bit of a nothing week for the Kings; they beat two stinky 
teams (Philadelphia and Chicago) and lost a coin-flip game 
to a half-decent one (Nashville). Kevin Fiala continues to do 
exactly what the Kings acquired him to do; in 10 games since 
Jan. 1, he’s got 14 points — seven goals and seven primary 
assists, including the game-winner over the aforementioned 
Flyers. 

Also, keep an eye on Pheonix Copley’s workload. He’s 
started 18 games since Dec. 6, which is six less than his 
career NHL total beforehand. 

13. Edmonton Oilers 

Last Week: 14 
Record: 27-18-4 
Sean rank: 13 
Dom rank: 12 

Six straight wins only to lose in overtime to the league’s 
worst team. Sigh. If not for that, the Oilers might have been 
able to push for a spot close to the top 10, but it’ll take a bit 
more from them to get there. 

Really, it’ll take a bit more from anyone not named Connor 
McDavid, Leon Draisaitl, Zach Hyman and Ryan Nugent-
Hopkins for this team to really contend. That quartet makes 
up 72 percent of the team’s total value this season. They’ve 
been fantastic, but last we checked there are 16 other guys. 
Edmonton is the definition of top heavy. 

14. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Last Week: 15 
Record: 24-15-9 
Sean rank: 14 
Dom rank: 14 

Bryan Rust’s goal in a 3-2 shootout loss to Washington was 
his 300th career point, making him the 20th player from the 
2010 draft to hit that mark and fourth drafted outside the first 
two rounds. Mark Stone (514, No. 178 overall), Brendan 
Gallagher ( 390, No. 147 overall) and John Klingberg (389, 
No. 131 overall) are the others. He’s an important player for 
the Penguins; given the amount of time he spends on the top 
six, anything less than a 20-goal pace from him is a bad sign 
… and he’s projected to land there, almost on the dot. 

15. Buffalo Sabres 

Last Week: 18 
Record: 26-19-3 
Sean rank: 15 
Dom rank: 16 

Five straight wins and the vibes are once again immaculate 
in Buffalo. The Sabres have had a very long playoff drought 
and while the odds still aren’t in their favor, the possibility of 
the drought ending looks more and more real by the day. 

More games like Thursday night’s effort against the Jets 
would be a major plus toward achieving that goal. The 
Sabres haven’t been a dominant scoring chance team this 
season, but they absolutely crushed the Jets winning the xG 
battle 3.2 to 1.1 at five-on-five, a 74 percent share. According 
to Evolving Hockey, it’s the team’s 10th most dominant 
performance by expected goals since 2007. That game and 
this streak are the kind of performance that a young team 
can really build upon. This Sabres team feels like a team of 
destiny right now. 

16. Minnesota Wild 

Last Week: 11 
Record: 26-17-4 
Sean rank: 17 
Dom rank: 15 

We mentioned Kevin Fiala in the Kings blurb. Think the Wild 
wouldn’t mind having that production back in the fold? 
Minnesota’s five-on-five goals per/60 have gone from second 
in the league in 2021-22 (3.22) to 26th (2.33). Fiala’s cap-
forced exit is part of that, but so, too, are steep declines for 
Ryan Hartman, Matt Boldy and most of Minnesota’s other top 
forwards. Even Kirill Kaprizov is down from 1.3 to 0.84. More 
reliable output there would firm up the Wild’s hold on a 
playoff spot, which is dodgier than it should be given the 
teams that are chasing them. 

17. Washington Capitals 

Last Week: 16 
Record: 26-19-6 
Sean rank: 16 
Dom rank: 17 

Everyone: We want a Weagle jersey! 

The Capitals: 

Everyone: Not like that! 

18. Calgary Flames 

Last Week: 17 
Record: 23-17-9 
Sean rank: 19 
Dom rank: 18 

Four-goal losses to the Blackhawks have a way of bringing 
things into focus — and now, more than any other point this 
season, it’s time for the Flames to wonder if they have a 
Jacob Markstrom problem. Any loss to Chicago likely 
represents a full-squad meltdown, but Markstrom is now 
carrying around an .893 save percentage and -0.52 goals 
saved above expected, which is 54th in the league. He’s 
been underwater in that stat in seven of his last nine starts. 
Nothing Calgary can do will matter if he doesn’t improve. A 
lot. Quickly. 

19. Nashville Predators 

Last Week: 21 
Record: 24-18-6 
Sean rank: 18 
Dom rank: 20 

The Predators have won five of six and are now in the midst 
of doing that thing they always do: Waltzing into the playoffs 
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on the back of a sizzling second half that undoes a mediocre 
first half. 

Nashville still has a bit of a hill to climb in the West, but an 
impressive win over the Devils has put the team back on the 
cusp of the race. The Predators are ninth in the West by 
points percentage and have the star power to go for a real 
run here. Filip Forsberg, Roman Josi and Juuse Saros can 
absolutely be those guys. Over their last 15 games, Josi and 
Forsberg both have 15 points apiece and have started to 
really dominate at five-on-five again. That was sorely missing 
from them to start the season. Next step: Getting their 
groove back on the power play. 

20. Florida Panthers 

Last Week: 22 
Record: 23-21-6 
Sean rank: 20 
Dom rank: 19 

On some levels, it’s easy to feel bad for the Panthers. 
Example A: Their projected goal differential is plus-24, which 
in practice would put them on the edge of the top 10. In 
reality, they’re at minus-5, which is more befitting of a team 
that’ll need help and a hot streak to make any kind of real 
playoff push. 

Bad luck? Certainly part of it … though failing to top-three 
protect their draft pick seems like an enforced error. As does 
hiring Paul Maurice. So really, how bad are you supposed to 
feel? 

21. St. Louis Blues 

Last Week: 20 
Record: 23-23-3 
Sean rank: 22 
Dom rank: 21 

Ryan O’Reilly wants to be a Blue. In an ideal world, the 
Blues probably want him to be a Blue forever. But the Blues 
don’t live there and the idea of extending O’Reilly instead of 
trading him would be a baffling decision. The Blues are in no 
man’s land where they’re too good to tank and too bad to 
make the playoffs. It’s time to go all-in on the latter direction 
and that starts with an O’Reilly deal. As painful as it may be, 
it’s a necessary step for where this franchise currently 
stands. 

Our original idea for this week’s rankings was “one player 
from each team that should be traded” in honor of O’Reilly 
maybe not being traded. Turns out that’s really hard for 90 
percent of the league. For the Blues, it should be an easy 
call. Should. Do the right thing, St. Louis. 

22. Detroit Red Wings 

Last Week: 23 
Record: 21-18-8 
Sean rank: 21 
Dom rank: 23 

We’re all better off with the Red Wings as a major potential 
player at the trade deadline. They’re currently at the center of 
the Bo Horvat speculation, with the thinking being that center 
prospect Marco Kasper and/or 25-year-old defenseman Flip 

Hronek would head back to Vancouver. Max Bultman and 
Harman Dayal broke that down in detail a couple days back. 

Now, Steve Yzerman probably doesn’t consider that price 
tag without some sort of guaranteed extension with Horvat — 
but if that piece fell into place, the Wings would get really 
interesting really quickly. Neither Horvat nor Dylan Larkin are 
ideal top-line centers on contenders, but as a pair? Hmm. 

23. New York Islanders 

Last Week: 19 
Record: 23-22-5 
Sean rank: 22 
Dom rank: 23 

Add three more losses to the pile and the Islanders have 
now dropped six straight. No one is scoring, Ilya Sorokin is 
coming back down to Earth and the Islanders are now on 
pace for 83-to-84 points — not far off where they were last 
season. The early season run is looking like a mirage and it 
feels like it’ll take a small miracle for this team to make it to 
the playoffs at this point. Miracles can happen, but this team 
just doesn’t have it anymore. 

24. Philadelphia Flyers 

Last Week: 24 
Record: 20-21-9 
Sean rank: 24 
Dom rank: 24 

Charlie O’Connor has been beating this drum for most of the 
season, but it’s worth saying here: Rasmus Ristolain has 
been fine, with numbers befitting a reliable third-pair 
defenseman for a nice chunk of games. 

For the season, his average game score is in the black 
(0.119) for the first time since 2019-20. In his last 10 games, 
he’s averaging 0.77, largely because of good work in his own 
end. Call it the Tortorella effect. The bad news is that the 
coach can’t help that salary ($5.1 million AAV through 2027), 
and Ristolainen has a history of playing his way up a lineup 
and then falling to pieces. Let’s see how it goes. 

25. Ottawa Senators 

Last Week: 25 
Record: 21-23-3 
Sean rank: 25 
Dom rank: 25 

Josh Norris was back for all of three games before re-injuring 
his shoulder and being sidelined for the season. It really feels 
like a case where Norris came back too early which begs the 
question: Why? For what purpose? For this team? What’s 
the point? 

It’s hard to believe people tried to talk themselves into 
“Ottawa Senators: Playoff Team.” It felt ridiculous in the 
summer and looks downright hilarious now. Norris’ health 
alone wouldn’t have changed that. This team just can’t score. 

26. Montreal Canadiens 

Last Week: 26 
Record: 20-25-3 
Sean rank: 26 
Dom rank: 26 
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What’s gotten into Kirby Dach? Scoring goals, making short 
work of Andrew Copp … sheesh. 

Arpon Basu took a deeper look at Dach’s development this 
season. He was always going to be worth the price Montreal 
paid for him, whether he panned out or not — and at the 
moment, he’s a gigantic, skilled center playing big minutes at 
a 50-point pace a few days after his 22nd birthday. Not bad. 

27. San Jose Sharks 

Last Week: 27 
Record:14-25-10 
Sean rank: 27 
Dom rank: 27 

The Sharks have played three times over the last week: loss, 
loss, overtime loss. 

Dear Columbus, Chicago, Anaheim and Arizona: Take notes. 
That’s how you tank. 

Fun fact: It’s not any of those four teams with the fewest wins 
this season. It’s San Jose with 14. Blame the loser point for 
the team “only” being fifth last in the league. 

28. Vancouver Canucks 

Last Week: 28 
Record: 19-26-3 
Sean rank: 28 
Dom rank: 28 

This team shouldn’t be in the business of signing any 26-
year-old wingers to $5.5 million AAV deals, but they probably 
could’ve done worse than Andrei Kuzmenko. In a vacuum, or 
on a different roster, or on a different planet, that’s a nice 
little bit of work. Instead, it’s a missed opportunity to add 
assets for a rebuild that’ll apparently never truly begin. He 
turns 27 in a couple days, by the way. The likelihood that 
they’re trying to move Horvat for a player in that age range 
should make Canucks fans physically ill. 

29. Arizona Coyotes 

Last Week: 29 
Record: 16-28-5 
Sean rank: 30 
Dom rank: 29 

Shayne Gostisbehere is out 4-6 weeks, which is bad timing 
with the trade deadline rolling around. All things considered, 
he’s had a decent season on a really bad team and should 
warrant some real interest for teams shoring up their blue 
line. It’ll be really interesting to see what Arizona can fetch 
for his services given the Coyotes received a second just to 
take on his contract. That looks like a gift that can keep on 

giving as Gostisbehere has recuperated a lot of his value 
since. He’s obviously no defensive stalwart, but his 81 points 
over the last two seasons rank 18th among all defensemen. 
He’s worth a win of value and can be a nice offensive add for 
a playoff team’s third pair. 

30. Chicago Blackhawks 

Last Week: 30 
Record: 15-28-4 
Sean rank: 29 
Dom rank: 30 

Mere hours ago, the Blackhawks rolled out their fourth-string 
goalie, a young fella by the name of Jaxson Stauber who 
promptly stopped 34 of the Flames’ 35 shots. Stauber, who’s 
23, has now won his first two NHL starts. Mix that in with Petr 
Mrazek’s .931 save percentage since Alex Stalock’s Jan. 14 
concussion, and you’ve got the distinct sense that something 
unplanned and unpleasant is happening to the Blackhawks’ 
front office. 

31. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Last Week: 32 
Record: 15-30-3 
Sean rank: 32 
Dom rank: 32 

Wednesday’s OT win over the Oilers gave the Blue Jackets 
five points out of a possible six. On Friday night, they play 
Vancouver; after that, it’s Kraken-Caps-Leafs-Leafs-Devils-
Jets-Stars, so things should get back on track, so to speak, 
in a hurry. They’re tops on the Tankathon big board for a 
reason, folks, 

32. Anaheim Ducks 

Last Week: 31 
Record: 15-29-5 
Sean rank: 32 
Dom rank: 32 

The Ducks earned a gutsy comeback win against the 
Avalanche Thursday coming back from a 3-1 deficit, 
something that was truly difficult to believe. On any other day 
that win would be exactly what fans don’t want — a 
catastrophe for the team’s tank (not that teams tank of 
course, according to the commissioner). You just have to 
lose the loseable games. With Chicago and Arizona winning, 
Montreal getting a point and Columbus winning the night 
before it might not be the worst result after all. Cherish that 
victory over the defending Stanley Cup champs, it may be a 
while before the next one.
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NHL trade deadline 2023: Which player (or pick) each team is most likely to deal 

The NHL’s March 3 trade deadline is fast approaching, and 
the action has already begun. 

Who or what will your team be saying goodbye to at the 
deadline? The Athletic asked the reporters who know the 32 
teams best for their expert picks and analysis. 

In response, we heard about veteran role players, expiring 
contracts, fire sales, teams going all-in and a handful of 
legitimate stars. 

Here are our writers’ picks for the most likely assets to be 
dealt. 

Anaheim Ducks 

John Klingberg: Among the pending unrestricted free agents 
on the Ducks’ roster, the 30-year-old Klingberg is easily the 
most attractive and could be their best trade chip to dangle. 
There will be a desire to add another first-round pick to the 
potential high lottery choice they’ll have, but getting that will 
be a chore if the right-shooting defenseman doesn’t lift the 
level of his play after a terrible start in his first season with 
the club. He has been a bit better over his past 18 contests, 
scoring five goals and posting an even or plus rating eight 
times. Teams still value right-handed defenders that can 
move the puck and help out on a power play. — Eric 
Stephens 

Arizona Coyotes 

Jakob Chychrun: For purely practical reasons, a trade out of 
Arizona for Chychrun should be coming to a head by the 
deadline. Why? Because Chychrun’s current appeal is 
twofold: 1) He’s a 24-year-old defenseman capable of 
playing top-four minutes, and 2) He’s on an attractive 
contract (this year and two more at an average annual value 
of $4.6 million per season). Thus, any contender adding him 
now would get three playoffs out of him at minimum. If 
Chychrun lingers on the Coyotes’ roster beyond the 
deadline, then he becomes just a little less attractive on the 
financial side of the ledger. With 25 points in 33 games, his 
value is high. It’s time to find him a new home. — Eric 
Duhatschek 

Boston Bruins 

Jakub Lauko: The 22-year-old left-shot forward fits the profile 
of the type of asset the Bruins would give up for immediate 
help: young, has potential, not on the current roster. Lauko, a 
2018 third-rounder, played well in a seven-game run on the 
fourth line at the start of the season, scoring a goal and two 
points. He’s been in the AHL since then because of the 
Bruins’ health. A team could see third-line upside because of 
his speed and fearlessness. — Fluto Shinzawa 

Buffalo Sabres 

Erik Portillo: When push comes to shove, I’m not sure if 
Kevyn Adams will be ready to swing a big deal that requires 
giving up a first-round pick or high-end prospect at the 
deadline. It’s more likely a prospect like he’d trade goalie Erik 
Portillo, who has indicated he won’t sign in Buffalo once 
leaving college. The team could part with him to add depth 
on the blue line while allowing the young core to continue to 

grow together. A mid-round pick could be another way of 
achieving this. — Matthew Fairburn 

Calgary Flames 

2023 second-round pick: The Flames are in a tricky spot in 
the standings — right on the edge of the playoff field — and 
their approach at the deadline is hard to predict at this point. 
They do need a scoring winger, and they also need to know 
if they need to replace defenseman Oliver Kylington, who 
has yet to play in 2022-23. We should have a better answer 
in a month, but the Flames could always flip a lower-level 
prospect or draft pick to fill one of their needs. The second-
rounder this year might be the most likely chip they’re willing 
to part with. — Julian McKenzie 

Carolina Hurricanes 

2024 second-round pick: The Hurricanes love to use surplus 
picks to acquire assets, and they have two seconds in 2024, 
having landed the Flyers’ in the Tony DeAngelo trade. 
Carolina would be more likely to deal its own pick than the 
one that figures to be at the top of the round. If a first-round 
pick is an asking price for a player the Hurricanes pursue, 
though, they have a good argument that Philadelphia’s 
second-rounder in two summers will be nearly worth that 
much. — Cory Lavalette 

Chicago Blackhawks 

Patrick Kane: There hasn’t been an absolute decision yet by 
Kane on whether he wants to be traded, but a lot of signs 
have been pointing in that direction in recent months. Of all 
the Blackhawks, he’s the one who would bring back the most 
assets, too. The Blackhawks will likely be looking for a first-
round pick and a prospect if Kane drops his no-movement 
clause. — Scott Powers 

Colorado Avalanche 

2025 second-round pick: The Avalanche don’t like trading 
their future first-round picks — they only have done so for 
Darcy Kuemper in the Joe Sakic era — but they have zero 
issues trading their seconds. The Avalanche haven’t used 
their own second-round pick since 2019 (though they used 
New Jersey’s second to pick Sean Behrens in 2021) and 
have traded away all their seconds through 2024. Next up is 
2025. It feels only fitting that the tradition continues and they 
move that pick. — Peter Baugh 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

Vladislav Gavrikov: If the Blue Jackets lose Gavrikov, they’ll 
create another huge question mark with their already-
maligned top four. But, so far, attempts to get the 27-year-old 
left-sider under a long-term contract have not inched closer 
to a deal, and the organization has stated that it simply can’t 
let major assets leave without compensation. The asking 
price for Gavrikov is believed to be a first-round and third-
round draft pick, which is what the Blue Jackets acquired for 
David Savard two years ago. They have spent three first-
round picks on defensemen in the last two drafts, and David 
Jiricek (No. 6 in 2022) is expected to be in the NHL next 
season. But it will be hard to replace Gavrikov, their best 
defensive defenseman. — Aaron Portzline 
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Dallas Stars 

Denis Gurianov: The Stars would prefer to move Anton 
Khudobin, but that would require a sweetener they will be 
reluctant to include. Gurianov is a player on a reasonable 
salary ($2.9 million) who was a first-round pick (2015), has 
shown potential (20 goals in 2019-20) and has the tangible 
tools that would make him enticing for a team to take a 
chance on. Given his inability to take advantage of multiple 
opportunities in Dallas, the Stars’ cap situation and the 
arrival of Logan Stankoven, Dallas is highly unlikely to re-
sign the pending restricted free agent. — Saad Yousuf 

Detroit Red Wings 

Olli Määttä: Määttä could be a short-term extension 
candidate in Detroit after his steady play so far this season, 
but otherwise, he profiles as a perfect deadline addition for a 
contender. He’s reliable defensively, contributes to the 
offense with smart, predictable passes and has loads of 
playoff experience dating back to multiple Stanley Cup runs 
in Pittsburgh. He’s the kind of blue-line-bolstering piece 
every contending general manager looks for at this time of 
year. — Max Bultman 

Edmonton Oilers 

Jesse Puljujarvi: The Oilers must clear cap space to be able 
to upgrade the roster before the trade deadline. The trade 
candidates are Puljujarvi and Warren Foegele, two wingers. 
Neither player has much value right now. They both have 10 
points this season and carry $3 million and $2.75 million cap 
hits, respectively. The Oilers could be more interested in 
moving Foegele because he has an extra year on his deal, 
whereas maybe — just maybe — another team might be 
more inclined to try Puljujarvi out since he’s a restricted free 
agent at season’s end. — Daniel Nugent-Bowman 

Florida Panthers 

Sam Reinhart: Flip a coin between Reinhart and Sam 
Bennett. Reinhart (signed through next season at $6.5 
million AAV) is the better player, and he’s signed for less 
term than Bennett. He’d net a better return, so he’s the pick. 
Florida’s draft cupboard is bare enough — and their cap 
situation messy enough — to make a move like that worth it, 
but it has to be noted that there’s no incentive for them to 
lose more games. Montreal holds their first-round pick. — 
Sean Gentille 

Los Angeles Kings 

A right-handed defenseman: The Kings are smack in the 
middle of a hot Pacific Division race and a Western 
Conference where no playoff contender has separated itself 
from the others. They’re also the only team holding a playoff 
spot that has a negative goal differential. The team’s .881 
save percentage through Friday, between three goalies, is 
only better than San Jose and Vancouver. And they’ve 
persisted without another top-four minutes muncher that’s a 
left-handed shot to balance out the blue line. It feels like a 
trade could make a difference. It’s hard to see them giving up 
their 2023 first-round pick after having traded their 2022 first 
for Kevin Fiala, but their second this year pick or their two 
thirds could be in play. They’ve also got plenty of right-shot 
defensemen to flip for a lefty. Top prospect Brandt Clarke 

isn’t going anywhere, but Matt Roy, Sean Durzi or Jordan 
Spence could be parted with. — Eric Stephens 

Minnesota Wild 

Jordan Greenway: Greenway is expendable because the 
Wild could re-sign pending restricted free agent Brandon 
Duhaime for probably half the price this offseason and stick 
him right to the left of Joel Eriksson Ek and Marcus Foligno. 
At 25 years old and 6-foot-6, Greenway would probably be 
an intriguing name around the league despite his brutal 
season so far with the Wild. His production is nonexistent: 
two goals (one an empty-netter) and four assists in 29 
games. Plus, he drew the ire of the club Jan. 8 when he 
overslept, missed pregame meetings and missed a game 
against St. Louis in the second half of a back-to-back. He put 
the lineup in an unacceptable bind and is now undoubtedly 
on the outs. — Michael Russo 

Montreal Canadiens 

Sean Monahan: The Canadiens are looking at the possibility 
of re-signing Monahan to a short-term deal, especially since 
his injury this season might impact his ability to get a long-
term contract in free agency. Demand will be relatively high 
for his services as long as he picks up where he left off when 
he returns, and that return date is still in doubt. Monahan 
began practicing with the team in a non-contact jersey last 
Saturday, but then missed three days in a row of practice as 
of Friday. So, that demand is unlikely to be first-round-pick 
high, but any contending team should love to add the depth 
in the middle he would provide, assuming he’s healthy. — 
Arpon Basu 

Nashville Predators 

Dante Fabbro: The 2016 first-round pick, who was a 
revelation late in the 2018-19 season, has been relegated to 
third-pairing status and has been a healthy scratch a few 
times — which is still an improvement over two seasons ago, 
when he fell out of favor with John Hynes entirely and was 
scratched for the playoffs. That doesn’t exactly speak to 
ample trade value, but Fabbro is just 24, has skill and could 
be of interest to a team seeking blue-line depth. — Joe 
Rexrode 

New Jersey Devils 

Alexander Holtz: The Devils’ moves weren’t as spicy as 
promised last summer, but maybe the deadline is where they 
finally make their splash. As reported by The Athletic’s Pierre 
LeBrun on Friday, they’re in the market for a top-six winger. 
That likely costs a number of future assets. Along with picks, 
selling teams often look for young, NHL-ready players to 
speed up a rebuild or retool. While management may not 
want to move Holtz, the No. 7 pick from 2020, he may be 
their best way to bring back someone of the caliber this top 
six could use. And if they do add a winger — possibly a long-
term fit like Timo Meier — it blocks Holtz’s path to big 
minutes anyway. — Shayna Goldman 

New York Islanders 

Scott Mayfield: Even if he doesn’t want to admit it yet, 
general manager Lou Lamoriello has to see by now that this 
Islanders team isn’t a Stanley Cup contender and it’s 
probably time to start selling. Mayfield, like many of his 
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teammates, hasn’t been very good lately. But as a right-shot 
defenseman with size, and a pending unrestricted free agent, 
he would surely garner interest from teams that could use 
added blue-line depth for a playoff run. — Kevin Kurz 

New York Rangers 

2024 second-round pick: The Rangers have two first-round 
picks this year, their own and the Stars’ pick, so you’d 
perhaps think general manager Chris Drury would dangle 
one of them at the deadline to add. But a second is more 
likely to be the Rangers’ deadline-offer ceiling, particularly if 
it can be in 2024, given how deep this year’s draft is. The 
Rangers don’t need to go all-in this deadline; targeted 
additions for reasonable prices are most likely for them. — 
Arthur Staple 

Ottawa Senators 

Nick Holden: The Senators don’t have too many tantalizing 
assets to dangle ahead of the deadline. But the 35-year-old 
Holden might be a nice fit for a club looking for depth on its 
blue line at a relatively cheap cost ($1.35 million cap hit). 
Holden has the ability to play either the left or right side, and 
that versatility may come in handy for a team in the playoffs. 
And he’s got postseason experience too, having played 34 
playoff games for Vegas as it reached consecutive 
conference finals in 2020 and 2021. His personality and 
playing style would make him a seamless fit as a sixth or 
seventh defenseman with most teams. — Ian Mendes 

Philadelphia Flyers 

James van Riemsdyk: It’s pretty simple. He’s on an expiring 
contract, he’s still a quality NHL scorer, and the Flyers are 
almost certain to be sellers at the deadline. JvR has helped 
the young players on the roster — particularly forwards like 
Morgan Frost and Owen Tippett — in terms of mentoring, 
and the Flyers won’t love losing that element, but trading 
away rentals at the deadline is what a team in their position 
does. I’m not expecting van Riemsdyk to pull back a first-
round pick, but there will be teams who see value in adding a 
quality secondary scorer with power-play utility. The Flyers 
can be expected to oblige. — Charlie O’Connor 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

Teddy Blueger: General manager Ron Hextall is adamant he 
won’t trade the Penguins’ first-round pick, which is clearly 
their most attractive asset. With his team in a cap crunch and 
needing to upgrade the bottom six, it probably doesn’t make 
sense to pull from that bottom six, in this case offering 
Blueger, to land a third-line center. However, Jeff Carter isn’t 
getting it done in that role and Blueger, an impending free 
agent, is an attractive two-way center. The Penguins don’t 
view Blueger as a third center, so moving him to a team that 
does as a way to free up cap space is probably the first 
move that needs to happen in Pittsburgh. — Rob Rossi 

San Jose Sharks 

Timo Meier: Matt Nieto already became the first of the 
Sharks’ pending unrestricted free agents to be traded, and 
picking another (Nick Bonino, James Reimer) would be too 
easy, so we’re going with Meier, who is certain to be one of 
the most-discussed players between now and March 3. 
While there are some teams that might struggle to fit him into 

their cap situations long-term, he is not a pure rental and 
there’s been reporting to suggest the Sharks will let a team 
negotiate an extension ahead of a completed deal anyway. 
He’s one of the best pure goal-scorers in the league and 
could return a hefty haul for the Sharks. — Corey Masisak 

Seattle Kraken 

2023 second-round pick: Which 2023 second-rounder? 
That’s the luxury the Kraken have, with the potential to shop 
any of their three. They’re not likely to be the most 
aggressive team at the deadline. Instead, management 
needs to find the balance between maximizing their hot 
season and mortgaging the future. So, why not play to their 
strengths for any deadline adds? The Kraken can (and 
should) benefit from last season’s deadline moves when the 
time comes in March. — Shayna Goldman 

St. Louis Blues 

Vladimir Tarasenko: It’s a toss-up between Tarasenko and 
Ryan O’Reilly. The answer might be both. But since 
Tarasenko has never rescinded his 2021 trade request and 
O’Reilly told The Athletic that he and the Blues have 
engaged in preliminary talks about a contract extension, 
we’re going with Tarasenko. He is one year removed from a 
35-goal, 82-point season, and as a pending unrestricted free 
agent, should be an attractive rental option. The Tarasenko 
saga has taken many turns, so you can’t rule out anything, 
but it looks like a breakup with the Blues is likely. — Jeremy 
Rutherford  

Tampa Bay Lightning 

Cal Foote: The Lightning don’t have first-round picks in the 
next two drafts. And they have roughly $700,000 in cap 
space. So if they make a deadline deal, it’ll be a hockey 
trade: player in, player out. Moving Foote or fellow 
defenseman Haydn Fleury could be the best options. Foote, 
the 2017 first-rounder, got surpassed by Nick Perbix on the 
right side, is a pending restricted free agent, and there’d 
likely be interest on the market. Maybe he joins his father, 
Adam, now a coach in Vancouver, if the Lightning pursue 
Luke Schenn? — Joe Smith 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

2023 first-round pick: The Leafs have dealt their last two first-
round picks, so it’s possible the front office will be reluctant to 
part with yet another. But — but! — there’s enormous 
organizational pressure to finally make gains in the playoffs 
and, you know, win a Stanley Cup. And if the first-rounder (a 
low first-rounder, too) is what it takes to upgrade the roster, 
it’s hard to see the Leafs shying away from it. Unless they’re 
pulling a young-ish piece from the roster (like one of the 
young Swedes on defense) or dealing a top prospect like 
Matthew Knies, there’s not a lot else of significant value to 
deal, either. — Jonas Siegel 

Vancouver Canucks 

Bo Horvat: Now that the Canucks have re-signed Andrei 
Kuzmenko, it’s going to be enormously challenging for the 
club to extend Horvat. Sitting atop The Athletic’s NHL trade 
board since it launched, Horvat’s monster season has almost 
certainly priced him out of Vancouver. — Harman Dayal 
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Vegas Golden Knights 

2023 third-round pick: It feels like the Golden Knights are 
going to be buyers at the deadline, but they probably don’t 
have the cap space to really be in contention for the biggest 
names. I say “probably” because this team has a history of 
finding a way. Nevertheless, I think the most likely outcome 
is a depth addition for Vegas. The Golden Knights are 
without their second- and fourth-round picks in the upcoming 
draft, but they have two third-rounders. I could see one or 
both being included in a deal to bolster their depth. — Jesse 
Granger 

Washington Capitals 

Lars Eller: The Caps have a glut of forwards and a question 
mark on the blue line. If John Carlson’s recovery continues to 
go well and the No. 1 defenseman is able to return before 
the end of the regular season, as expected, general manager 
Brian MacLellan will need to create cap space to 
accommodate Carlson’s hit. Dealing Eller would provide 

flexibility. The 33-year-old center’s contract is expiring, and 
the Caps have a few young pivots (Aliaksei Protas, Connor 
McMichael and Hendrix Lapierre) who figure to push for full-
time spots in D.C. next season. — Tarik El-Bashir 

Winnipeg Jets 

Ville Heinola: Heinola is the answer, but the 2023 first-round 
pick, 2024 first-round pick and other futures could be in play, 
as well. Winnipeg is facing a unique confluence of factors 
heading into the trade deadline. In addition to the fact that 
they’re a legitimately good team poised to make a push, the 
Jets are getting great seasons from 2024 unrestricted-free-
agents-to-be Connor Hellebuyck, Mark Scheifele and Blake 
Wheeler, plus an excellent one from Pierre-Luc Dubois, 
whose long-term future may not be in Winnipeg. I believe the 
Jets recognize that fact and, as such, will be willing to trade 
prospects and draft picks in the name of acquiring a veteran 
two-way forward with some physical jam to play in the top 
nine and/or insurance for their blue line. — Murat Ates

 

 

 
 

Hurricanes stun Sharks with comeback win for the ages 

Carolina scored twice in the final 97 seconds of regulation 
and then won 5-4 in overtime 

By Cory Lavalette 

RALEIGH — Michael Eyssimont has played just 29 career 
NHL games, but his two against the Carolina Hurricanes 
have included enough high-end drama for him to write a 
book. 

Just over three months after Eyssimont, then a member of 
the Jets, saw the Hurricanes score three 6-on-5 goals to 
force overtime and earn an improbable point in Winnipeg on 
the night he scored his first career NHL goal, he witnessed 
Carolina finish the job on perhaps an even more stunning 
comeback Friday. 

Eyssimont again scored, this time for San Jose, for his 
second career goal, but the Hurricanes overcame an empty-
net goal by the Sharks to score twice in the final 97 seconds 
to force overtime before winning it at 3-on-3 for a miraculous 
5-4 victory in front of a standing-room-only crowd at PNC 
Arena. 

“The people that left, hopefully they didn’t get out of the 
building,” Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “I saw a 
mass exodus there, and then all of a sudden, it’s a great 
finish.” 

Sebastian Aho and Martin Necas both scored two goals, with 
Necas’ pair coming with 12 seconds left in regulation to tie 

the game and 55 seconds into overtime to give him his 
second game-winning OT goal in as many games. 

“We got a couple goals and you could feel it coming for us,” 
Necas said of the momentum carried into overtime. 

The win was Carolina’s fourth straight and extended the 
team’s point streak to seven games — the shootout loss Jan. 
15 against Vancouver the only blemish in a 6-0-1 stretch. 

The Hurricanes could be forgiven for overlooking San Jose 
— in the bottom five of the NHL — after having beaten 
Central Division leader Dallas on Wednesday and with 
Boston coming to Raleigh on Sunday for a showdown of the 
NHL’s two top teams. 

For two periods, it looked like the Hurricanes were going 
through the motions against the bottom-feeding Sharks, 
entering the final 20 minutes of regulation in a 1-1 tie. 

“It’s human nature,” Brind’Amour said. “You looked at the 
standings for a second, you know, and you think … it’s not 
that you’re disrespecting anything, it’s just the way it goes. 
And you know you’ve got the best team coming in another 
day here. So I don’t know if that’s why we were a little flat.” 

Aho’s first goal of the night, a power play tally that came 
when Stefan Noesen centered a pass that Aho reached for 
and redirected past James Reimer (31 saves) just 17 
seconds into the third period, looked eerily similar to a 
scoring chance Aho set up for Andrei Svechnikov at the end 
of the second period. 
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Brind’Amour, when asked if they saw something in the 
Sharks’ defenses to exploit, just grinned and uttered a 
“maybe.” 

But a goal that looked like a death punch instead was 
countered by San Jose, which got goals from Nick Bonino 
and Eyssimont to take a one-goal lead into the final minutes. 

Then with Antti Raanta (26 saves) on the bench for an extra 
attacker, Sharks defenseman Mario Ferraro scored on a 
length-of-the-ice empty-netter to seemingly seal the win for 
San Jose with 1:37 left in regulation. 

“It’s like, ‘OK, this is one of those nights where it’s not going 
to happen for us,” Brind’Amour said. 

The Hurricanes, however, got off the mat as they did in 
Winnipeg earlier this year, this time with Aho providing the 
spark and Necas again igniting the fire. 

Just 15 seconds after San Jose built a 4-2 lead, Aho got his 
20th goal of the season, generating speed through the 
neutral zone and accepting a pass from Teuvo Teravainen 
as he blew past the Sharks defenders to score before 
Raanta even had time to get to the bench again. It was Aho’s 
seventh goal in the last five games. 

“Especially in the third, he just he was dynamic and just a 
difference-maker,” Brind’Amour said of Aho. 

Then it was time for Necas — who had scored the third and 
final 6-on-5 goal in Winnipeg on Nov. 21 to force overtime in 
a 4-3 loss — to again get Carolina to 3-on-3. 

With 18.1 seconds remaining, Jordan Staal won a faceoff 
that got back to Brent Burns for a one-timer that ricocheted 
wide. Svechnikov whipped a bad-angle shot at the net that 

hit Reimer and caromed right to Necas, who snapped the 
shot past the Sharks goalie with 11 seconds left to tie the 
game. 

“You’ve got to keep going, and our guys do,” Brind’Amour 
added, “and that’s what happened tonight.” 

Necas then offered up his second flashback performance of 
the night, this one harkening back to just two days earlier. 

After Sharks captain Logan Couture’s shot in overtime was 
brushed away by Raanta, Svechnikov won a board battle 
and shrugged off Eyssimont near the Carolina blue line to 
create a 2-on-1. Svechnikov saucered a pass over the stick 
of San Jose defenseman Matt Benning that Necas collected 
and roofed over a sliding Reimer for his second overtime 
winner in as many games. 

“Just like they say, good teams find a way,” Necas said. “And 
we did somehow today.” 

Notes: Steven Lorentz, playing his first game at PNC Arena 
since being traded to San Jose in the offseason, and Evgeny 
Svechnikov, Andrei’s older brother, picked up assists on the 
Sharks’ first goal by Oskar Lindblom. … Carolina 
defenseman Calvin de Haan got his second goal of the 
season and first regular season goal in 67 games at PNC 
Arena with a second period score. His only other goal at 
PNC came May 14, 2019, in the Hurricanes’ 2-1 Game 3 
loss to the Bruins in the Eastern Conference Finals. … Aho 
had a game-high nine shots on goal, matching the career 
high he had on May 3, 2021, when he scored a hat trick 
against Chicago. … Defenseman Jalen Chatfield, playing in 
the top four alongside Brent Burns with Jaccob Slavin out of 
the lineup, had an assist on Aho’s second goal, giving him 
six points (three goals, three assists) in his last six games.
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Recap: Necas Plays Overtime Hero Again As Canes Come From Behind Late 

Forward nets the game-winner for a second consecutive 
game 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - The Carolina Hurricanes trailed the San 
Jose Sharks 4-2 with 1:52 remaining in regulation Friday. 
They then came away with a 5-4 victory.  

The Story 

Opening up a three-game home stretch at PNC Arena, the 
Canes turned to Antti Raanta in the crease after he closed 
out Wednesday's win in Dallas. Frederik Andersen, who left 
the team's most recent victory with an upper-body concern, 
was healthy enough to back up tonight, but it was Raanta's 
game from the jump. 

However, after landing back in Raleigh at almost 4 a.m. on 
Thursday, it would be a relatively sluggish start for the home 
team in tonight's affair. Producing just two shots through the 
first 10 minutes, San Jose eventually took the game's first 
lead with just 4:50 to go in the opening frame. While it looked 
like Carolina would be playing from behind the eight ball to 
start the second, before the Sharks could take their lead 
back to the locker room, Calvin de Haan had a response just 
2:23 later. 

Despite both teams finding the back of the net to begin the 
affair, the two sides only combined for a total of just 13 shots. 
In the middle frame, Carolina alone was able to put 16 
attempts onto James Reimer, but neither side was able to 
take the lead. 

When the third period began, it took just 17 seconds for 
Sebastian Aho to put Carolina in front for the first time. 

Aho's 19th of the year was the first of what would be two on 
the night for him, but after his first, the contest turned 
completely in favor of San Jose. 

Nick Bonino had a response for the visitors in the following 
minutes and then Mikey Essimont put the Sharks ahead with 
just 8:45 to go. Raanta would then also have to come up big 
to keep his team with a chance. 

San Jose kept the pressure on though and eventually hit the 
empty net to make it a 4-2 game with just 1:52 remaining. It 
looked as if Carolina was on the verge of suffering a 
disappointing defeat to a team currently seventh in the 
Pacific Division. 

Then, more magic happened. 

Just 15 seconds after the empty net tally, Teuvo Teravainen 
sprung Aho in alone, bringing Carolina back within one. 

Next, Raanta would head to the bench again and the Canes 
would go back to work. A flurry of shot attempts ultimately 
led to an Andrei Svechnikov bid bouncing off the pads of 
Reimer and right to Martin Necas, who tied the contest with 
just 11.5 seconds remaining. 

Necas' 20th of the season forced a league-leading 17th 
overtime of the season for Carolina. 

And just like 48 hours prior in Texas, Necas then put a bow 
on the night's contest.  

They Said It 

Rod Brind'Amour giving his thoughts on the finish, and the 
game as a whole... 

"We got our entertainment's worth, that's for sure. [Laughs] 
For the people that left, hopefully they didn't get out of the 
building. I saw a mass exodus there, then all of a sudden... It 
was a great finish. Great game, as far as that part goes. The 
first period was dull. Then the game got going." 

Sebastian Aho in the moments following being named the 
game's first star... 

"We believe in each other. There's no quit in this team either. 
We work hard until the game's over and obviously that was 
the case tonight." 

Calvin de Haan after scoring his second goal of the season... 

"it was quite the feeling. It's nice to contribute as well 
tonight... I feel like I was due for one at some point. I'm not 
relied on to score goals for this team, I just have to play 
quality minutes. I just do my best to play simple hockey, but 
at the end of the day it's always nice to contribute and get on 
the scoresheet." 

Bonus Notes 

 The Canes advance to 31-9-8 with their third 
consecutive victory tonight. 

 Antti Raanta moves to 9-0-2 in his last 11 games 
played with tonight's 25-save victory. 

 With an assist on Sebastian Aho's first goal tonight, 
Stefan Noesen set a new single-season career-high 
with his 15th helper. 

 Defenseman Brady Skjei played a team season-
high of 28:43. 

 Martin Necas becomes the first player in franchise 
history to record an overtime goal in back-to-back 
games. 
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 Friday marked just the second time in 
Canes/Whalers history in which the team has won 
after trailing by multiple goals within the final two 
minutes of regulation. 

 The Canes became the fifth team in the past five 
yeras to overcome a two-goal deficit in the final two 
minutes of regulation and win. 

 Necas also became just the fifth player in NHL 
history to score a tying goal in the final minute of 
regulation and the winner within the first minute of 
overtime. 

What's Next? 

The Canes are set to practice Saturday at Invisalign Arena 
and return to game action Sunday against the Boston Bruins 
at PNC Arena.

 

 

 

Necas, Hurricanes rally for OT victory against Sharks 

Forward wins it after tying game with 12 seconds left in 3rd, 
Aho has 2 goals for Carolina 

By Kurt Dusterberg 

RALEIGH, N.C. -- Martin Necas scored 55 seconds into 
overtime after tying the game with 12 seconds left in the third 
period to give the Carolina Hurricanes a 5-4 win against the 
San Jose Sharks at PNC Arena on Friday. 

Necas tied it 4-4 on a rebound from the left face-off circle 
during a 6-on-5, then scored from the bottom of the right 
circle after receiving a pass from Andrei Svechnikov for the 
5-4 final. 

It was the second consecutive game Necas scored in 
overtime, including a 3-2 win at the Dallas Stars on 
Wednesday. 

"When coach puts you out there, that's what you're trying to 
do," Necas said. "We always feel good for the overtime, you 
have more space there. It was a 2-on-1 [Friday and a] great 
play by 'Svech.' I just had to put it in." 

Sebastian Aho had two goals, Svechnikov had two assists, 
and Antti Raanta made 26 saves for the Hurricanes (31-9-8), 
who have won four straight and extended their point streak to 
seven games (6-0-1).  

"Got your entertainment's worth, that's for sure," Carolina 
coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "It was a great finish. It felt like 
we were out of it. Obviously, our skill guys got it done." 

Mario Ferraro had a goal and an assist, Michael Eyssimont 
had a goal and two assists, and James Reimer made 31 
saves for the Sharks (14-25-11), who have lost the first four 
(0-2-2) of their season-high eight-game road trip that 
continues at the Pittsburgh Penguins on Saturday. 

"We've had a season of incredibly disappointing losses," San 
Jose coach David Quinn said. "I just loved the way we 
played for really most of the game. Unfortunately, we've got 
a lot of practice in losing games in this fashion. I am very 

disappointed for our players, because I thought they did a 
really good job. [They] deserved a better fate." 

Aho gave Carolina a 2-1 lead 17 seconds into the third 
period on a power play when he drove to the net and 
redirected a pass from Stefan Noesen with one hand on his 
stick. 

Nick Bonino tied it 2-2 at 6:50 when he took a pass from 
Eyssimont while driving to the net and roofed a shot over 
Raanta. 

"We process this type of game so much," Bonino said. 
"We're in every game we play. We're in every game and we 
find ways to lose them. It's not good enough. I don't know if 
[we were] overwhelmed, [but] tons of guys in this room, 
we've played in some pretty big situations before." 

Eyssimont, who was claimed off waivers from the Winnipeg 
Jets on Jan. 6, scored his first goal with San Jose at 11:15 to 
make it 3-2 before Ferraro extended it to 4-2 at 18:08 with an 
empty-net goal. 

Aho then scored 15 seconds later to cut it to 4-3 at 18:23 
when he got behind the defense after receiving a pass from 
Teuvo Teravainen. 

"We believe in each other, and there's no quit in this team 
either," Aho said. "We work hard until the game is over and 
obviously, that was the case tonight." 

Aho has scored in three straight games (six goals) and had a 
game-high nine shots Friday, including five in the third 
period. 

"Especially in the third, [Aho] was dynamic and a difference 
maker," Brind'Amour said. 

Oskar Lindblom gave San Jose a 1-0 lead at 15:10 of the 
first period when a shot by Evgeny Svechnikov deflected off 
of him in front. 
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Calvin de Haan tied it 1-1 at 17:33, scoring short side on a 
rebound from the left face-off circle. It was his second goal of 
the season and first in 35 games (Oct. 22).  

"I feel like I was due for one at some point," de Haan said. "It 
was nice to contribute tonight. Overall, though, I think it's a 
pretty good team effort at the end of the day." 

NOTES: Sharks defenseman Jacob MacDonald had one 
shot on goal, two hits, one blocked shot and was plus-1 in 

15:38 of ice time in his debut after being acquired from the 
Colorado Avalanche on Wednesday. … Aho has 20 goals 
this season, becoming the second player in 
Hurricanes/Hartford Whalers history to have seven 
consecutive 20-goal seasons to start his tenure with the 
franchise. Ron Francis is first (10). … Carolina defenseman 
Brent Burns had one assist to extend his point streak to four 
games (two goals, two assists).

 

Kings-Lightning, Bruins-Hurricanes highlight weekend schedule 

NHL Network, ESPN analyst Weekes picks games to watch 

By Kevin Weekes 

Each Friday, NHL Network and ESPN analyst Kevin Weekes 
will provide readers with three games he is looking forward to 
that weekend: 

Vegas Golden Knights at New York Rangers (Friday, 7 p.m. 
ET; TVAS, MSG, ATTSN-RM, ESPN+, SN NOW) 

The Golden Knights (29-17-3) are 1-4-1 in their past six 
games, but have been a very good road team (15-4-3) this 
season. Rookie goalie Logan Thompson has been great; 
he's 19-13-2 with a 2.71 goals-against average, .912 save 
percentage and two shutouts this season. Center Jack Eichel 
was producing before he missed 13 games with a lower-
body injury, but has two goals in nine games since his return. 
Forward Mark Stone being out week to week with an upper-
body injury hurts them, and if that turns out to be long-term, 
Vegas likely will have to make some additions prior to the 
NHL Trade Deadline on March 3. 

The Rangers (26-14-8) have been led by the usual suspects, 
including goalie Igor Shesterkin, defenseman Adam Fox, 
forward Artemi Panarin and center Mika Zibanejad. They're 
coming off a 3-2 overtime loss at the Toronto Maple Leafs on 
Wednesday and have alternated wins and losses in their 
past six games (3-2-1). It would be nice for them if they can 
get some of the younger players going, including 21-year-old 
forward Kaapo Kakko (23 points; nine goals, 14 assists) and 
21-year-old forward Alexis Lafreniere (22 points; six goals, 
16 assists), especially with forward Chris Kreider (19 goals) 
well below last season's total of 52. 

Los Angeles Kings at Tampa Bay Lightning (Saturday, 7 p.m. 
ET; BSSUN, BSW, ESPN+, SN NOW) 

The Kings (27-17-6) have won two straight and are third in 
the Pacific Division, one point behind the Seattle Kraken and 
Golden Knights. Forward Kevin Fiala is Los Angeles' leading 
scorer with 51 points (17 goals, 34 assists) and center Anze 
Kopitar is second with 39 (14 goals, 25 assists). Goalie 

Pheonix Copley (14-3-0, 2.80 GAA, .897 save percentage) 
has really played well and has gained more playing time than 
Jonathan Quick. The Kings are finding ways to win and are 
proving last season, when they surprisingly made the 
Stanley Cup Playoffs, was no fluke. 

The Lightning (31-15-1) defeated the Boston Bruins 3-2 on 
Thursday for their 11th straight home win and are 11-4-0 in 
their past 15 games. Goalie Andrei Vasilevskiy has turned it 
up a notch since a slow start to the season and is 12-4-0 with 
a 2.25 GAA and .929 save percentage in his past 16 starts. 
They are led offensively by forward Nikita Kucherov (71 
points; 19 goals, 52 assists), and centers Steven Stamkos 
(56 points; 24 goals, 32 assists) and Brayden Point (52 
points; 28 goals, 24 assists). Defenseman Mikhail Sergachev 
has really improved his game in the absence of Ryan 
McDonagh, who was traded to the Nashville Predators on 
July 3. 

Boston Bruins at Carolina Hurricanes (Sunday, 5 p.m. ET; 
SN, BSSO, NESN, ESPN+) 

The Bruins (38-6-4) continue to be the class of the NHL 
despite their loss Thursday, but the Hurricanes are one of 
the teams next in line. Boston has the most balance, 
excellent on offense, defense and special teams, ranking in 
the top five in almost every important category. Having 
center David Krejci back this season after he played 
overseas last season has been huge. Boston enters the 
weekend not having lost consecutive games all season. 

The Hurricanes (30-9-8) are 5-1-0 in their past six and have 
been rolling for most of the season. They have so much 
depth, evidenced by having 11 players with at least 20 
points. Defenseman Brent Burns (32 points; eight goals, 24 
assists) has really fit in nicely and Carolina has three goalies 
capable of starting on any night. Frederik Andersen's upper-
body injury appears not to be serious, which is cause for 
relief. It was a tough blow losing forward Max Pacioretty to a 
torn Achilles, so I'm curious to see what the Hurricanes do 
before the trade deadline.
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Martin Necas leads Hurricanes past Sharks 5-4 in overtime 

By Bob Sutton 

RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — Martin Necas scored late in 
regulation and again in overtime, and the Carolina 
Hurricanes topped the San Jose Sharks 5-4 on Friday night. 

Necas tied it at 4 when he got his 20th goal of the season 
with 11.5 seconds left in the third period. Then he beat 
James Reimer again 55 seconds into overtime. 

“It was a great finish,” Carolina coach Rod Brind’Amour said. 

Necas scored an overtime winner for the second game in a 
row, also accomplishing the feat Wednesday night at Dallas. 
His three overtime winners this season lead the NHL. 

“We got a couple of goals and you could feel it was coming 
for us,” Necas said. 

Sebastian Aho also had two goals for the Hurricanes in their 
fourth consecutive victory. Andrei Svechnikov assisted on 
each of Necas’ goals. 

Calvin de Haan scored for Carolina in the first, and Antti 
Raanta made 26 stops in his first start since Jan. 7. 

The Hurricanes are 9-8 in overtime games. 

“We have belief in this locker room that we can win any 
game,” de Haan said. “Having that belief is key, for sure.” 

Oskar Lindblom, Nick Bonino, Michael Eyssimont and Mario 
Ferraro scored for San Jose, which has lost four in a row. 
Reimer stopped 31 shots against one of his former teams. 

Eyssimont had three third-period points, including a go-
ahead goal with 8:45 remaining. He assisted on Ferraro’s 
empty-net goal. 

“Unfortunately, we’ve had a lot of practice at losing games in 
this fashion, so it’s just very disappointing for our players,” 
Sharks coach David Quinn said. 

Aho scored with 1:37 remaining to trim San Jose’s lead to 4-
3. He has 20 goals, including a power-play tally 17 seconds 
into the third. 

Aho has five goals in a three-game stretch. 

“Especially in the third, he was dynamic,” Brind’Amour said. 
“Just a difference maker.” 

Bonino has been hot as well with his ninth of the season 6:50 
into the third. He has five goals in his last eight games. 

“I just loved the way we played, really, for most of the game,” 
Quinn said. “(Our players) deserved a better fate.” 

Lindblom scored 15:10 into the first for his fifth goal of the 
season. 

De Haan tied it at 17:33, coming on Carolina’s fifth shot of 
the game. It was the defenseman’s first goal in 35 games. 

BROTHERS’ BUSINESS 

Sharks forward Evgeny Svechnikov and Carolina forward 
Andrei Svechnikov were on the ice for their second matchup 
of the season. Each team won once. 

ICE MATTERS 

Defenseman Jacob MacDonald made his Sharks debut after 
he was acquired from Colorado in a trade on Wednesday. ... 
San Jose’s Steven Lorentz, a former Hurricane, had his first 
assist since Nov. 11 on his team’s first goal. 

UP NEXT  

Sharks: At Pittsburgh on Saturday. 

Hurricanes: Home vs. Boston on Sunday.
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Necas, Aho lead the charge, Comeback Canes shock Sharks 

Despite being down by two goals with under two minutes to 
go, the Carolina Hurricanes pulled off a miraculous 
comeback to win in overtime. 

By Ryan Henkel  

With 1:52 remaining on the clock, San Jose Sharks 
defenseman Mario Ferraro nailed the 200-ft, empty net shot, 
sending Carolina Hurricanes fans scrambling towards the 
exits staring down a 4-2 deficit. 

With thoughts of a quicker drive back home filling their 
minds, the startling sensation of a deep, resonant goal horn 
just 15 seconds later shocked them to their cores, inducing a 
rush back to their still warm, red stadium seats. 

San Jose simply imploded. They won the faceoff, got the 
clear into Carolina’s zone, but then they allowed Teuvo 
Teravainen and Sebastian Aho to slip by for a 2-on-1, with 
Teravainen hitting Aho in stride and the Finnish star buried it. 

The lead was down to one and the Canes were back in it and 
ready to go to work.  

“I kind of had the feeling that we might get one more and 
obviously we got one chance and it was back to a one-goal 
game,” Aho said. 

With time ticking down, Carolina kept pushing.  

Three straight faceoff wins, shots pouring in, and finally the 
dam burst again. 

Jordan Staal wins the draw. It cycles back to Brent Burns. 
His shot is blocked in front. Andrei Svechnikov collects the 
rebound and throws it on net. The puck trickles out to Martin 
Necas on the other side and he doesn’t miss. 

The clock read 0:12. The game was tied. Carolina had 
climbed all the way back. 

And overtime doesn’t last too long as just 55 seconds in, 
Svechnikov and Necas break out for a 2-on-1. Svechnikov 
skates down the middle, dishes it off to Necas who buries the 
feed for his second straight OT winner. 

“Honestly, it wasn’t the best game for us, but just like they 
say, good teams find a way and we did somehow today,” 
Necas said. “[Aho] had two huge goals to give us a chance. 
[Raanta] gave us a chance at the end there too on that 2-on-
1 making a big save. Then we got a couple goals and you 
could feel it was coming for us.” 

The Comeback Canes had done it. 

“We believe in each other and there’s no quit in this team 
either,” Aho said. “We work hard till the games over and 
obviously that was the case tonight.” 

If you only tuned in for the final three minutes of game action, 
you would have thought the whole thing was a barn burner 
chocked full of action, but for 40 minutes, it was some ugly, 
disjointed hockey. 

The Canes were on their heels early, with the Sharks 
controlling most of the offensive pressure, but poor play from 
both teams kept the game scoreless. 

However, San Jose managed to get the first goal of the 
game off of a broken play as an Evgeny Svechnikov shot 
deflected in off of Oskar Lindblom. Steven Lorentz picked up 
the secondary assist on the goal, making the “Guys You 
Love to Root for Regardless of Team” line all show up on the 
scoresheet.  

And after a mostly sleepy start to the period, the Hurricanes 
still managed to get themselves onto the board late thanks 
to, yet again, a goal by a defenseman. 

With some heavy play on the puck to retain possession, 
Jesperi Kotakaniemi cycled the puck out to the blueline 
where Dylan Coghlan put it back into the zone with a floating 
shot. 

Reimer kicked the rebound out, but unfortunately for him, it 
was a rolling puck right to Calvin de Haan who shot it right 
back in on him for the equalizer. 

“I feel like I was due for one at some point, but it’s always 
nice to contribute,” de Haan said. “I’m not relied on to score 
goals on this team. I’ve just got to play quality minutes and 
do my best to play simple hockey. But at the end of the day, 
it’s always nice to contribute and get on the score sheet.” 

The second period tracked on with no changes to the score 
and with very few high-danger chances racked up. But the 
third period saw the Canes strike quick. 

Starting out the period with some leftover power play time, 
Carolina made a zone entry push and Stefan Noesen hit Aho 
streaking down the middle of the ice. The centerman 
reached out and tipped the puck in through Reimer’s five-
hole, to give his team the lead just 17 seconds into the 
period. 

The Hurricanes rode that momentum, generating a few more 
grade-A looks, but Reimer stood tall, ending up having to 
turn aside Aho multiple times. 

But a defensive breakdown by the Canes saw that 
momentum fade as the blueline allowed Nick Bonino to slip 
in behind them and he roofed a shot in close on Antti 
Raanta. 

The game continued to slip back into its lulling habits and 
after a successful penalty kill by Carolina, San Jose stole a 
lead. The Canes never had the chance to clear the puck 
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following the kill and Michael Eyssimont whipped on on net 
from the top of the circles, beating Raanta who never saw 
the shot through a screen of bodies. 

Fast forward a little bit and you can relive the magic. 

“That game got its entertainments worth, that’s for sure,” 
Brind’Amour said. “For the people that left, hopefully they 

didn’t get out of the building because I saw a mass exodus 
there and then all of a sudden... it was a great finish.” 

The Hurricanes will be back in action on Sunday as they host 
the league’s top team, the Boston Bruins, at 5 p.m. at PNC 
Arena.

 

 

 

Deja-Vu: Another Necas OT-winner leads Canes to comeback win over Sharks  

By Erin Ferrare 

For the second time in just as many games, center Martin 
Necas scored a game-winning overtime goal that gifted the 
Carolina Hurricanes a 5-4 win over the San Jose Sharks on 
Friday, Jan. 27. 

This game kicked off a three-game home stretch for the 
Canes (31-9-8) and extended their win streak to four games, 
while the Sharks (14-25-11) lost their fourth in a row. The 
contest was highlighted by an electric third period with each 
team scoring three goals. 

Carolina’s win came after an exciting battle against the 
Dallas Stars on Jan. 26 that also ended with a game-winning 
goal in overtime. Center Sebastian Aho kept up his 
impressive track record during all 60-plus minutes of 
gameplay on Friday night, racking up two goals and one 
assist. 

The first period started off slow for both teams, but San Jose 
opened up scoring on a tip-in from left wing Oskar Lindblom. 
Soon after, though, a quick wrist shot from Canes 
defensemen Calvin de Hann tied up the scoring before the 
end of the first frame. 

The second period was just like the first with the puck going 
back and forth on each side of the ice. The Canes’ first line 
couldn’t deliver on a power play opportunity as both goalies 
showed off their talent. Carolina goaltender Antti Raanta 
finished the game with an impressive .897 save percentage, 

and in total, six different Canes players recorded a point in 
the competitive matchup. 

It was the third frame, however, that got the Caniacs inside 
PNC Arena to their feet. Aho opened up the period’s scoring 
spree just 17 seconds in to tie the match at 2-2. Carolina was 
all over the Sharks’ defense in the first five minutes, but San 
Jose quickly responded with two goals of its own, making it 
4-2. 

Aho then took matters into his own hands and scored a goal 
to keep the Canes within one. The Canes’ power play is still 
struggling with execution, but Aho was able to keep 
Carolina’s hopes alive with his quick goal in the third period 
thanks to the man-advantage. 

After that, the fan-favorite Necas worked his first miracle of 
the night, scoring a clutch goal that tied the game at 4-4 with 
11 seconds left to push the contest into overtime. 

Overtime was a quick ordeal as it barely took a minute for 
Necas to send San Jose back home with a 5-4 loss. After 
being snubbed for a spot in the All-Star game, the Canes’ 
leading goal-scorer has been showing up in the past few 
games, especially in overtime. 

The Hurricanes’ next game is a highly-anticipated one as 
they take on the Boston Bruins in an exciting battle between 
the top teams in the NHL. Puck drop between these two 
powerhouse squads is set for 5 p.m. on Sunday, Jan. 29.

 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/spt-columns-blogs/luke-decock/article271513172.html 

https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article271756777.html 
https://theathletic.com/4130917/2023/01/27/nhl-power-rankings-avalanche/ 
https://theathletic.com/4131598/2023/01/28/nhl-most-likely-trades-deadline/ 

https://nsjonline.com/article/2023/01/hurricanes-stun-sharks-with-comeback-win-for-the-ages/ 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-necas-plays-overtime-hero-again-as-canes-come-from-behind-late/c-340451630 

https://www.nhl.com/news/san-jose-sharks-carolina-hurricanes-game-recap/c-340356080 
https://www.nhl.com/news/kevin-weekes-weekend-schedule-lookahead-january-27-29/c-340492616 

https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-sebastian-aho-james-reimer-carolina-hurricanes-50353de19c9166d1084cdd5029c11c5e 
https://www.canescountry.com/2023/1/27/23575293/necas-aho-lead-the-charge-comeback-carolina-hurricanes-shock-san-jose-sharks 

https://www.technicianonline.com/sports/deja-vu-another-necas-ot-winner-leads-canes-to-comeback-win-over-sharks/article_95935914-9ec2-11ed-
91ba-47634dee8172.html 
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‘Don’t leave early. It’s like a movie.’ Hurricanes save their very best for 
the very last 

 

Karl B DeBlaker 

5-6 minutes 1/27/2023 

 

Raleigh 

Look, no one’s pointing fingers, but on the bench and on the ice, they 
saw the aisles start to fill with people with a minute and a half to go. They 
could see their own names on the backs of all the jerseys as their 
wearers headed up and out. 

The game might have been over in the minds of the fans on their way out 
of PNC Arena, but it was not over on the ice. The Carolina Hurricanes 
would prove that point, very shortly, beyond any doubt. 

And the traffic-beaters and those of little faith will get no sympathy from 
Martin Necas. 

“Don’t leave early,” Necas said. “It’s like a movie.” 

Down two goals with 112 seconds to play, only a few minutes of real time 
later the Hurricanes were celebrating a 5-4 overtime win over the San 
Jose Sharks. Anyone who left after the Sharks’ empty-net goal that made 
it 4-2 missed both of Necas’ goals, the overtime-forcer with 12 seconds 
to go and the winner 67 seconds later. 

“Hopefully they didn’t get out of the building, because I saw a mass 
exodus there,” Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “And then all of 
a sudden it was a great finish.” 

Then again, could you really blame anyone for having seen enough? The 
Hurricanes slept through the first period, as listless a period as they 
played all season, and were only marginally better in the second. They 
took the lead to start the third on an Aho power-play goal, failed to 
convert three point-blank chances and gave it all back. 

They were down a goal when they pulled Antti Raanta with two minutes 
to go, gave up an empty-netter 10 seconds later, and the stands began 
to empty. It was 4-2. It was over. 

Allegedly. 

Aho scored almost immediately to make it a one-goal game again. 
Raanta headed back toward the bench. And in the final seconds, Jordan 
Staal won a faceoff before an Andrei Svechnikov shot caromed out of the 
crease right to Necas at the bottom of the left circle. He zinged a one-
timer past James Reimer with 11.5 seconds to go. There must have been 
a lot of shocked faces and unhappy kids in the parking lots. 

“You could see there was that little eye of the tiger at the end,” Raanta 
said. 

The rest almost goes without saying at this point. Overtime. Necas. Two 
games in a row. 

This might have been good enough to salvage an overtime win over the 
Sharks, but it won’t cut it against the Boston Bruins on Sunday. The last 
time the Hurricanes played the Bruins, the game before was a listless 4-0 
loss to another Western Conference also-ran, the Arizona Coyotes, also 
coming off an overtime road game. This was better than that, at least. 

At some point, someone other than Aho and Necas, among the 
Hurricanes’ stars, is going to have to start scoring. Seth Jarvis has one 
goal in 18 games. Svechnikov none in 12, although he had a pair of 
assists Friday. Teuvo Teravainen one in 12. For the moment, though, 
Aho and Necas have done enough. 

Aho has seven goals in five games and 14 points in the past nine. Necas, 
including his back-to-back overtime winners, has four goals in the past 
four. Not only are they carrying the Hurricanes offensively, they’re 
double-handedly turning losses into wins, and they only needed 172 
seconds to do it Friday after the Hurricanes mucked about for most of the 
other 58 minutes. 

“I would be nice to win one game without overtime,” Raanta joked, but 
Necas, who’s making a habit of popping up in the right places at the right 
time, had a counterpoint. 

“We try to make it interesting. Isn’t it more fun?” Necas asked. And he 
just might be right. 
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Hurricanes rally in final minute to force overtime, beat Sharks on Martin 
Necas’ goal 

 

Chip Alexander 

5-6 minutes 1/27/2023 

 

Raleigh 

Have a week, Martin Necas. 

The Carolina Hurricanes forward first had an overtime winner on the road 
against the Dallas Stars. 

Two nights later, Necas did it again, his overtime goal Friday beating the 
San Jose Sharks 5-4 at PNC Arena. 

“It’s like they say, good teams find a way,” Necas said. 

And what a way. The Sharks led 4-2 after an empty-net goal by Mario 
Ferraro with 1:52 left in regulation after the Canes pulled goalie Antti 
Raanta for a sixth attacker, only to have Carolina tie it. 
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Sebastian Aho, at his competitive best this night, scored his second of 
the game with 1:37 remaining off a Teuvo Teravainen pass. Then, just 
when it appeared time was running out on the Canes, Necas struck. 

After Jordan Staal won a faceoff in the Sharks zone, Brent Burns got off 
a shot that was blocked. Andrei Svechnikov grabbed the puck and got off 
a quick shot that goalie James Reimer stopped, but Necas was waiting, 
alone, in the left circle and ripped one past Reimer. 

Make it 4-4 with 11.5 seconds left in regulation. Make it two goals with 
the extra attacker. Make it bedlam in the building. 

There would be more. 

“We believe in each other and there’s no quit in this team,” Aho said. 

In overtime, Svechnikov grabbed the puck along the boards and sped 
down ice. It suddenly was a two-on-one with Necas, and Necas beat 
Reimer with a rising shot 55 seconds into OT. 

Just like that, it was over. The Hurricanes (31-9-8) had snatched the two 
points and should ride into Sunday’s showdown with the Boston Bruins at 
PNC Arena on a high. 

“It’s crazy, “ Raanta said. “You kind of watch the clock all the time and 
you hope you can get to the OT, and a couple of minutes later you’re 
celebrating in the neutral zone.” 

Raanta picked up his 12th win of the season and is 9-0-2 in his last 11 
games. Aho now has 20 goals this season and Necas 21 as he continues 
to shine and realize his potential. 

Defenseman Calvin de Haan had the Canes’ first score, in the first 
period, as the Carolina D-men continue to lead the NHL with 32 goals. 

Aho’s first goal came on a power play 17 seconds into the third period, 
pushing Carolina ahead 2-1. The arena was rumbling then, too, but the 
Sharks (14-25-11) answered with goals from Nick Bonino, Michael 
Eyssimont and then added Ferraro’s empty-netter. 

“You just try to refocus,” Raanta said. “I was able to make a couple of 
good saves before they scored their fourth one.” 

Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour called it a “great finish” after a “dull” first 
period and a slightly better second. He liked the Canes’ play in the third, 
which he called the team’s best, even though the Sharks moved back 
into the lead. 

And the comeback? 

“You’ve got to keep going and our guys do,” Brind’Amour said. “That’s 
what happened tonight. That’s not going to happen every night, but we 
have the ability to do that.” 
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Undrafted to indispensable: This Hurricanes defenseman is enjoying a 
breakout season 

 

Chip Alexander 

8-10 minutes 1/27/2023 

 

Raleigh 

What’s the best way to define a “breakout season” for a player in the 
NHL? 

Here’s a start: setting career highs in games, goals, points and minutes 
played. 

And this: having a positive impact on your team and helping it win. 

That’s what defenseman Jalen Chatfield of the Carolina Hurricanes has 
done this season, becoming a fixture in the lineup for a team leading the 
Metropolitan Division. 

Chatfield, hardly one to seek out attention, has been mentioned often on 
the Canes’ broadcasts, with analyst Tripp Tracy playfully talking about 
“Chat-mandu” when the D-man makes a good play. 

Then again, Chatfield has earned it. In his past six games, he has three 
goals and two assists. He was named the first star of the game after the 
Canes’ win over the Minnesota Wild — the guy called to the bench to be 
interviewed after the game as Canes fans cheered — after both scoring 
his fifth goal of the season and assisting on Teuvo Teravainen’s 
shorthanded snipe. 

On the Teravainen score, he jumped into the play, took a pass from 
Jesper Fast and set up Teravainen for a shot from the slot. 

“He’s been great. Whatever we’ve asked him to do, he’s done it,” Canes 
coach Rod Brind’Amour said this week. 

With defenseman Jaccob Slavin out of the lineup last Saturday against 
the New York Islanders, Chatfield was paired with Brent Burns and 
logged a season-high 20:24 of ice time. His shot in the opening minute of 
the game was redirected by Jordan Staal for a quick goal as the Canes 
took a 5-2 victory. 

Chatfield’s plus/minus rating in the game was plus-4. That, too, was a 
career best, and he has a plus-12 rating in his 47 games this season. 

“Burnsie is easy to play with,” Chatfield said this week. “We talk a lot on 
the bench, trying to figure stuff out, and I listen to him. On the ice, during 
the play, he’s always calling for the puck and always letting me know my 
options. With a guy like that, it’s easier to play with an extra set of eyes 
out there. 

With Slavin still sidelined, Chatfield was back with Burns against Dallas 
on Wednesday, playing 21:42 as the Canes won 3-2 in overtime. 

A right-handed shooter, Chatfield has played the left side opposite Burns, 
but handled it well. 

“We’ve asked him to do that a couple of times and he’s obviously shown 
he can do it,” Brind’Amour said. “He’s just accepted it and done a great 
job with it.” 

Chatfield, 26, made his NHL debut and got in 18 games for the 
Vancouver Canucks in 2020-21. Signed as a free agent by the 
Hurricanes, he played 16 games for the Canes last season while helping 
the AHL’s Chicago Wolves win the 2022 Calder Cup championship. 

“If you look at the past in my career, I keep improving,” Chatfield said. 
“Each year I’m taking a step forward and not a step back. I’m just happy 
with the way I’m playing and want to continue to get better and keep 
working on my game. 

“The more you get to play, the more you learn about yourself. For me, I 
think it’s coming here and really dialing in what my game can be for this 
team, and playing that simple, hard game and trying to help out in a lot of 
different areas.” 

Chatfield was given a two-year extension in January 2022 — the 2023-24 
season being a one-way deal that will pay $775,000. 

The signing by Canes president and general manager Don Waddell has 
proven to be a good one. Chatfield, who was undrafted in the NHL, is 
listed at 6-1 and 188 pounds, but plays bigger than that on the ice. While 
spending much of the season on the Canes’ third defensive pairing — 
with Calvin de Haan or Dylan Coghlan — he has been an effective 
penalty killer. 
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A memorable moment came Dec. 22, in Pittsburgh. Chatfield scored his 
first NHL goal on a slapshot from the point, scoring 17 seconds after a 
Martin Necas goal. 

The Canes face off against the San Jose Sharks on Friday at PNC 
Arena, which should bring back another memory from this season: In the 
third period of the game in San Jose on Oct. 15, Chatfield dropped the 
gloves and traded punches with Noah Gregor of the Sharks. 

Chatfield was on top after the scrap. The Canes won the game 2-1. 

For Chatfield, there would be more stick taps to come from his 
teammates. 
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Yes, the Bruins lost. But when the goal is a Stanley Cup, good losses 
aren’t a bad thing. 

 

By Tara Sullivan Globe Staff 

Updated January 27, 2023, 11:51 a.m. 

 

The final, frantic shot came off the sublime stick of David Pastrnak, 
turned away by Andrei Vasilevskiy with five seconds left in the game. The 
clock ticked down, and the victorious Lightning skated into a 3-2 victory 
celebration at the Bruins’ expense Thursday. 

An 11th straight home victory for Tampa Bay, the end of a six-game 
winning streak for Boston, and only the sixth regulation loss overall on 
this crazy-good Bruins season. Yet as disappointing as those facts may 
sound in the moment, there exists in sports such a thing as a good loss. 
And for the Bruins, who long ago made it clear this season is about so 
much more than regular-season records or the Presidents’ Trophy, the 
outcome of Thursday night’s game was secondary to the level of play 
displayed within. 

The Bruins need games like this one, fueled by rivalry and emotion. Did 
you see Connor Clifton pummel Corey Perry after taking an unwarranted 
first-period elbow? 

The Bruins need games like this one, elevated by high-level play on both 
ends. Did you see Pastrnak’s stick work on the Bruins’ third-period goal 
that tied the game at 2? 

The Bruins need games like this one, jangled by nerves and bursting with 
stakes. Did you watch Linus Ullmark keep them in the game time and 
time again, his 32 saves untarnished by the goals he gave up, rooted as 
they were in his defense’s mistakes? 

The Bruins need games like this one, stained as it was by a couple of 
head-scratching miscues. Did you see that disjointed penalty kill that left 
shooter Brandon Hagel all alone, or the ugly defensive tango that put 
Ullmark on his back and his goal mouth wide open for Victor Hedman’s 
game-winner? 

The Bruins need games like this one, indicative as it was of what it will be 
like come playoff time, when mistakes are magnified and intensity 
electrified. 

Why else would coach Jim Montgomery come out of the loss nearly 
grinning as he marveled, “It was a great game, wasn’t it?” 

“I thought it was back and forth all night long,” Montgomery said. “The 
biggest difference, and this is where we can grow, is a couple of details 
and goals against where we made mistakes in how we want to play 
things. 

“It’s an opportunity. That’s the difference in the playoffs, and that was a 
playoff-type game. You need to execute in big moments and tonight 
unfortunately we didn’t, but it’s an opportunity for us to learn and grow 
and get better.” 

Good for Montgomery for continuing to pound the right message, that no 
matter what type of assault his team makes on those regular-season 
records, that no matter how many times they prove their mettle by 
overcoming early deficits or dominating second- and third-period play, 
they can still get better. This is far from a finished product when the finish 
line is defined in only one way: the Stanley Cup. 

And if you want to win a Stanley Cup, you have to overcome mistakes 
like the one referees missed on the faceoff that led to Tampa Bay’s 
second goal, when David Krejci’s stick was interfered with. Because the 
playoffs remain the most unpredictable stretch of all sports, when it 
seems anything can happen and everything should be expected, 
including questionable calls. 

“As long as they’re consistent, that’s the biggest thing,” Brad Marchand 
told reporters after the game. “If they let it go, let it all go; if they make a 
chintzy call, make it all night. 

“But come playoff time, you don’t want to see marginal calls made. It’s 
about the best team winning in the most complete way, and that’s 
winning five-on-five. The last thing you want to see in the playoffs is five, 
six, seven power plays — that’s not the way the playoffs are supposed to 
be played. 

“It’s obviously different in the regular season. As long as it’s fair, I really 
don’t care.” 

Marchand potted the first Bruins goal, a late second-period strike that tied 
the game. But as good as the Bruins have been at erasing early deficits, 
the Lightning are equally good at making an early lead count. They are 
undefeated this season when scoring first. And that, coupled with the 
home-ice advantage the Bruins know all too well matters in playoff time 
(remember how bad they looked in Carolina last season?), tilted this one 
Tampa Bay’s way. 

“I think we had opportunities,” Marchand said. “They got a lucky goal on 
that third one, we made a couple mistakes. They’re a real good team, got 
to give them credit, but you make mistakes on them, they’re going to 
capitalize. 

“That’s what happened. We got a couple opportunities we didn’t bury and 
they got a lucky bounce on that third one. That’s how it goes. 

“You’re not going to win ‘em all. You know what? That’s a hell of a team. 
They’ve been to three Cup Finals the last number of years, they still have 
the majority of their core and an incredible goalie. With that, they’re going 
to be competitive.” 

All true. On this particular night, they gave the Bruins all they could 
handle. In the grand scheme of things, that’s not a bad thing. 
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History is within the Bruins’ reach, and they should go for it 

 

By Chad Finn Globe Staff 

Updated January 27, 2023, 8:09 a.m. 

 

One of the joys of watching what is shaping up to be a historically great 
Bruins season is that all concerns real or imagined have been muted 
along the way. 
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The Bruins rocketed out of the gate even while Brad Marchand and 
Charlie McAvoy were working their way back from major injuries. When 
they did return, the team’s success in their absence allowed them room 
to shake off the rust. 

David Krejci returned from his one-year, Bruce Cassidy-dodging 
sabbatical as skilled and savvy as ever. Linus Ullmark seized the No. 1 
goalie role and played spectacularly. Hampus Lindholm emerged as an 
elite defenseman. Jim Montgomery proved the right voice and tactician to 
replace Cassidy. 

And on and on it has gone with the good news and wise decisions. 

Save for the shameful Mitchell Miller debacle, just about everything that 
could go right has. Actually, check that. Just about everything that could 
have gone right has gone exceptionally. 

Prior to Thursday’s loss to the Lightning, the Bruins had won six in a row 
and 10 of 11. They still have such a remarkable overall record — 38-6-4 
— that you might find yourself reading it out loud (“thirty-eight, six, and 
four”) just to convince yourself it is indeed real. 

This much is also real and true: History is at their fingertips. The Bruins 
have already reached 80 points, the fastest team in NHL history to do so. 
They are on pace to surpass the points record, set by the iconic 1976-77 
Canadiens, who went 60-8-12 for 132 points. 

Some of your friends and neighbors might try to spin-o-rama that into a 
concern. Boston fans ought to be 19 years past giving a hoot about 
curses at this point, but it does not go without notice that the Presidents’ 
Trophy winner — the team that accumulates the most points during the 
regular season — has gone on to win the Stanley Cup only eight times 
since the league established the award during the 1985-86 season. 

The last Presidents’ Trophy winners to raise the Stanley Cup were the 
2012-13 Chicago Blackhawks, a scenario remembered around here all 
too well given that the Bruins were their foes in the Final. 

The Bruins’ opponents Thursday night were a few seasons removed from 
being something of a cautionary tale, at least if you believe being the 
best team in the league during the regular season somehow becomes a 
hindrance in the playoffs. 

The 2018-19 Tampa Bay Lightning were a regular-season juggernaut, 
going 62-16-4 and tying the 1995-96 Red Wings for the most wins in 
league history. But they’re forever remembered not for those 62 regular-
season wins, but for their zero wins in the postseason. They were wiped 
out in the first round in four games by the Columbus Blue Jackets, who 
had 15 fewer wins in the regular season. 

That’s a worst-case scenario for what could happen to the Bruins, but 
please do not take it as the likely scenario, or one they should fear. 
They’ve done an exceptional job of avoiding speed bumps so far, but 
Montgomery and every player in that locker room knows there will be 
challenges along the way. 

Perhaps this four-game road gauntlet versus the Lightning, Panthers, 
Hurricanes, and Maple Leafs will be illuminating. Perhaps a small slump 
will knock them off their record pace before the playoffs begin. And the 
playoffs themselves will tangle our guts with their tension. It’s why the 
Stanley Cup playoffs are the best tournament in sports. 

The Bruins are prepared for all of this. Their roster is well-rounded, 
versatile, and deep. They have veterans — led by Patrice Bergeron, one 
of the most admirable athletes in this city’s history — who know what it 
takes to win a Cup, and they can tell the younger players about the bond 
this city has with its champions. 

They have the right coach, too. As a player at the University of Maine, 
Montgomery was on a team that went 42-1-2 in his senior year, winning 
the national championship. He coached the 2016-17 University of Denver 
team to a 33-7-4 record and a national title. And now he’s leading a 
Bruins team with a staggeringly impressive record. It’s kind of a trend 
with him. 

The Bruins should embrace every challenge in front of them. This has a 
chance to be a historic season, a team remembered among — or as — 
the best ever. Keep winning, and winning again. Collect the Presidents’ 
Trophy, and then a few months later, hoist the trophy that really matters. 
Go for history. All of it. 

Be greedy, Bruins fans. Want it all. This team is capable of fulfilling 
everything. 
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Bruins trade targets: Five forwards Boston should pursue ahead of 
deadline 

 

by Nick Goss 

 

The Boston Bruins are on pace to set the NHL record for most points and 
most wins by a single team in regular season history. 

This team has all the makings of a special group, so even though there 
are no glaring weaknesses for general manager Don Sweeney to 
address before the March 3 trade deadline, standing pat would be 
foolish. 

Sweeney has acquired several forwards in-season since taking over as 
GM in the summer of 2015. 

2023 NHL trade deadline: Ranking top 15 players teams should target 

He acquired Taylor Hall from the Buffalo Sabres before the 2021 trade 
deadline. He traded for Nick Ritchie and Ondrej Kase in 2020. The 
additions of Charlie Coyle and Marcus Johansson in 2019 helped Boston 
reach the Stanley Cup Final that year. Sweeney made a huge swing for 
Rick Nash in 2018. Lee Stempniak was brought in before the 2016 trade 
deadline. 

The Bruins rank No. 1 in goals scored with 179 (tied with the Sabres). 
They are No. 2 in 5-on-5 goals scored with 114. However, you can't have 
enough scoring depth entering the playoffs. Injuries will eventually 
become a factor and players will go through slumps. Scoring depth was a 
fatal weakness in some recent playoff runs for the Bruins, and they 
cannot afford for that to be the case again. 

Here are five forwards the Bruins should consider pursuing before the 
trade deadline (all salary information via CapFriendly). 

Bo Horvat, Canucks 

Age: 27 

Position: C 

Contract: $5.5 million cap hit, UFA in 2023 

We had to start with Horvat. 

He would be a tremendous fit in Boston for a few reasons. For starters, 
he can play on the wing, which is important right now because Patrice 
Bergeron, David Krejci and Charlie Coyle are firmly entrenched as the 
top three centers. Bergeron and Krejci won't play forever, though, and the 
Bruins don't have a young center to star in a top-six role when that time 
comes. Center is one position the B's have failed to draft and develop in 
for many years. Horvat is 27 years old and could lead the next generation 
of Bruins stars with David Pastrnak and Charlie McAvoy.  

Horvat is enjoying the best season of his career offensively with 49 points 
(30 goals, 19 assists) in 47 games. He's one goal shy of his career-high 
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of 31, set last season. He's a good defensive player with a strong two-
way skill set and wins an impressive 56.1 percent of his faceoffs.  

Despite the good fit, actually acquiring Horvat likely would be a challenge 
for the Bruins. For starters, they don't have a ton of salary cap space. 
Horvat has a $5.5 million cap hit, and even if the Canucks retain salary, 
signing him long term would still be a tough task. And there's little reason 
to acquire Horvat if the deal isn't followed with an extension soon after. 
Giving up prime assets for a rental is not what Boston should be doing.  

Could the Bruins realistically re-sign Horvat?  

Well, they are projected to have around $23 million in salary coming off 
the books this summer. A total of 11 players on the current roster are 
eligible for free agency in the offseason. That includes Pastrnak, who 
could take up around half of the team's projected cap space with a new 
extension (assuming he re-signs in Boston). The Bruins would likely have 
to move out some salary -- Mike Reilly perhaps? -- to make extending 
Horvat a real possibility. Jeremy Swayman and Trent Frederic are 
restricted free agents due for nice raises this summer.   

What would the B's need to give up for Horvat? It's difficult to imagine a 
deal happening without right wing Fabian Lysell or defenseman Mason 
Lohrei being involved. They are easily Boston's top two prospects. After 
that, the talent level drops off quite a bit. In fact, The Athletic's new 
prospect pool rankings had the Bruins 30th out of 32 teams. The B's also 
are without their 2023 and 2024 second-round picks. Would a package of 
Lysell, a 2023 first-rounder, an NHLer (Frederic maybe?) and another 
draft pick or prospect get it done? Other contenders have better assets to 
offer the Canucks. 

As fun as it would be to see Horvat chase a Stanley Cup in Boston, this 
scenario seems pretty unlikely. 

Nick Bjugstad, Coyotes 

Age: 30 

Position: C, RW 

Contract: $900,000 cap hit, UFA in 2023 

Any team looking for size and versatility in their bottom six should have a 
look at Bjugstad. At 6-foot-6 and 205 pounds, Bjugstad is a big, strong, 
two-way forward who can play center or right wing. He's also having one 
of his best offensive seasons in recent memory. Bjugstad has tallied 21 
points (11 goals, 10 assists) in 47 games. He posted just 30 points in the 
last two seasons combined. If Tomas Nosek continues to be bothered by 
injury, Bjugstad could get reps in the fourth-line center role and kill 
penalties.  

Bjugstad wouldn't come in and play a huge role for the Bruins, but he 
would provide solid depth, size, and penalty killing.  

Ivan Barbashev, Blues 

Age: 27 

Position: C, LW, RW 

Contract: $2.25 million cap hit, UFA in 2023 

One common theme among the players on this list is versatility, and that 
certainly applies to Barbashev. He can play center or both wing spots. 
Barbashev plays a power forward-style of hockey, which B's fans love. 
He's not afraid to mix it up and won't shy away from the front of the net or 
puck battles in the corners.  

Bruins head coach Jim Montgomery also should know Barbashev's game 
pretty well. Montgomery was an assistant on the Blues coaching staff 
each of the last two seasons, including the 2021-22 campaign when 
Barbashev tallied a career-high 60 points (26 goals, 34 assists) in 81 
games. Therefore, Montgomery likely would know how to best use the 
veteran forward and unlock his true potential in Boston. Barbashev has 
not been as productive offensively this season with 22 points (seven 
goals, 15 assists) in 47 games. 

He also could be a left-handed center, which the Bruins need. Boston's 
top three centers -- Bergeron, Krejci and Coyle -- are all right-handed.  

It also should be noted that Barbashev has 50 games of postseason 
experience and was part of the Blues team that beat the Bruins in Game 
7 of the 2019 Stanley Cup Final. 

Gustav Nyquist, Blue Jackets 

Age: 33 

Position: LW, RW 

Contract: $5.5 million cap hit, UFA in 2023  

Nyquist is likely to hit the 40-point mark for the ninth consecutive season. 
He doesn't put up gaudy numbers but he's a consistent producer of 
offense, and that's important for a team like the Bruins that expects to go 
on a deep playoff run. Nyquist also has 65 games of playoff experience, 
and he was a key bottom-six contributor to the San Jose Sharks' run to 
the 2016 Stanley Cup Final with 11 points in 21 games. 

Could he play a similar role for Boston in 2023? In addition to his 
consistent scoring, Nyquist also is capable of playing both left and right 
wing, as well as on the power play. Right wing is a position the Bruins 
need to bolster before the trade deadline. Craig Smith has been a 
massive disappointment this season. Nyquist could play right wing. 

A versatile, veteran forward like Nyquist would be a nice addition for the 
B's. 

Max Domi, Blackhawks 

Age: 28 

Position: LW, C 

Contract: $3 million cap hit, UFA in 2023 

Bruins fans likely will remember Domi quite well. He scored two goals 
and picked up an assist in the Hurricanes' 3-2 win over the B's in Game 7 
of their first-round series last season.  

Domi is having a tremendous year with the Blackhawks, tallying 32 points 
(14 goals, 18 assists) in 45 games. He posted 49 points in 72 games last 
season. 

Domi would provide the Bruins with valuable scoring depth, another 
power play option (seven goals and seven assists this season), versatility 
with his ability to play left wing and center, and also some grit. He's a 
scrappy player who gets under opponents' skin.  

The Blackhawks are in full rebuild mode and could be one of the busiest 
teams at the trade deadline. Blackhawks legends Patrick Kane and 
Jonathan Toews are understandably getting most of the attention among 
Chicago's notable trade targets, but don't look past Domi. He's the kind of 
middle-six forward who would fit nicely on a contender like the Bruins. 
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Bruins Daily: Lightning-Bruins; Horvat Cost; Monahan 

 

Jimmy Murphy 

4-4 minutes 27/01/2023 

 

The Tampa Bay Lightning struck the Boston Bruins for the first time this 
season, and the cost for the Bruins to acquire Bo Horvat on the NHL 
trade market is very high. 
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That, Bruins and NHL news, and more NHL trade rumors in the latest 
Boston Hockey Now Bruins Daily: 

Boston Bruins 

So, if you’re Boston Bruins general manager Don Sweeney, are you 
willing to part with Brandon Carlo or Jake DeBrusk, a top prospect and a 
2023 first round pick to pry Vancouver Canucks captain Bo Horvat off the 
NHL Trade market? 

Andrei Vasilevskiy was up to his old cat tricks and the Tampa Bay 
Lightning handed the Boston Bruins just their sixth loss in regulation 
Thursday night in Tampa. 

Veteran Lightning winger Corey Perry was his usual dirty self on 
Thursday night so Boston Bruins defenseman Connor Clifton taught him 
a lesson. 

Boston Bruins winger Taylor Hall played most of the game Thursday 
riding shotgun on the first line with Brad Marchand and Patrice Bergeron. 
After snapping a 16-game goalless drought on Tuesday though, Hall was 
held pointless. 

NESN play-by-play man Jack Edwards tried to apologize to Lightning 
winger Pat Maroon in person after the Lightning’ game-day skate on 
Thursday. Edwards had made an off-the-cuff and offensive comment 
about Maroon’s weight earlier in the season. The apology attempt 
apparently didn’t go well. 

Nick Foligno and the Boston Bruins entered this difficult five-game road 
trip ‘relishing’ the challenge. They’re now 1-1-0 and headed to Sunrise, 
Florida to play the Panthers. 

National Hockey Now 

NYI: Our man on ‘The Island’ Stefen Rosner, says ‘All the heat’ for the 
New York Islanders‘ midseason slump should be on general manager 
Lou Lamoriello. 

PIT: The Pittsburgh Penguins got the effort they needed against the 
Washington Capitals on Thursday night, but they only came away with a 
point. 

PHI: It was ‘Fight Night’ at the Excel Center on Thursday night as the 
Minnesota Wild edged the Philadelphia Flyers in overtime. 

WSH: Washington Capitals center Nicklas Backstrom is officially back! 

DET: The Detroit Red Wings beat the Montreal Canadiens 4-3 in an 
overtime barnburner at the Bell Centre. 

COL: Canadiens center Sean Monahan is on the NHL trade market and 
the Colorado Avalanche are interested. 

VGK: Two months into the season, the Vegas Golden Knights looked like 
they’d run away with the Pacific Division. Not so much now. 

LAK: Why is the second line for the Los Angeles Kings struggling? 

SJS: The New York Rangers, New Jersey Devils and Buffalo Sabres are 
reportedly interested in acquiring San Jose Sharks winger Timo Meier on 
the NHL trade market. 

Canada Hockey Now 

MTL: Who and/or what could the Montreal Canadiens get if they were to 
trade Monahan to the Avalanche? 

CGY: Since being called out by the media and fans for his insensitivity 
when it came to Jakob Pelletier’s NHL debut last Saturday, Calgary 
Flames head coach Darryl Sutter has been singing the Quebec native’s 
praises. 

NHL 

To those making fun of Edmonton Oilers defenseman Ethan Bear for 
missing a game after his dog passed away, time to evolve and get a clue! 
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Bruins’ Mike Reilly on being buried in the AHL: ‘I was pretty crushed. Still 
am’ 

 

Fluto Shinzawa 

8-10 minutes 27/01/2023 

 

PROVIDENCE, R.I. — Under normal circumstances, Mike Reilly is an 
NHL defenseman. 

Through 10 games for the Bruins this season, the 29-year-old has 
averaged 16:44 of ice time per appearance. A veteran of 339 NHL 
games, he is on a one-way contract that pays him $3 million annually 
through 2024. Last year, while playing for a demanding coach, his 17 
points trailed only Charlie McAvoy (56) and Matt Grzelcyk (24) among 
defensemen. 

But on Thursday, instead of being with the Bruins in Tampa Bay, Reilly 
was practicing at Amica Mutual Pavilion ahead of AHL Providence’s 
Friday game against Hartford. It will be Reilly’s 19th game in the minors 
this season. He has not previously been an AHL regular since 2016-17, 
when he was 23 years old. 

The Bruins are the NHL’s best team. They are not just stacked on 
defense, where Reilly is one of five left-shot D’s on one-way contracts, 
but at full health. Once Jake DeBrusk comes off long-term injured 
reserve, the Bruins will be right up against the cap. 

None of this necessarily reflects on Reilly’s performance as an NHL 
defenseman. 

“I know the circumstances,” Reilly said. “It’s pretty cap-related. You never 
want to hope for an injury or anything. It’s just, ‘Control what you can.’ 
And that’s have a good attitude, come to the rink. 

“There were some tough days right off the hop, for sure. I felt pretty 
embarrassed. Just with people back home probably wondering. People 
close to me know the situation more than, like, a friend from back home 
that doesn’t follow as much. There’s a little bit more to it. I’m not really 
sure what’s going to happen. Just trying to stay sharp and treat these 
young guys well.” 

An unexpected turn 

Reilly had high expectations for 2022-23. He reported to camp recovered 
from June ankle surgery. His offensive game aligned with new coach Jim 
Montgomery’s philosophy. The pressure of performing for Bruce Cassidy 
was over. Grzelcyk and McAvoy were unavailable at the start as they 
recovered from offseason procedures. 

But on Oct. 9, three days before the regular-season opener, Reilly was 
placed on waivers. He was shocked. 

That day, the Bruins waived Reilly, Nick Foligno and Chris Wagner with 
the intention of achieving cap compliance without exercising LTIR on 
Grzeclyk, McAvoy or Brad Marchand. General manager Don Sweeney 
calculated that Reilly’s contract’s $3 million average annual value would 
discourage rivals from making a claim. He was right. 

On Oct. 10, all three cleared and were assigned to Providence. Reilly 
and Foligno did not go. They were on the team’s flight to Washington. 

The next day, Foligno and Reilly were officially recalled. McAvoy was 
moved to LTIR. 
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In the season-opening 5-2 win over the Capitals, Reilly assisted on 
Taylor Hall’s game-winning goal by pushing the puck through the neutral 
zone. It was the first of seven straight games for Reilly. 

On Oct. 27, he was assigned to Providence to clear a roster spot for 
Marchand. Like his previous assignment, Reilly did not go. While he was 
a healthy scratch for three straight games, Reilly practiced with the team. 
He went back in on Nov. 3 to replace Derek Forbort, who had broken a 
finger while blocking a shot in the previous game. 

Reilly thought things were going well. 

“Some games (last season under Cassidy), you’d get the puck and you’d 
be kind of nervous, kind of anxious, ‘I’ve got to get this thing right off my 
stick.’ Just kind of freaking out a little bit,” Reilly said. “This year, the 
games I played, I didn’t feel that. I felt like Monty’s system, he lets guys 
play to their strengths. That’s what I was excited for.” 

Meanwhile, McAvoy was approaching a return. The Bruins had to clear 
space and a roster spot to bring McAvoy’s $9.5 million AAV off LTIR. By 
burying Reilly in the AHL, the Bruins could save a prorated $1.125 
million. 

“There was so much cap stuff that you don’t want to worry about as a 
player,” Reilly said. “I had no clue. When McAvoy came back, I had zero 
clue. I think it was probably best that way, so you’re not thinking about it 
leading up to that.” 

On Nov. 9, the Bruins waived Reilly again. This time, pending clearance, 
Sweeney informed Reilly an in-person assignment was coming. It was 
not the call Reilly expected to receive while driving home from practice at 
Warrior Ice Arena. 

“Right away, I was pretty crushed. Still am,” Reilly said. “I feel like I 
should be playing up there. But I feel what you have to do is deal with the 
situation at hand and worry about how you can be better, how you can 
treat the young guys well and be a good teammate. There’s a lot of guys 
that look up to guys that have experience, just because they want to get 
up there. Even if it’s for a day. A lot of these guys would sacrifice 
anything just to be up there for a day.” 

Sweeney gave Reilly several days to process the transaction. On Nov. 
18, Reilly played his first AHL game since Oct. 14, 2017. He scored a 
goal and an assist in Providence’s 4-2 loss to Lehigh Valley. Reilly has 
four goals and 14 points in 18 games. 

What’s next? 

During the week, Reilly and Wagner carpool between Boston and 
Providence. How long Reilly will continue the commute is unknown. 

Thursday marked the 27th straight game in which the Bruins dressed the 
same six defensemen: McAvoy, Grzelcyk, Forbort, Hampus Lindholm, 
Brandon Carlo and Connor Clifton. 

Jakub Zboril, the No. 7 defenseman, is first up in case of injury. Based on 
performance, Reilly may be more deserving to get first dibs. But Zboril 
would have to clear waivers to go to Providence. A rebuilding team might 
find Zboril’s age (25) and contract ($1.14 AAV through 2024) favorable. 

A trade, then, would be Reilly’s fastest route to NHL re-entry. That he’s 
cleared waivers twice makes it unlikely a team would part with assets to 
acquire him, though. 

“I don’t know,” Reilly said when asked if he’d be amenable to a move. 
“There’s been a little communication. Honestly, I’m kind of at the spot 
where I’d really prefer not to hear anything. That’s what I told my agent. I 
don’t really need to say much. It’s in the general manager’s hands what 
to do. They’ve been healthy. I know a big thing that’s haunted Boston 
over the last couple years is the injuries toward the tail end of the year 
and in the playoffs, especially on D.” 

An injury scare for McAvoy on Thursday night emphasized that point. 

Reilly, then, may have to wait until the playoffs, when the cap no longer 
matters, to return to the Bruins. He’d have to spend the next three 

months in the AHL, expressing his strengths and targeting his 
shortcomings, to merit the promotion. Gap control and play-killing off the 
rush are two areas Reilly will have to monitor. 

Coach Ryan Mougenel will be watching. Mougenel’s previous stop was 
with the San Jose Barracuda, the Sharks’ AHL affiliate. One of his 
charges was longtime NHL defenseman Paul Martin, who finished his 
career in the AHL. 

“When he got sent down, the first thing he said was, ‘I’m embarrassed,’” 
Mougenel recalled of Martin. “You forget that from a coach’s standpoint. 
It is (embarrassing), a little bit. Once you get over that, how do you build 
your game up? Because there’s obviously things in your game that 
probably have to get better. This is where you can do it. Reills still has 
some things he can get better at, at this level, that are transferrable skills 
to the NHL. When he goes up, let’s make sure his game’s in a good 
place. 

“I just can’t see the Bruins staying completely healthy all the way through 
this. Or even depth. Or even now where we’re in a position where we’ve 
got to watch the guys’ load management where some guys are going to 
get in. Some guys are going to get out. When those guys get that 
opportunity, their games better be in a good place. That’s been the 
message.” 
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Don Granato's decision to cut back on practicing is paying off for Sabres 

 

Lance Lysowski News Sports Reporter 

 

ST. PAUL, Minn. – Don Granato didn’t need to investigate the reason 
behind the Buffalo Sabres’ uncharacteristic performance in a Monday 
matinee against the Florida Panthers earlier this month. 

Granato saw all the signs of an exhausted team. The Sabres weren’t 
snapping tape-to-tape passes to create time and space on the ice in 
KeyBank Center. Turnovers led to scoring chances the other way. 
Granato’s lineup is filled with immense skill and elite speed, yet they 
played slow while falling behind 3-0. 

Practice was at the root of the problem. Coaches across the NHL are 
always balancing on-ice work between games and rest during the 82-
game regular season. Granato had the Sabres skate the previous day 
and he didn't like the result. 

A 45-minute on-ice session might not sound like much, but the Sabres 
never practice leisurely. It’s fast-paced from start to finish, and the 
youngest team in the NHL has numerous players who relish the 
opportunity to sharpen their skills before and after practice. 

An adjustment was needed, though. Three weeks remained until the All-
Star break and the Sabres were in the middle of a grueling stretch in the 
schedule. Their game Saturday, which begins at 9 p.m. Eastern in 
Minnesota against the Wild, will be their 16th in 28 days since Jan. 1. 

Not including the brief morning skates on gamedays, the Sabres have 
practiced only twice since Jan. 9. Granato's decision to prioritize rest has 
his team playing its best hockey at a time when many around the league 
are physically and mentally exhausted. 

The Sabres have won five games in a row – including a 3-0 start to this 
four-game road trip with wins over the top two teams in the Western 
Conference – despite holding zero practices during that span. 

“I didn't think our guys were fresh,” Granato said, referring to losses 
earlier this month. “So, it was right there, quick change and say we have 
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to adjust to this because we need to be fresh. We're a much better team, 
we're a different team when we're fresh. Some of the games were adding 
up that, we just looked at and I've said postgame, we didn't look like 
ourselves. We were exhausted and drained, and I could tell that 
emotional energy, we didn't have it. For us, it was pretty clear and 
evident after a couple of reps that we needed to make sure we back off in 
some areas to allow our guys to be fresh and cutting practices was one 
factor." 

Such few on-ice workouts between games would have been unheard of 
years ago, but the league has evolved. Teams are applying sports 
science to measure each player’s work rate and recovery. Players 
nowadays don’t need to be on the ice between games to maintain peak 
physical condition. The Sabres have played 48 games with two more 
before the All-Star break and bye week. 

The Sabres will have only four games in 20 days following the break. 
There will be ample time to practice when the group is rested. At this 
point in the season, most players in the NHL are pushing through pain or 
soreness. 

Granato and his staff have substituted practice time with group and one-
on-one video sessions. He and his staff choose specific sequences in 
games to help players better understand what they did well in a game or 
where there was opportunity to make a greater impact. 

Sabres forward Casey Mittelstadt joked that oftentimes he and his 
teammates are routinely surprised by the subtleties that Granato can find 
in a game. Granato takes note of those moments or plays and requests 
the clips from his video coordinator, Justin White, who cuts the video to 
be presented to an individual player or group. 

“Honestly, some of the boys are laughing about it sometimes, and I don't 
even think he'd be mad if he heard me say that,” Mittelstadt said of 
Granato’s ability to analyze which plays need to be presented. “He does 
such a great job. He's always finding new ways and new things. I think 
that's what makes him a good coach, he's willing to evolve and he's 
willing to change. He sees things in different ways. I think it's huge for us. 
Obviously, we're a young group. Everyone's learning on the fly.” 

The Sabres have been one of the most productive teams in the NHL in 5-
on-5 situations since the latest winning streak began on Ryan Miller 
Night. During that five-game span, they’ve ranked second in goals scored 
per 60 minutes, fourth in shot-attempt differential and seventh in shot-
quality share, according to Evolving-Hockey. Entering Friday, Buffalo’s 
20 goals were the most by any team since Jan. 19, and Tage 
Thompson’s nine points led the league. 

Limiting practice time is also a sign of the trust Granato has in his group. 
Despite their relative inexperience in the NHL, they’ve proven to him that 
they know how to prepare. Self-accountability within the group has 
fostered development. 

Rasmus Dahlin, for example, didn’t like his performance in Chicago when 
the Sabres blew a two-goal lead and lost in overtime to the Blackhawks 
in the second game of a back-to-back on Jan. 17. The team wasn’t going 
to skate the following day, so Dahlin approached Granato during the 
flight back to Buffalo and asked to meet to go through video clips. 

Using the knowledge gained from the meeting, Dahlin responded with 
one of his best all-around performances of the season. He had two 
assists, including an incredible stretch pass to Dylan Cozens on the 
game winner, and eight shot attempts in 25:12 of ice time against the 
Islanders. 

Owen Power, the No. 1 pick in the 2021 draft, also has continued to grow 
his game through video study. The 20-year-old has a goal in each of his 
past three games. And, according to Power, many of the adjustments 
he’s made can’t be put to the test in a practice environment. 

“I think for me, just to be able to see different things, different trends in 
my game and other people's game and just trying to see that and kind of 
change on the fly,” he said. “So, a lot of times, a lot of stuff you can't 
really even work on in practice. It's only really in game, so I think video is 

huge to just see those things and to see different trends or habits that 
you're doing that you may want to change or keep doing.” 

The Sabres couldn’t use this approach last season when Granato was 
still working with the group to develop an on-ice identity at 5-on-5. There 
was too much work to be done between games. But they've since built a 
strong enough base in those situations that energy can be used 
elsewhere. Buffalo’s 112 goals at 5-on-5 were more than all but three 
teams entering play Friday. 

However, less practice time has likely played a role in the Sabres’ 
struggles on the power play, where they’re 4-for-31 since Jan. 9. Fewer 
puck touches between games have led to some uncharacteristic 
mistakes. Morning skates are useful to run through special-teams drills. 
And when time is limited, the chatter continues in the dressing room. 

Following a recent pregame skate, Jeff Skinner walked around the 
dressing room to talk to Dahlin and Thompson about the execution of a 
certain play they ran through on the ice. It's a small price to pay, though. 

The Sabres (26-19-3) entered Friday leading the NHL with 3.79 goals per 
game, and they were one point behind the Pittsburgh Penguins for the 
second wild-card spot. 

“Obviously, I’d rather play a game than practice, but you do notice not 
having those touches in practice,” said defenseman Matthias 
Samuelsson. “I think you just feel more confident when you, once or 
twice a week, touch the puck for the whole hour. A lot of off days, a lot of 
days where you don’t do much and just try to stay fresh every game so 
you can play at the top. 

“I also think we’ve learned how to maybe play a simpler game, a more 
direct game. With so many games, everyone’s hurt and banged up or 
whatever. Maybe mentally you’re not as much there after a long week, so 
I think if you’re just predictable and play simple and let your teams read 
off you, it helps.” 

Still waiting 

Dahlin’s remarkable season didn’t earn him an All-Star nod when Toronto 
Maple Leafs center Auston Matthews dropped out of the event Friday 
because of an injury. Matthews was replaced on the Atlantic Division's 3-
on-3 team by Aleksander Barkov of the Florida Panthers, who are 
hosting the weekend of events from Feb. 2-4. 

Dahlin, 22, is on pace for 94 points and, since 2000, only one 
defenseman reached the 90-point mark in a single season: Roman Josi, 
who finished with 96 for the Nashville Predators last season. 

All-Star 

Sabres prospect Lukas Rousek of the Rochester Americans was 
selected Friday to represent his club and the North Division in the 
American Hockey League’s all-star game, which will be held Feb. 5-6 in 
Laval, Quebec. 

Rousek, a sixth-round draft pick in 2019, has 10 goals and 27 points in 
37 games for the Amerks this season. He's replacing his teammate, 
Brandon Biro, who is unavailable for the all-star game. 
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NHL Power Rankings: As the tank race gets sloppy, the Avalanche push 
upward 

 

Dom Luszczyszyn, Sean Gentille  
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That old adage — the one about the best-laid plans of mice and Power 
Rankers — is true. They often go awry. 

Most of the time, early in the process, we can set the bottom five and 
forget about it. Not this week, folks. Oh, not this week — because front 
offices may tank, but players do not. And we got a crash course in that 
over the past few days. These teams stink! Someone tell them! 

In any case, we have a new, old face in the top 10 and some shuffling in 
the mushy middle. Let’s just get to the All-Star break, OK? 

1. Boston Bruins 

Last Week: 1 

Record: 38-6-4 

Sean rank: 1 

Dom rank: 1 

If Thursday night’s game against the Lightning was a potential second-
round preview, we’re in for a treat. That was one of the better games this 
season. 

The Bruins did lose though for just the 10th time this season which feels 
like an insane thing to write at nearly the 50-game mark. We talked about 
this on “The Athletic Hockey Podcast: Bestie Edition,” but this team has a 
real shot at the all-time win record of 62 and the all-time point record of 
132. There’s still a long road ahead, but this has all the makings of a 
historically special season and that should be celebrated more than it has 
been so far. 

2. Carolina Hurricanes 

Last Week: 2 

Record: 30-9-8 

Sean rank: 2 

Dom rank: 2 

More than half of the Hurricanes’ 17 losses have come in two separate 
spells, due more to poor goaltending than anything else. When they’re 
good, they’re good — and they’re usually good. That’s part of what made 
Max Pacioretty’s injury so painful to watch; Carolina had themselves a 
tastefully decorated room, then went out and got themselves a rug to tie 
the whole thing together. Unfortunately, that rug has been micturated 
upon. All that’s left to do is ring up Jim Rutherford and see if he has any 
interest in moving Bo Horvat for a package built around a 22-year-old 
center in his fifth NHL season. The man wants young veterans, and 
Jesperi Kotkaniemi is certainly both of those things. Canucks fans, plug 
your ears. 

3. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Last Week: 3 

Record: 30-11-8 

Sean rank: 3 

Dom rank: 3 

Over their last 25 games, the Leafs are 16-6-3, a 115-point pace. That 
would rank fifth in the East and third in the Atlantic. They’re playing some 
very good hockey and it barely even matters because it only means 
treading water rather than making up ground. Not that there’s any real 
ground to make up with how far ahead Boston is, or anywhere to fall with 
how low the rest of the Atlantic is. Toronto currently has a 98 percent 
chance of finishing second or third in the Atlantic while the Lightning have 
a 95 percent chance. That’s set. It’s been set for like a month. Start 
mentally preparing now. 

4. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Last Week: 4 

Record: 31-15-1 

Sean rank: 5 

Dom rank: 4 

February is near, which means it’s time to start wondering what deadline-
day magic Julien BriseBois is going to conjure. He told Pierre LeBrun to, 
basically, not expect anything crazy. We’ll see how that plays out. It’s 
worth reiterating just how good Brandon Hagel, last season’s big 
addition, has been so far in 2022-23. 

Hagel’s unusual contract — he’s signed for $1.5 million through 2024 and 
will be an RFA after that — is what made him a target, and he’s 
delivered, riding outstanding offensive impacts and production to more 
than $6 million in surplus value. Heading into Thursday’s games, he had 
as many five-on-five points as Filip Forsberg. Tampa paid a ton for him 
(two first-round picks), but he’s doing his part to make it count. 

5. New Jersey Devils 

Last Week: 5 

Record: 31-13-4 

Sean rank: 4 

Dom rank: 5 

From Jack Hughes taking the body to make the play to Dougie Hamilton 
(who has 23 points in his last 20 games) absolutely wiring it top corner 
for the winner — everything about this goal absolutely ruled. 

Jack Hughes is just a superstar pic.twitter.com/rhIORsskMP 

— Shayna (@hayyyshayyy) January 25, 2023 

Even with a loss to the Predators Thursday night, the Devils are back to 
their winning ways, but it’s not without concern. Early in the season, the 
team’s epic win streak came about via a strong underlying process where 
they were absolutely dominating the scoring chance share every night. 
Lately? Not so much. Over the last month, New Jersey ranks 25th with a 
47 percent expected goals rate. Thursday night’s effort was another ugly 
one too. Missing John Marino from the backend is certainly a big deal, 
but not to this degree. 

6. Dallas Stars 

Last Week: 6 

Record: 28-13-9 

Sean rank: 6 

Dom rank: 6 

It wouldn’t be a Stars regular season without a deeply weird set of 
overtime and shootout results. Last season, they were 15-6. In 2020-21, 
they needed extra time in 20 of their 56 games and lost 14 of them. So 
far in 2022-23, they’re 3-9 after regulation. 

The good news for them is that it hasn’t mattered much; they’ve got the 
best points percentage (.650) and playoff odds in the Western 
Conference, and overtime playoff hockey may as well be a different sport 
than what we see in the regular season. And hey, if those wasted points 
come back to haunt them, finishing second or third in the Central would 
only guarantee that they avoid Colorado in the first round. 

7. Seattle Kraken 

Last Week: 9 

Record: 28-14-5 

Sean rank: 7 

Dom rank: 7 
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The gap between Seattle’s league-leading 10.8 percent shooting 
percentage at five-on-five and second-place Boston’s 9.5 percent is the 
same as the gap between Boston and the Rangers… in 19th place. 
There’s good fortune, and then there’s that. Only one team since 2007-
08 has finished the season over one percentage point above second in 
shooting percentage: The 2013-14 Ducks, who were 1.03 percentage 
points above the Avalanche. 

Maybe that lasts a little longer for Seattle, but it’s one reason we remain 
a little cautious and a little skeptical about just how good they really are. 
They’re playing really well and look like one of the best teams in the 
West. There are plenty of reasons to believe in their turnaround and that 
they’re for real. But there’s a difference between “good team” and “elite 
shooting juggernaut.” Seattle is still probably closer to the former. 

Secrets to Seattle's success: How stable goaltending, the emergence of 
Vince Dunn and the league's deepest forward group have been the keys 
to a remarkable turnaround for the Kraken.https://t.co/ZJycRdL7Cs 
pic.twitter.com/4NJ7IofZHA 

— dom   (@domluszczyszyn) January 24, 2023 

8. Winnipeg Jets 

Last Week: 8 

Record: 31-18-1 

Sean rank: 8 

Dom rank: 9 

Heading into Thursday night against Buffalo, the Jets had gone 6-4-0 in 
their previous 10 games and controlled expected goals in eight of them. 
No problem. Then, of course, they put together a dud against the Sabres 
and lost 3-2 in a game that wasn’t as close as the score implied. 

Can a 56 minute catastrophe be avoided by a four minute scoring spree? 
42.2 seconds to find out. 

— Murat Ates (@WPGMurat) January 27, 2023 

And guess what? There still isn’t much of a problem. The Jets are good 
— both of us internalized that sometime in November — and good teams 
have meh stretches. What’s most important for the Jets, of course, is that 
Josh Morrissey keeps playing at a point-per-game pace. He’s still there, 
even after three straight goose eggs. 

9. Colorado Avalanche 

Last Week: 12 

Record: 26-18-3 

Sean rank: 9 

Dom rank: 8 

Every Thursday, our editor Ian Denomme asks us which team we want 
featured for the lead art. Usually, it’s before we’ve even thought about 
which team is being ranked where, but one team sprang to mind 
immediately: Colorado. Cale Makar was coming back and the Avalanche 
themselves looked back after winning six straight. 

It was at that exact moment that an Avalanche loss to the Ducks was not 
only inevitable but a near guarantee. And that’s exactly what happened 
as Colorado squandered a 3-1 lead to lose 5-3 to one of the league’s 
worst teams. The Power Rankings Curse is very real. Be very afraid. 

Still, the Avalanche dominated that game (86.5 percent on the Deserve 
To Win O’Meter baby!) and arguably deserved a better fate. It happens 
over a long season and it’s not worth stressing too much even with a 
weak opponent. Combine that with the six straight wins and Colorado is 
back in the top 10. We’re guessing that spot will be permanent from here 
on out. 

10. New York Rangers 

Last Week: 10 

Record: 26-14-8 

Sean rank: 10 

Dom rank: 10 

It’s really starting to feel like Adam Fox is more than halfway to a very 
casual second Norris Trophy. If Erik Karlsson’s point production falls off a 
bit, Charlie McAvoy/Hampus Lindholm stay on track to steal votes from 
each other and Cale Makar doesn’t hit his fifth gear, it might not be all 
that close. Fox’s game doesn’t have any holes; his impacts at both ends 
are remarkable, he’s scoring a point per game and he’s pulling off stuff 
like this: 

We need to see this beautiful Adam Fox (@foxyclean) goal from as many 
angles as possible.   

NHL Multi-Angle Goals presented by @MGMRewards 
pic.twitter.com/OK5DNKbFlr 

— NHL (@NHL) January 24, 2023 

What a player. When it comes time to cast votes, it’s going to be hard to 
look beyond him. 

11. Vegas Golden Knights 

Last Week: 7 

Record: 29-17-3 

Sean rank: 11 

Dom rank: 11 

Jack Eichel started the season red hot, garnering some potential MVP 
buzz, but he hasn’t been the same since returning from injury and looked 
just as bad for a little bit before that, too. In his last 15 games, he has just 
eight points and is rocking a 45.5 percent expected goals share. That’s 
far from good enough and it’s no coincidence that Vegas looks about as 
good as Eichel does. 

When he was putting up MVP-caliber numbers the team looked like a 
real contender again. Since then (and without Eichel in the lineup) Vegas 
looks like the same misguided team that missed the playoffs last season. 
Since starting 15-4-1 over its first 20 games Vegas is 14-13-2. The 
Golden Knights looked like they had a stranglehold on the Pacific crown 
through the first quarter of the season, but have completely lost grip of 
the division lead. 

12. Los Angeles Kings 

Last Week: 13 

Record: 27-17-6 

Sean rank: 12 

Dom rank: 13 

Bit of a nothing week for the Kings; they beat two stinky teams 
(Philadelphia and Chicago) and lost a coin-flip game to a half-decent one 
(Nashville). Kevin Fiala continues to do exactly what the Kings acquired 
him to do; in 10 games since Jan. 1, he’s got 14 points — seven goals 
and seven primary assists, including the game-winner over the 
aforementioned Flyers. 

Kevin Fiala wins it for the Kings in overtime. pic.twitter.com/puy07kzRoc 

— Ryan Quigley (@ryanquigz) January 25, 2023 

Also, keep an eye on Pheonix Copley’s workload. He’s started 18 games 
since Dec. 6, which is six less than his career NHL total beforehand. 

13. Edmonton Oilers 

Last Week: 14 
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Record: 27-18-4 

Sean rank: 13 

Dom rank: 12 

Six straight wins only to lose in overtime to the league’s worst team. 
Sigh. If not for that, the Oilers might have been able to push for a spot 
close to the top 10, but it’ll take a bit more from them to get there. 

Really, it’ll take a bit more from anyone not named Connor McDavid, 
Leon Draisaitl, Zach Hyman and Ryan Nugent-Hopkins for this team to 
really contend. That quartet makes up 72 percent of the team’s total 
value this season. They’ve been fantastic, but last we checked there are 
16 other guys. Edmonton is the definition of top heavy. 

14. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Last Week: 15 

Record: 24-15-9 

Sean rank: 14 

Dom rank: 14 

Bryan Rust’s goal in a 3-2 shootout loss to Washington was his 300th 
career point, making him the 20th player from the 2010 draft to hit that 
mark and fourth drafted outside the first two rounds. Mark Stone (514, 
No. 178 overall), Brendan Gallagher ( 390, No. 147 overall) and John 
Klingberg (389, No. 131 overall) are the others. He’s an important player 
for the Penguins; given the amount of time he spends on the top six, 
anything less than a 20-goal pace from him is a bad sign … and he’s 
projected to land there, almost on the dot. 

15. Buffalo Sabres 

Last Week: 18 

Record: 26-19-3 

Sean rank: 15 

Dom rank: 16 

Five straight wins and the vibes are once again immaculate in Buffalo. 
The Sabres have had a very long playoff drought and while the odds still 
aren’t in their favor, the possibility of the drought ending looks more and 
more real by the day. 

More games like Thursday night’s effort against the Jets would be a 
major plus toward achieving that goal. The Sabres haven’t been a 
dominant scoring chance team this season, but they absolutely crushed 
the Jets winning the xG battle 3.2 to 1.1 at five-on-five, a 74 percent 
share. According to Evolving Hockey, it’s the team’s 10th most dominant 
performance by expected goals since 2007. That game and this streak 
are the kind of performance that a young team can really build upon. This 
Sabres team feels like a team of destiny right now. 

16. Minnesota Wild 

Last Week: 11 

Record: 26-17-4 

Sean rank: 17 

Dom rank: 15 

We mentioned Kevin Fiala in the Kings blurb. Think the Wild wouldn’t 
mind having that production back in the fold? Minnesota’s five-on-five 
goals per/60 have gone from second in the league in 2021-22 (3.22) to 
26th (2.33). Fiala’s cap-forced exit is part of that, but so, too, are steep 
declines for Ryan Hartman, Matt Boldy and most of Minnesota’s other top 
forwards. Even Kirill Kaprizov is down from 1.3 to 0.84. More reliable 
output there would firm up the Wild’s hold on a playoff spot, which is 
dodgier than it should be given the teams that are chasing them. 

17. Washington Capitals 

Last Week: 16 

Record: 26-19-6 

Sean rank: 16 

Dom rank: 17 

Everyone: We want a Weagle jersey! 

The Capitals: 

SAY IT WITH YOUR CHEST‼ pic.twitter.com/Mm5gBZtFaS 

— Washington Capitals (@Capitals) January 26, 2023 

Everyone: Not like that! 

18. Calgary Flames 

Last Week: 17 

Record: 23-17-9 

Sean rank: 19 

Dom rank: 18 

Four-goal losses to the Blackhawks have a way of bringing things into 
focus — and now, more than any other point this season, it’s time for the 
Flames to wonder if they have a Jacob Markstrom problem. Any loss to 
Chicago likely represents a full-squad meltdown, but Markstrom is now 
carrying around an .893 save percentage and -0.52 goals saved above 
expected, which is 54th in the league. He’s been underwater in that stat 
in seven of his last nine starts. Nothing Calgary can do will matter if he 
doesn’t improve. A lot. Quickly. 

19. Nashville Predators 

Last Week: 21 

Record: 24-18-6 

Sean rank: 18 

Dom rank: 20 

The Predators have won five of six and are now in the midst of doing that 
thing they always do: Waltzing into the playoffs on the back of a sizzling 
second half that undoes a mediocre first half. 

Nashville still has a bit of a hill to climb in the West, but an impressive win 
over the Devils has put the team back on the cusp of the race. The 
Predators are ninth in the West by points percentage and have the star 
power to go for a real run here. Filip Forsberg, Roman Josi and Juuse 
Saros can absolutely be those guys. Over their last 15 games, Josi and 
Forsberg both have 15 points apiece and have started to really dominate 
at five-on-five again. That was sorely missing from them to start the 
season. Next step: Getting their groove back on the power play. 

20. Florida Panthers 

Last Week: 22 

Record: 23-21-6 

Sean rank: 20 

Dom rank: 19 

On some levels, it’s easy to feel bad for the Panthers. Example A: Their 
projected goal differential is plus-24, which in practice would put them on 
the edge of the top 10. In reality, they’re at minus-5, which is more 
befitting of a team that’ll need help and a hot streak to make any kind of 
real playoff push. 
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Bad luck? Certainly part of it … though failing to top-three protect their 
draft pick seems like an enforced error. As does hiring Paul Maurice. So 
really, how bad are you supposed to feel? 

21. St. Louis Blues 

Last Week: 20 

Record: 23-23-3 

Sean rank: 22 

Dom rank: 21 

Ryan O’Reilly wants to be a Blue. In an ideal world, the Blues probably 
want him to be a Blue forever. But the Blues don’t live there and the idea 
of extending O’Reilly instead of trading him would be a baffling decision. 
The Blues are in no man’s land where they’re too good to tank and too 
bad to make the playoffs. It’s time to go all-in on the latter direction and 
that starts with an O’Reilly deal. As painful as it may be, it’s a necessary 
step for where this franchise currently stands. 

Our original idea for this week’s rankings was “one player from each 
team that should be traded” in honor of O’Reilly maybe not being traded. 
Turns out that’s really hard for 90 percent of the league. For the Blues, it 
should be an easy call. Should. Do the right thing, St. Louis. 

22. Detroit Red Wings 

Last Week: 23 

Record: 21-18-8 

Sean rank: 21 

Dom rank: 23 

We’re all better off with the Red Wings as a major potential player at the 
trade deadline. They’re currently at the center of the Bo Horvat 
speculation, with the thinking being that center prospect Marco Kasper 
and/or 25-year-old defenseman Flip Hronek would head back to 
Vancouver. Max Bultman and Harman Dayal broke that down in detail a 
couple days back. 

Now, Steve Yzerman probably doesn’t consider that price tag without 
some sort of guaranteed extension with Horvat — but if that piece fell into 
place, the Wings would get really interesting really quickly. Neither 
Horvat nor Dylan Larkin are ideal top-line centers on contenders, but as a 
pair? Hmm. 

23. New York Islanders 

Last Week: 19 

Record: 23-22-5 

Sean rank: 22 

Dom rank: 23 

Add three more losses to the pile and the Islanders have now dropped 
six straight. No one is scoring, Ilya Sorokin is coming back down to Earth 
and the Islanders are now on pace for 83-to-84 points — not far off 
where they were last season. The early season run is looking like a 
mirage and it feels like it’ll take a small miracle for this team to make it to 
the playoffs at this point. Miracles can happen, but this team just doesn’t 
have it anymore. 

24. Philadelphia Flyers 

Last Week: 24 

Record: 20-21-9 

Sean rank: 24 

Dom rank: 24 

Charlie O’Connor has been beating this drum for most of the season, but 
it’s worth saying here: Rasmus Ristolain has been fine, with numbers 
befitting a reliable third-pair defenseman for a nice chunk of games. 

Ristolainen has been playing legitimately solid hockey for the past two 
months, honestly. And the numbers back that up. https://t.co/mfJbdkifzb 

— Charlie O'Connor (@charlieo_conn) January 27, 2023 

For the season, his average game score is in the black (0.119) for the 
first time since 2019-20. In his last 10 games, he’s averaging 0.77, 
largely because of good work in his own end. Call it the Tortorella effect. 
The bad news is that the coach can’t help that salary ($5.1 million AAV 
through 2027), and Ristolainen has a history of playing his way up a 
lineup and then falling to pieces. Let’s see how it goes. 

25. Ottawa Senators 

Last Week: 25 

Record: 21-23-3 

Sean rank: 25 

Dom rank: 25 

Josh Norris was back for all of three games before re-injuring his 
shoulder and being sidelined for the season. It really feels like a case 
where Norris came back too early which begs the question: Why? For 
what purpose? For this team? What’s the point? 

It’s hard to believe people tried to talk themselves into “Ottawa Senators: 
Playoff Team.” It felt ridiculous in the summer and looks downright 
hilarious now. Norris’ health alone wouldn’t have changed that. This team 
just can’t score. 

26. Montreal Canadiens 

Last Week: 26 

Record: 20-25-3 

Sean rank: 26 

Dom rank: 26 

What’s gotten into Kirby Dach? Scoring goals, making short work of 
Andrew Copp … sheesh. 

Lmao Kirby Dach just absolutely fed Andrew Copp his lunch 
pic.twitter.com/5xQswStSfR 

— Scott Matla (@scottmatla) January 27, 2023 

Arpon Basu took a deeper look at Dach’s development this season. He 
was always going to be worth the price Montreal paid for him, whether he 
panned out or not — and at the moment, he’s a gigantic, skilled center 
playing big minutes at a 50-point pace a few days after his 22nd birthday. 
Not bad. 

27. San Jose Sharks 

Last Week: 27 

Record:14-25-10 

Sean rank: 27 

Dom rank: 27 

The Sharks have played three times over the last week: loss, loss, 
overtime loss. 

Dear Columbus, Chicago, Anaheim and Arizona: Take notes. That’s how 
you tank. 

Fun fact: It’s not any of those four teams with the fewest wins this 
season. It’s San Jose with 14. Blame the loser point for the team “only” 
being fifth last in the league. 
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28. Vancouver Canucks 

Last Week: 28 

Record: 19-26-3 

Sean rank: 28 

Dom rank: 28 

This team shouldn’t be in the business of signing any 26-year-old 
wingers to $5.5 million AAV deals, but they probably could’ve done worse 
than Andrei Kuzmenko. In a vacuum, or on a different roster, or on a 
different planet, that’s a nice little bit of work. Instead, it’s a missed 
opportunity to add assets for a rebuild that’ll apparently never truly begin. 
He turns 27 in a couple days, by the way. The likelihood that they’re 
trying to move Horvat for a player in that age range should make 
Canucks fans physically ill. 

29. Arizona Coyotes 

Last Week: 29 

Record: 16-28-5 

Sean rank: 30 

Dom rank: 29 

Shayne Gostisbehere is out 4-6 weeks, which is bad timing with the trade 
deadline rolling around. All things considered, he’s had a decent season 
on a really bad team and should warrant some real interest for teams 
shoring up their blue line. It’ll be really interesting to see what Arizona 
can fetch for his services given the Coyotes received a second just to 
take on his contract. That looks like a gift that can keep on giving as 
Gostisbehere has recuperated a lot of his value since. He’s obviously no 
defensive stalwart, but his 81 points over the last two seasons rank 18th 
among all defensemen. He’s worth a win of value and can be a nice 
offensive add for a playoff team’s third pair. 

30. Chicago Blackhawks 

Last Week: 30 

Record: 15-28-4 

Sean rank: 29 

Dom rank: 30 

Mere hours ago, the Blackhawks rolled out their fourth-string goalie, a 
young fella by the name of Jaxson Stauber who promptly stopped 34 of 
the Flames’ 35 shots. Stauber, who’s 23, has now won his first two NHL 
starts. Mix that in with Petr Mrazek’s .931 save percentage since Alex 
Stalock’s Jan. 14 concussion, and you’ve got the distinct sense that 
something unplanned and unpleasant is happening to the Blackhawks’ 
front office. 

31. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Last Week: 32 

Record: 15-30-3 

Sean rank: 32 

Dom rank: 32 

Wednesday’s OT win over the Oilers gave the Blue Jackets five points 
out of a possible six. On Friday night, they play Vancouver; after that, it’s 
Kraken-Caps-Leafs-Leafs-Devils-Jets-Stars, so things should get back 
on track, so to speak, in a hurry. They’re tops on the Tankathon big 
board for a reason, folks, 

32. Anaheim Ducks 

Last Week: 31 

Record: 15-29-5 

Sean rank: 32 

Dom rank: 32 

The Ducks earned a gutsy comeback win against the Avalanche 
Thursday coming back from a 3-1 deficit, something that was truly 
difficult to believe. On any other day that win would be exactly what fans 
don’t want — a catastrophe for the team’s tank (not that teams tank of 
course, according to the commissioner). You just have to lose the 
loseable games. With Chicago and Arizona winning, Montreal getting a 
point and Columbus winning the night before it might not be the worst 
result after all. Cherish that victory over the defending Stanley Cup 
champs, it may be a while before the next one. 
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NHL99: Phil Esposito’s boldness followed him from the ice to NHL front 
offices 

 

Eric Duhatschek  

 

Welcome to NHL99, The Athletic’s countdown of the best 100 players in 
modern NHL history. We’re ranking 100 players but calling it 99 because 
we all know who’s No. 1 — it’s the 99 spots behind No. 99 we have to 
figure out. Every Monday through Saturday until February we’ll unveil 
new members of the list. 

In 1954, his first year of playing bantam hockey in Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., 
Lou Nanne had a friend in the neighborhood who was tall, skinny and a 
little awkward at skating and thus didn’t make the team with the rest of 
his pals. Instead, he ended up playing for a team without a sponsor, in 
Sault Ste. Marie’s Zone 7. Speed afoot was also his friend’s issue 
throughout midget, juvenile and even junior hockey, where the first time 
he tried out for the St. Catharines Teepees, the Jr. A affiliate of the 
Chicago Blackhawks, he got cut as well. 

Phil Esposito had two choices at that point — London or Sarnia, both 
operating in the Western Ontario Jr. B League. He picked the Sarnia 
Legionnaires, which is where the rough edges in his game started to 
smooth out. Esposito scored 108 points in just 32 games in that five-team 
league. The next year, as a 20-year-old, Esposito finally did make it up 
the ladder to play for St. Catharines. From there, he graduated to minor 
pro and after two seasons apprenticing for the St. Louis Braves of the 
Central Professional Hockey League, got called up to the NHL during the 
latter third of the 1963-64 season. 

Esposito was 21 at the time. More than half a century later, there’s a 
moral to the story of Esposito’s evolution that today’s NHL teams could 
learn from, according to Nanne, who played 615 NHL games and then 
later served 10 years as the Minnesota North Stars general manager. 

“Everybody thinks you have to chase the dream at 10 years old or 12 
years old,” Nanne said. “I tell them: One of the greatest-ever goal scorers 
never made Jr. A until he was 20. That’s my favorite Phil Esposito story 
— the one that nobody knows. Back when we were first-year bantams, 
Phil didn’t make the team. He got cut. He went home crying. ” 

Esposito eventually became was one of the NHL’s all-time greatest goal 
scorers, and he is No. 9 on our list of the greatest players in the modern 
era of the NHL. In a 19-year career, Esposito played 1,282 NHL games, 
scored 717 goals and 1,590 points, won the Stanley Cup twice with the 
Boston Bruins, led Canada to victory in the seminal 1972 Summit Series 
and made it to the Hockey Hall of Fame in 1984, his first year of 
eligibility. Esposito won the Hart Trophy twice (1969 and 1974) as well as 
five Art Ross trophies in a seven-year span between 1969 and 1975. The 
two years Esposito didn’t win, he finished second to Bruins teammate 
Bobby Orr. 
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Esposito played his first four NHL seasons for Chicago, and then was 
traded to the Bruins. It was with the Bruins that Esposito’s game soared. 
In 1969, he finished one goal short of 50, which was the benchmark for 
the era, a threshold only three others had ever reached before (Maurice 
Richard, Bernie Geoffrion and Bobby Hull). 

Two years later, Esposito scored 76 goals in 78 games, shattering the 
previous record of 58, set by Hull in 1969. It was the first in a five-year 
stretch during which Esposito scored 66, 55, 68 and 61 goals. No other 
player crossed the 60-goal threshold until Reggie Leach did so in 1976. 
Esposito’s single-season goal-scoring record stood until 1981-82, when 
Wayne Gretzky scored 92. 

Goal-scoring, understandably, was Esposito’s forte, his strongest suit. 

“People think you score goals because you’re big and strong and you 
stand in front of the net,” Nanne said. “But Phil had what’s called 
‘elongated time.’ For the great ones, they play the game in slow motion.” 

He relayed a conversation he once had with North Stars goalie Cesare 
Maniago after a game in Boston. 

Maniago: “Louie, your buddy just drives me crazy. I can’t take it 
anymore.” 

Nanne: “What’s the matter?” 

Maniago: “He gets the puck in front of the net and I wait and he waits. I 
wait a little longer and he’s still waiting. I wait a little more and he’s 
waiting still. I finally move and then he puts the puck right where I was 
before.” 

“For the great ones, in every sport, the game slows down for them,” 
Nanne said. “They see the openings longer. And that was Phil’s secret.” 

That and an extremely accurate shot. 

“Phil and Tony had a hockey school in the Sault,” Nanne said. “He said, 
‘You gotta come up and work it for a week.’ So I go up to the Sault, and 
at the end of every practice, Tony’s in charge of goaltenders, and he 
lines them all up. They get in the net and Phil would get out front, 15 or 
20 feet, with 10 pucks. He’d say, ‘OK, get ready, tell me when you’re set.’ 
It wouldn’t matter how big the goalies were, or where they were in the 
net, nothing. The goalie would get set and Phil would put nine out of 10 
pucks in the net all the time. 

“It wasn’t just that Phil was big. He was so skilled. He could shoot the 
puck and he had the ability to wait until the right time to shoot the puck. It 
was just amazing.” 

By the summer of 1972, Esposito and Orr had taken the NHL — and 
Boston — by storm. But he made a lasting impression on Canada in 
September of that year because of his resolute play in the Summit 
Series. Because of a commitment to his hockey school, Esposito didn’t 
want to play. No amount of coaxing from either the tournament organizer, 
Alan Eagleson, or the Canadian coach, Harry Sinden (his coach in 
Boston) could convince Esposito to play. 

Until Orr called. 

Orr was going to be unavailable for the tournament because of a knee 
injury that he suffered the previous spring in the NHL playoffs. In Scott 
Morrison’s book, “1972: The Series That Changed Hockey Forever,” 
Esposito said that after Orr made the request, he promised to think — 
and talk it over with his brother. “I said, ‘Tony, I gotta do it because 
Bobby asked me to. Not Eagleson, not Harry. Bobby. He’s my teammate; 
he’s my friend and I’ll do it for him. If I asked him to do something, I 
would expect him to say yes to me. I would.” 

In order to train for the series in Toronto, the Espositos had to refund 
money to some of the players participating in their hockey school. In the 
beginning, things went badly for Canada, and after a Game 4 loss in 
Vancouver in which the players were booed off the ice, Esposito gave an 
emotional interview to Johnny Esaw in which he laid it on the line: That 
they were doing the best they could, that the Russians were a powerful 

opponent. Then — the part that didn’t get too much attention at the time 
— as Esposito was skating away, he said to Esau, don’t worry, we’ll get 
better. 

In the end, Canada won the tournament by winning three consecutive 
games in Moscow, the final game on a late goal by Paul Henderson, with 
under a minute to go in regulation. Esposito scored 13 points in the 
series, made a defensive play to save a goal in Game 8 and cemented 
his position as the most important player in a series that, 50 years later, 
still resonates with Canadians of a certain age. 

That included future Hall of Famer Ron Francis, who was also from Sault 
Ste. Marie. 

“I was in kindergarten at St. Mary’s in the west end of The Sault, and Phil 
had gone there as well,” Francis said. “My kindergarten teacher was Mrs. 
Vaillancourt. For some reason, Phil came for a school visit and popped 
into Mrs. Vaillancourt’s class. I ended up getting a picture taken with him. 
Phil had the hair slicked back. He was wearing this cool orange polyester 
suit. Many years later, they had Phil Esposito Day in the Sault, and I was 
at the event, and at the end, they had people coming up to him to talk to 
him. So, I introduced myself and I asked, ‘Do you remember this picture?’ 
He looked at it and it was like, ‘Oh, my God!’ 

“As an aspiring hockey player, he was somebody I hoped to someday 
emulate by playing in the National Hockey League.” 

As with Francis, Brian Engblom was a teenage prospect when Esposito 
starred in the Summit Series. A few years later, Engblom was in the NHL 
and had to figure out a way to defend against him. Engblom played for 
the Montreal Canadiens at the start of his career, on a roster than 
included a half-dozen of Esposito’s Team Canada ’72 teammates. That 
helped — a little. 

“Still, it was intimidating,” Engblom said. “It was a lot for me to absorb. Oh 
yeah, that’s Phil Esposito. You had to block that out. … The good thing 
for me was, I had a lot of practice on my own team (playing with the stars 
of ’72). That did help. But there’s no doubt Phil had that aura about him. 
He was Phil Esposito! He still is. He’s Phil Esposito! And when you say 
that, it means something.” 

There were multiple challenges in trying to defend Esposito, Engblom 
said. 

“Everything he’s ever talked about is scoring goals and having the puck 
and shooting the puck,” Engblom said. “He still says that all the time — 
shoot the puck. 

“But he did not hang around directly in front of the net. He was out more, 
at the top of the circles. It was a smart place to be. He made no bones 
when talking about his Boston days, where he had Wayne Cashman and 
Ken Hodge doing the work in the corners, and he’d be out there in the 
deep slot, where he had some room, and they had an avenue to find him. 
And when he’d get it, he could shoot it so quickly.” 

Engblom said there weren’t many one-timed shots at that time, so 
Esposito’s quick shot was key. 

“Even if it was in his feet or on his backhand, he’d find a way to get it at 
the net. He’d spoon or fling it on the net. Always on the net. Then he 
didn’t just stand there to see if it went in. He was on the move with the 
shot, so if there was a rebound, he was good at getting there first — and 
he’s got a second scoring chance. It was really smart, basic, clever 
hockey.” 

Francis compared what Esposito did in his prime to what the Washington 
Capitals’ Alexander Ovechkin does today. 

“Everyone knows where Ovechkin’s going to shoot from,” Francis said. 
“And yet, he’s still able to score goals from that spot. And that was Phil, 
too.” 

In the middle of the 1975-76 season, Esposito was traded for the second 
time, another blockbuster, which saw him move to the New York Rangers 
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along with Carol Vadnais. Going the other way: Brad Park and Jean 
Ratelle. It was arguably one of the most impactful trades in NHL history. 

Esposito played parts of six seasons for the Rangers before retiring in 
1981, at which time he was second all-time in career goals and points 
behind only Gordie Howe. Esposito later served as the Rangers’ general 
manager between 1986-89, where his own willingness to make deals 
briefly earned him the nickname “Trader Phil.” 

In 1991, Esposito was the primary figure in putting together the financing 
for the Lightning’s expansion franchise, for which he served as the 
team’s first president and GM. Esposito hired Terry Crisp, his former Jr. 
B rival, as his first coach. 

“It doesn’t matter what you’re doing or where you’re playing with Phil — 
you know it’s going to be a ride,” Crisp said. “So when he called, I said, 
‘Hell yeah, I’d love to come down and join you. When you bring in players 
from other teams who’ve been let go, or shunned, you know they’re 
going to give you their best. That’s all Phil and I ever wanted. 

“He had passion, I had passion, and that rubbed off on the players. It was 
a hoot. You know Phil. One day, I was the greatest coach in the world. 
The next day, it was, ‘I’m going to fire your ass,’ because he didn’t like 
who I was putting out on the power play. From one day to the next, you 
never knew what would pop out, but you knew one thing for sure — it 
was never going to be dull.” 

That first season, Esposito carved out another piece of NHL history, 
bringing Manon Rheaume to the Lightning’s 1992 training camp. It made 
Rheaume the first woman to ever suit up for an NHL exhibition game. 

“I said, ‘Please, Phil, c’mon,’” Crisp said. “But you know Phil. It was all 
about PR because we were a new team in the league, and he couldn’t 
get enough PR. I said, ‘Phil, it isn’t right.’ … Phil said, ‘I don’t care. She’s 
good, the scouts say she’s good. That’s it!’ So, I say, ‘OK, OK, if that’s 
the way it’s going to be.’ So, we brought her in, and you know what? We 
had six goalies in camp and she was in the top three. 

“We got headlines in Sweden, in Japan. Everywhere. That story went 
viral for that given time. You can’t buy that kind of PR. And she played 
well. She went from us to our farm team in Atlanta. It was neat, I’ll tell you 
that. I still talk to her the odd time. She says, ‘Thank you so much for the 
opportunity.’ And I say, ‘No, thank you, Manon, for coming and for doing 
everything you did to be a pioneer for women’s hockey.’” 

Over the years, Crisp says he’s gotten great mileage out of winning that 
long-ago Jr. B scoring title over the great Phil Esposito. 

“I thank Phil every time I see him, when we’re having some beers,” Crisp 
said with a laugh. “I say, ‘Phil, I appreciate you giving me a chance to tell 
people, ‘Sure, Phil was great and all that, but I beat him for the scoring 
title one year.’ 

“You can imagine Phil’s answer to that! He says, ‘You cheated.’ I said, 
‘What do you mean, I cheated?’ He says, ‘That last game, you never 
came off the ice unless you wanted to.’ And I say, ‘Yeah, well, you’re sort 
of right.’ Because we were playing against Tillsonburg, and they weren’t 
a really strong team, and it was our final game of the season and Phil’s 
team had already finished. So, I knew how many points I needed to catch 
him. It was about eight, I think. And the boys realized that. So, I tell Phil, 
‘When I caught you, and went by you, too bad you couldn’t have been on 
our bench, to see the celebration.’ He just laughs now.” 

Now, Engblom is a television color commentator in Tampa Bay, and 
works one booth over from where Esposito still appears as an analyst on 
local radio. 

Engblom believes Esposito “is almost prouder of getting the franchise 
started here in Tampa than the 717 goals. That’s the way he’s talked 
over the years. I know he’s proud of what he accomplished as a player, 
but that’s what he likes to talk about now — how the franchise started, 
the early days and putting the team together with the Japanese guys who 
were sitting upstairs in a private room. He introduces himself and gets 
them to buy a freaking hockey team. 

“I mean, who does that? Phil Esposito does that. That’s legendary stuff 
right there, beyond all the Cups he won and the scoring championships. 
He is fun to be around. He’s Phil Esposito. End of story.” 
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NHL bye weeks should bring clarity for Toews, Kane, trade deadline 
decisions 

 

Eric Duhatschek  

 

There are a handful of inflection points in every NHL season and one of 
them is on the horizon right now. 

Beginning today for the Nashville Predators and for 22 other NHL teams 
this weekend, the bye weeks start. Bye weeks — which provide a built-in, 
midseason vacation for players — disappeared from the NHL calendar 
during the COVID-19 years, but are back this season. They overlap the 
All-Star break — Feb. 2-5 in south Florida. Nine teams remain in action 
next week, mostly to meet the NHL’s television scheduling commitments. 
They get their byes following the All-Star break. The rest are off after 
Saturday. 

For the vast majority of players, it’s a chance to take a breath, recharge 
for the stretch run and go on holidays, with family and/or teammates. For 
a few others, it’s a chance to take stock of where they are in their careers 
and where they expect to be in a few weeks, especially players swirling 
in the rumor mill — such as the Blackhawks’ duo of Jonathan Toews and 
Patrick Kane and the Blues’ duo of Vladimir Tarasenko and Ryan 
O’Reilly. Toews and Kane especially have some control over their future, 
because they have full no-moves. Tarasenko has a no-trade clause and 
O’Reilly has no trade protection. 

Our Mark Lazerus had a nice summing up of the pros and cons of a 
franchise icon such as Toews potentially moving on between now and 
the trade deadline. 

Every answer Jonathan Toews gives about his future is a yes wrapped in 
a no inside a maybe. Is he just messing with us? Or does he really not 
know what he's going to do? 

It sure feels like the latter. 

Toews’ long-time partner in crime, Kane, speaking in Calgary on 
Thursday, ahead of a 5-1 Blackhawks win over the Flames, was just as 
circumspect. The Blackhawks finish up their pre-All-Star break schedule 
with a Saturday date on the road against the Edmonton Oilers and then 
don’t play again until Feb. 7. Usually, Toews and Kane are fixtures at the 
All-Star Game. This year, they’re not. 

That gives them a full 10 days to reflect and ruminate on what they 
genuinely want to do next. The options are, either accept a trade to a 
contender or play out the string (and what’s left of their contracts) in 
Chicago, which would then postpone a decision on their futures to the 
offseason. 

This is really the first legitimate time both Toews and Kane have arrived 
at a career crossroads, because the last time their contracts expired, 
they were in the primes of their careers, and signed identical eight-year 
extensions just before the third and final Stanley Cup championship they 
would win in a six-year span with the Blackhawks. Toews told Laz what is 
hopefully obvious to everyone: You have to think about this stuff. It’s your 
life, your career. 

Ultimately, the time off gives them — and all the players in similar 
circumstances — time to dig into the decision-making process, with 
family, friends and advisors. In the hustle and bustle of a busy NHL 
regular season, it’s easy to push thoughts about the future out of your 
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mind, to keep up with the pace of the schedule. The break eliminates the 
excuses. It’s time to get answers. 

And it applies to NHL managers too. Most teams have held their scouting 
meetings — amateur and pro — by now, which also doubles as an 
opportunity for management to take stock of organizationally where 
they’re at. Every team is at or near the 50-game divide. With only eight 
games on the schedule next week and only 25 more in the first days 
following the All-Star break, this is the time to take a hard honest look at 
the standings and figure out if your team has a realistic chance at making 
the playoffs. 

The focus here needs to be the bubble teams, because at some point 
very soon, the league will divide itself into buyers and sellers. If you’re St. 
Louis, what do you do? You’re six points back of the eighth-place team, 
which happens to be the defending Stanley Cup champions and you also 
have to leapfrog two others — Calgary and Nashville — to get in a 
playoff spot. If you’re the Islanders, what do you do? They’re six points 
out in the East, one behind Florida, which is five points back, with a lot of 
ground to make up. Then there’s Buffalo. Unlike the Blues, Islanders and 
Panthers, all of whom have had largely disappointing seasons, the 
Sabres are a nice, happy surprise. 

Of all the Eastern Conference teams that everyone made a fuss about 
over the summer — Ottawa, Detroit, Columbus with Johnny Gaudreau 
coming in, the looming presence of John Tortorella in Philadelphia — the 
one team that’s met and exceeded expectations is Buffalo. 

The Sabres didn’t attract nearly as much attention, because they 
employed this stay-the-course approach completely out of favor in the 
NHL nowadays. They saw the improvement that revolved around Tage 
Thompson up front and Rasmus Dahlin on the blue line, and so mostly 
counted on development taking its natural course. What a concept! And 
so, Thompson — who was good — is better. Alex Tuch — who was good 
— is better. Dahlin — who was good — is better. 

They’re on a five-game win streak now, outclassed a very good Winnipeg 
Jets team on Thursday night, and moved to within two points of the 
Pittsburgh Penguins for the second wild-card berth in the Eastern 
Conference. So quite a ride and it will be interesting to see: 

A) If they can sustain it. 

B) If the GM, Kevyn Adams, gets tempted to wade into the trade market 
for reinforcements, to see if he can better his team. 

Which is what the team they’ve leapfrogged in the Atlantic Division 
standings (the Panthers) did a year ago, to their own peril. 

What an odd year it’s been for the Panthers, the defending Presidents’ 
Trophy winners, who accumulated 122 points in the 2021-22 season, 
beefed up their rosters with blue-chip reinforcements at last year’s trade 
deadline and then lost in the second round to the Tampa Bay Lightning, 
thus putting a screeching halt to what seemed like a clear path forward. 

Maybe there’s a lesson in that for the Sabres. Don’t get tempted to rush 
the process forward, in case you get a little too far ahead of yourself. 
Tweak maybe. But resist the urge to make a splash. It’s too soon. And 
rarely worth it. 

A small trade that can help both teams 

Everyone wants to see big deals. This week, we got another little one. 
Colorado brought back Matt Nieto, who played 251 games over four 
seasons for the Avalanche franchise between 2017 and 2020, in a four-
player deal with the Sharks. Also coming to Colorado was defenseman 
Ryan Merkley, who hasn’t yet met the promise of his talent and may get 
a chance to find his NHL footing in Colorado. 

The primary piece going San Jose’s way was Martin Kaut, a first-round 
pick in 2018, that could never crack the Avalanche lineup, even when 
injuries to key offensive players created some levels of opportunity. 

On the surface, it seems like another big win for Colorado. Getting Nieto 
without giving up a player off the roster provides the sort of depth 

addition every contender will be shopping for on March 3. If Merkley ever 
hits, that’s a bonus. Defenseman Jacob MacDonald will be a serviceable 
6-7 blueliner in San Jose. Their hope is that Kaut falls into that category 
of a player who got stuck in a rut in one organization and blossoms in 
another. Interesting. 

Avalanche acquire Matt Nieto, Ryan Merkley from Sharks for Jacob 
MacDonald, Martin Kaut 

Shayne Gostisbehere’s trade value 

There are now just five weeks to go before the trade deadline, so when 
you hear a player high on the trade boards is out four-to-six weeks, you 
wonder: How much will that impact his value going forward? And here 
we’re talking about the other available defenseman on the Arizona 
Coyotes — the one not named Jakob Chychrun — who was attracting 
interest: We mean pending UFA Shayne Gostisbehere. Gostisbehere 
suffered an upper-body injury in a Wednesday loss to fellow cellar-
dweller Anaheim and reportedly will miss four-to-six weeks. 

At the time of his injury, Gostisbehere was No. 2 on the Coyotes in 
scoring behind Clayton Keller and last year, produced 51 points in 82 
games. Impressive and even though there are times when his defensive 
awareness flags, one NHL executive told me this week that what he likes 
about Gostisbehere is how hard he competes — and so he can live with 
the inconsistencies in his game, because he can anchor a team’s power 
play, make a good first pass, and join the rush as needed. 

He was playing an average of 22:38 per game this season after playing 
22:11 last year, so he’s capable of munching minutes, on top of 
everything else. Still, if his recovery stretches the full six weeks, that puts 
him almost exactly right at the deadline and so any team evaluating 
Gostisbehere will have to take a small leap of faith that when he’s back, 
he’s healthy for sure and not dealing with something that’ll linger and 
undermine his play as a rental. It could lower his value as a trade chip. 

Jack Eichel and Vegas are slumping 

Mark Stone’s injury and the decision to reunite the “Golden Misfits” line of 
William Karlsson, Reilly Smith and Jonathan Marchessault means that 
Jack Eichel, for now anyway, is playing five-on-five minutes with Michael 
Amadio and Paul Cotter, two players earning the NHL minimum salary, 
because Chandler Stephenson is lining up at center on another line. It’s 
really been a tough stretch for Eichel since a blazing start — 25 points in 
his first 22 games and then a dry spell. 

He’s had five points in January, three in one game — Jan. 5 vs. 
Pittsburgh. Vegas is hanging on near the top of the Pacific, but it remains 
to be seen if there is enough offense there to win a round or two or four 
in this year’s playoffs. The defense is solid — and when Shea Theodore 
comes back, better than that. It’s just been a bizarre season overall for 
Vegas. 

Where once they were a supreme home team, they are now just 14-13-0 
at home. But they have been stellar on the road at 15-4-3. But with Eichel 
slumping and Stone injured, they’ll be trying to grind out 3-2 wins for as 
long as they can — a path that’s hard to follow, night in and night out. 

The Bruins’ historic season 

Standings points do not represent a historical apples-to-apples 
comparison because, back before overtime and shootouts (where there’s 
now always a result), teams played to ties. Still, Boston getting to 80 
points in its 47 games was an impressive total as the shortest number of 
games in league history to get to 80 points. The previous high-water 
mark was 49 games — by the 1979-80 Flyers, who went 35 games in a 
row without a loss (25 wins, 10 ties) and the 1943-44 Canadiens, which, 
I’m sorry to say, was before my time. 

It took the 1983-84 Oilers 50 games to get to 80 points. That’s the year, 
they started a run that saw four championships in five years and five 
championships in seven years, the last great true dynasty. Boston lost a 
tight one — 3-2 on the road in Tampa Bay on Thursday night to snap a 
six-game win streak, with Victor Hedman getting the winning goal for the 
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Lightning. That’s a necessary statement win for the Lightning who — if 
the status quo doesn’t change down the stretch — will first need to get 
past the Toronto Maple Leafs if they want to get a crack at Boston in the 
postseason this year. 

The Bruins were expected to contend for a playoff spot this season — 
not a title. 

Now, 47 games (and 38 wins) later, they're the favorites and are making 
a run at NHL history.https://t.co/eGKVXGlTxb 

— The Athletic NHL (@TheAthleticNHL) January 26, 2023 

The race to last place 

Was idle Columbus the big winner Thursday? If you’re tracking the race 
to the bottom of the standings, then the answer was an emphatic yes. 
The Blue Jackets’ main competitors for 32nd place all won, and all did so 
in impressive fashion. The Ducks finished a six-game road trip 3-2-1, 
defeating Colorado, with a four-goal comeback. Chicago obliterated a 
Calgary team that’s got some serious soul-searching to do in the break. 
And Arizona clobbered St. Louis, on the strength of a natural hat trick 
from Nick Schmaltz. 

If you missed it, I did a deep dive into how all the talk about tanking in the 
NHL this year misses an essential point: It’s easier said than done. 

How do you tank in the NHL? It's a simple question really, but one that 
rarely gets asked. 

Getting to the bottom of league standings is more difficult than it 
looks.@eduhatschek examines what's key for a successful tank job   
https://t.co/XhLT5AKaCs 

— The Athletic NHL (@TheAthleticNHL) January 25, 2023 

Thursday’s results reinforced the case. It was a night when fourth-string 
goalies (Jaxson Stauber in Chicago) and underperforming free-agent 
acquisitions (Anaheim’s Frank Vatrano, with the hat trick) had big nights. 
If the goal was to meekly go out and lose to heavily-favored opponents, 
then nobody got it right. Stauber, by the way, is the son of former NHL 
goaltender Robb Stauber, who played 62 NHL games from 1989 to 1995, 
mostly with the Los Angeles Kings. Jaxson Stauber signed with Chicago 
as a free agent, after spending two years at Providence College. 
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Sid Seixeiro on the art of ranting, exiting sports for Citytv, and bun-less 
burgers 

 

Sean Fitz-Gerald  

 

When the gourmet hamburger was placed on the table in front of Sid 
Seixeiro, the combustible essayist of morning television, there was 
lettuce where he had been expecting to see a bun. He did not get angry 
and nor was he combustible: He quietly picked up a knife and fork. 

“This is a new one,” he said, looking down at the plate. “It didn’t come 
with a bun.” 

He confirmed he was usually a “bun guy” as he sliced into the patty. 

“I’m glad you’re here for this,” he said. “This is history. I did not expect it. 
Surprised by it. A little taken aback. But now that I’m into it, it was a good 
move.” 

Seixeiro lifted his phone from the table to record a voice memo: “Chat for 
tomorrow — ‘Do you need a bun to eat a hamburger?’” 

He smiled. 

“I’m not kidding,” he said. “We might do that on the show tomorrow. 
That’s the beauty of the show, too. We can go as light or as heavy as we 
want.” 

Seixeiro, the long-time Sportsnet personality, is approaching his two-year 
anniversary as a co-host at Breakfast Television, on Citytv. The 45-year-
old has carved space within the show to expound — with a tone not 
typically heard that early in the morning — on some of that heavier 
material. 

He has ranted or complained about the Prime Minister of Canada’s 
behaviour on the international stage, about the Premier of Ontario, about 
media discourse at the men’s World Cup and, recently, about where the 
Flyers went wrong in handling defenceman Ivan Provorov’s protest of a 
Pride night event. 

Seixeiro had already been awake for eight hours as he settled in for 
lunch in a restaurant next to the Eaton Centre, a deep fly ball from the 
Breakfast Television set. He is usually awake by 3:30 a.m., and he said 
the lunch hour tends to be the quietest part of his day. 

He did not appear angry as he ate. He said it is not his intention to look 
angry on television, even if that is how his segments often appear 
whenever they might cross into someone’s social media feed. It is just 
what happens when he speaks his mind, he said, where his temper 
grows the longer he goes. 

“It’s like an escalator,” he said. “I’m not really sure where it takes me, but 
gearing down in the middle of it isn’t a normal reaction for me. Maybe it 
should be. But if I’m allowed to go up that escalator in any thought, 
whatever it is, knowing me the way I know me, there’s only one way to 
go.” 

Seixeiro was seated on set next to co-host Dina Pugliese when he began 
to discuss the incident around Provorov earlier this month. The show 
aired postgame comments from Flyers coach John Tortorella, who 
defended his player, as well as remarks from Provorov himself, who said 
he declined to wear the Pride-themed jersey for pregame warm-up on 
religious grounds. 

“I think you fine the Flyers a million dollars for this,” Seixeiro said on air. 
“I’m not kidding. Figure this out, and stop offending people on nights 
where it’s not about that. It’s supposed to be about inclusivity. 

“The National Hockey League needs to attack this and figure this out, 
because what I heard last night was offensive, and didn’t make any 
sense.” 

He said he received plenty of support. There was also backlash. 

“I wasn’t surprised at the anger toward the take,” he said over lunch. 
“Especially a few seconds after we posted it, I got a feeling of what was 
going to come.” 

Seixeiro emphasized he did not speak merely to generate a reaction: “I 
said it because I believed it.” 

In October, after the Blue Jays blew an 8-1 lead to lose their AL wild-card 
series to the Mariners, he said the loss was “one of the most 
embarrassing sports moments this city has ever seen,” on his way 
toward an angry-sounding demand for “a major change” within the 
organization. 

“Like 93 per cent of the time — and I’m sorry for the oddly specific 
number — I 100 per cent believe what I’m saying is bang-on, and I feel 
it,” Seixeiro said over lunch. 

And the remaining seven per cent of the time? 

“The other seven per cent depends on my mood that day,” he said with a 
smile. “The other seven per cent is performative. The other seven per 
cent seems like: ‘He cares that much, but maybe doesn’t, as much.’” 

Seixeiro pushes back against the suggestion he is carving out a niche as 
the angry voice on Canadian television, following a trend that tends to be 
more visible on the airwaves in the United States. 
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“I don’t know if people genuinely believe this, but I am me on air, a lot,” 
he said. “I’m a little loud. I can get riled up over things I think are bull—-. 
And I also have no problem not doing it, you know what I mean?” 

He understands the comparison to Skip Bayless, who headlines the 
show “Undisputed” on FS1 in the U.S. and has become widely known 
more for fueling outrage than delivering sports commentary. There are a 
handful of other personalities who live and trade in hot takes, but Seixeiro 
takes umbrage with the idea he shares that space. 

“You lose how authentic you are if it becomes something else other than 
what you actually feel,” he said. “They’re doing things because they have 
to do them. Skip Bayless now has to rip LeBron for the rest of his life. 
Shannon Sharpe now has to go after this guy, because that’s his role. 

“They’re all talented people who know how to communicate. But if you do 
that all the time … I think that’s the difference between Canadian and 
American television.” 

He said no executive has reprimanded him for something he has said on 
the air, either at Sportsnet or at Breakfast Television. That is not to say 
he has not come close to the line, and close to getting in trouble, like 
when he highlighted Toronto’s lack of free throws in the 2016 NBA 
playoffs as reason to believe the league did not want the Raptors to win 
their series against LeBron James and the Cavaliers. 

“I didn’t say it over-the-top,” he said with a smile. “I thought I was fairly 
rational with the take.” 

As word of his remarks spread, he said a Sportsnet executive wordlessly 
pulled him out of a meeting by curling his index finger: “We’re in the 
room, and I’m like, ‘The NBA thing?’ And he’s like, ‘Yeah.’” 

The executive told Seixeiro he had to speak with him about the on-air 
allegations but did not press any further or deliver any direct reprimand. 

“That is the most discipline — thankfully — I have had throughout my 
career,” said Seixeiro. 

He accepted a refill of his Coke as he picked away at the last of his yam 
fries. The bun-less burger had long since been finished. His phone was 
still buzzing with messages from work, and he would spend a part of his 
afternoon looking to the next show before winding down and heading to 
bed by 10 p.m. 

“There were probably a lot of people who thought I wouldn’t fit,” he said. 

Moving from sports television — where the product is usually delivered 
late into the evening — into the morning slot, where the show is delivered 
at sunrise, is not a seamless transition. Seixeiro remembers speaking 
with someone who had friends in the business. 

“The quote they got was: ‘Who’s going to wake up in the morning and 
watch that f—— guy?’” he said with a smile. “That’s a direct quote from 
someone I trust.” 

It had now been almost two years. After getting to bed early, Seixeiro 
planned to be back on the air the following morning, happy to have found 
his new home, even if not always with a smile on his face. 
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ESPN / NHL Power Rankings - 1-32 poll, every team's playoff chances 

 

Kristen Shilton 

 

The 2023 NHL All-Star Game is on tap next weekend, and once the 
break is over, the volume of trades should really start heating up as 

teams fall into the "playoff contender" and "there's always next year" 
cohorts. 

As of this point, there are no teams that have clinched a playoff spot, and 
no team is mathematically eliminated either. So let's take a look at each 
team's current playoff chances (per FiveThirtyEight), and identify what 
could go right or wrong to reverse that trend. 

How we rank: A panel of ESPN hockey commentators, analysts, 
reporters and editors rates teams against one another -- taking into 
account game results, injuries and upcoming schedule -- and those 
results are tabulated to produce the list featured here. 

Note: Previous ranking for each team refers to the most recent edition,  

Published Jan. 20. Points percentages are through Thursday's games. 

1. Boston Bruins 

Previous ranking: 1 

Points percentage: 83.33% 

Next seven days: @ FLA (Jan. 28), @ CAR (Jan. 29), @ TOR (Feb. 1) 

Playoff chances: >99%. Boston should be offended their odds aren't an 
even 100%. The Bruins are a postseason lock, and then some. 

2. Carolina Hurricanes 

Previous ranking: 2 

Points percentage: 72.34% 

Next seven days: vs. SJ (Jan. 27), vs. BOS (Jan. 29), vs. LA (Jan. 31), @ 
BUF (Feb. 1) 

Playoff chances: >99%. Carolina would have to face the mother of all 
rough patches to not make a fifth consecutive postseason appearance. 
And that's saying a lot, considering the Hurricanes have weathered their 
share of adversity and keep coming out on top. 

3. New Jersey Devils 

Previous ranking: 4 

Points percentage: 68.75% 

Next seven days: @ DAL (Jan. 27) 

Playoff chances: 95%. New Jersey is tracking toward just its second 
playoff appearance in 10 years. An imminent fall off the rails is wildly 
unlikely, and the Devils project to be one of the must-watch clubs in what 
will be a talent-packed Eastern Conference field. 

4. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Previous ranking: 5 

Points percentage: 69.39% 

Next seven days: vs. OTT (Jan. 27), vs. WSH (Jan. 29), vs. BOS (Feb. 1) 

Playoff chances: >99%. Toronto reaching 18-wheeler-off-a-cliff territory is 
all that could negate earning a playoff spot. How far the Leafs end up 
going in the postseason is a whole other calculation, of course. 

5. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Previous ranking: 3 

Points percentage: 67.02% 

Next seven days: vs. LA (Jan. 28) 

Playoff chances: >99%. Tampa Bay is a sure thing -- at least to reach 
another postseason. The Lightning's biggest potential for derailment 
(aside from compounding injuries) might be fatigue. Headlining the 
Stanley Cup Final three seasons in a row takes its toll. Is there load 
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management in the future to safeguard against disappointment? Stay 
tuned. 

6. Dallas Stars 

Previous ranking: 7 

Points percentage: 65.00% 

Next seven days: vs. NJ (Jan. 27) 

Playoff chances: 97%. Dallas has lost consecutive games in regulation 
only once since November, and just four times total this season. The 
Stars will carry that promise into a surefire postseason opportunity. 

7. Winnipeg Jets 

Previous ranking: 6 

Points percentage: 63.00% 

Next seven days: vs. PHI (Jan. 28), vs. STL (Jan. 30) 

Playoff chances: 93%. Winnipeg should have no trouble staying on 
course to a well-deserved postseason slot. The Jets' only potential 
stumbling block could be figuring out how to maximize the luxury of an 
(almost) healthy roster, without disrupting chemistry that's taken them so 
far already. 

8. Seattle Kraken 

Previous ranking: 9 

Points percentage: 64.89% 

Next seven days: vs. CGY (Jan. 27), vs. CBJ (Jan. 28) 

Playoff chances: 93%. Seattle needs its goaltending to hold up. That's it. 
Because there's little else that could hold this high-powered Kraken crew 
back from their inaugural playoff showing. 

9. New York Rangers 

Previous ranking: 10 

Points percentage: 62.50% 

Next seven days: vs. VGK (Jan. 27) 

Playoff chances: 89%. New York is on thin ice in the ultracompetitive 
Metropolitan Division. Teams are breathing down their neck already, and 
to hold tight in the top three, GM Chris Drury can't be shy about adding a 
player (or two) ahead of the trade deadline. That insurance would help 
prevent New York from slipping into wild-card territory. 

10. Vegas Golden Knights 

Previous ranking: 8 

Points percentage: 62.25% 

Next seven days: @ NYR (Jan. 27), @ NYI (Jan. 28) 

Playoff chances: 82%. Vegas needs its health. Injury troubles have 
pushed the Golden Knights off track before, and they've been an issue 
already throughout this season. Vegas squirrelling away wins early 
should protect their postseason potential, though -- barring a further 
pileup of ailments to come. 

11. Colorado Avalanche 

Previous ranking: 14 

Points percentage: 58.51% 

Next seven days: vs. STL (Jan. 28) 

Playoff chances: 93%. Colorado just recorded its longest win streak of 
the season -- at six games -- and looks increasingly like the reigning 
Stanley Cup champion we expected. And when the Avalanche are hitting 
their stride, there's little doubt playoffs lay ahead. 

12. Los Angeles Kings 

Previous ranking: 12 

Points percentage: 60.00% 

Next seven days: @ FLA (Jan. 27), @ TB (Jan. 28), @ CAR (Jan. 31) 

Playoff chances: 63%. Los Angeles can pump up their playoff outlook as 
buyers before trade deadline. The salary cap won't make it easy, but the 
Kings' adding another left-shot defenseman, bottom-six forward or even a 
depth goaltender would aid in holding off Edmonton or Calgary for the 
Pacific Division's third seed. 

13. Minnesota Wild 

Previous ranking: 11 

Points percentage: 59.57% 

Next seven days: vs. BUF (Jan. 28) 

Playoff chances: 81%. Minnesota must fear a surging Avalanche (and 
really, who doesn't?) The Central was suffocating enough, and now that 
Colorado is climbing, the Wild have to keep pace or risk duking it out for 
a wild-card berth into the postseason. 

14. Edmonton Oilers 

Previous ranking: 13 

Points percentage: 59.18% 

Next seven days: vs. CHI (Jan. 28) 

Playoff chances: 86%. Edmonton has racked up wins lately thanks to 
overall improved play, from forward balance to strong special teams to 
dialed-in defense. The Oilers can't rest on their laurels or revert back to 
bad habits like leaning too heavily on its stars. Edmonton's postseason 
hopes -- and success -- depend on being more multi-dimensional than 
that. 

15. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Previous ranking: 16 

Points percentage: 59.38% 

Next seven days: vs. SJ (Jan. 28) 

Playoff chances: 75%. Pittsburgh looked poised, at one point, to be a 
powerhouse. Currently, they barely hold a playoff spot. The Penguins 
can improve their odds by adding forward depth ahead of the deadline, 
and hoping certain defensive stalwarts -- including Kris Letang and Brian 
Dumoulin -- can keep flourishing. 

16. Calgary Flames 

Previous ranking: 18 

Points percentage: 56.12% 

Next seven days: @ SEA (Jan. 27) 

Playoff chances: 56%. Calgary must find its identity. It's not all the way 
locked in yet. To make the postseason, Calgary has to execute like a 
playoff-caliber team. But putting on a full 60-minute effort might be the 
easy part. The Flames' challenge is to keep coming together, decide 
what they really are and lean into it. 

17. Washington Capitals 

Previous ranking: 15 

Points percentage: 56.86% 

Next seven days: @ TOR (Jan. 29), @ CBJ (Jan. 31) 

Playoff chances: 59%. Washington is in that middle-of-the-pack position 
that makes a pre-trade-deadline move imperative. The Capitals need to 
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target blue-line help. John Carlson is hurt now, and if there's an 
opportunity to bolster the back end sooner than later, Washington could 
boost its postseason positioning that much faster. 

18. Buffalo Sabres 

Previous ranking: 20 

Points percentage: 57.29% 

Next seven days: @ MIN (Jan. 28), vs. CAR (Feb. 1) 

Playoff chances: 35%. Buffalo is at a crossroads: Are they a young team 
standing pat until next season, or is a playoff push now in their sights? 
Because the opportunity to swing big is there. The Sabres' best chance 
of a springtime berth involves adding defensive depth, possibly targeting 
an impactful bottom-six forward, continued excellence from its top-six 
group and consistent goaltending. Buffalo has surprised all season; what 
else is up its sleeve? 

19. Nashville Predators 

Previous ranking: 17 

Points percentage: 56.25% 

Next seven days: No games 

Playoff chances: 43%. Nashville longs for consistency. Juuse Saros is 
playing well in net (.920 save percentage) and the Predators have 
improved offensively since Christmas into a top-15 goal-scoring team. To 
extend its second-half potential into a postseason shot, Nashville has to 
get consistent scoring every game. 

20. Florida Panthers 

Previous ranking: 22 

Points percentage: 52.00% 

Next seven days: vs. LA (Jan. 27), vs. BOS (Jan. 28) 

Playoff chances: 30%. Florida needed better goaltending to turn its 
season around. Now, the Panthers just need healthy goaltenders. Sergei 
Bobrovsky was sidelined last week with a lower-body issue and Spencer 
Knight is just back from injury himself. Alex Lyon has been there to help, 
but Florida has simply got to give its goalie -- whoever that is -- all the 
support it can up front to have a shot at playoffs. 

21. Detroit Red Wings 

Previous ranking: 23 

Points percentage: 53.19% 

Next seven days: @ NYI (Jan. 27) 

Playoff chances: 4%. Detroit showed some serious early-season 
promise, and they're still an above-.500 team. If the Red Wings can start 
scoring again, and if Ville Husso can get some help, and if Detroit can 
tighten up defensively ... maybe they find a way back to what worked 
before. If not, the Red Wings could be looking for a golden draft lottery 
ticket. 

22. New York Islanders 

Previous ranking: 19 

Points percentage: 51.00% 

Next seven days: vs. DET (Jan. 27), vs. VGK (Jan. 28) 

Playoff chances: 13%. New York has been in an offensive drought since 
mid-December. If that doesn't change fast, and the Islanders still hold 
postseason aspirations, then GM Lou Lamoriello must target forward 
help on the trade market. And then hope that kick-starts better 
performances from within. 

23. St. Louis Blues 

Previous ranking: 21 

Points percentage: 50.00% 

Next seven days: @ COL (Jan. 28), @ WPG (Jan. 30) 

Playoff chances: 12%. St. Louis' best chance of a postseason push is 
keeping all of its best players -- including an eventually healthy Vladimir 
Tarasenko and Ryan O'Reilly -- in the fold. And potentially being buyers 
instead of sellers ahead of the trade deadline. And then going on a 
magical win-almost-every-night kind of run. So yeah, it would be a lot. 

24. Philadelphia Flyers 

Previous ranking: 24 

Points percentage: 49.00% 

Next seven days: @ WPG (Jan. 28) 

Playoff chances: 1%. Philadelphia not being the worst team in their 
division is a (relative) achievement. There's always next year to -- maybe 
-- get back in the playoff mix. 

25. Ottawa Senators 

Previous ranking: 25 

Points percentage: 47.87% 

Next seven days: @ TOR (Jan. 27), vs. MTL (Jan. 28), @ MTL (Jan. 31) 

Playoff chances: 1%. Ottawa rallied to overcome a slow start with its 12-
5-2 run through late fall. Since then, the Senators have simply fallen. 
Would getting -- and staying -- fully healthy have kept Ottawa's previous 
momentum and playoff hopes alive? A question that will linger into the 
planning for next season. 

26. San Jose Sharks 

Previous ranking: 28 

Points percentage: 38.78% 

Next seven days: @ CAR (Jan. 27), @ PIT (Jan. 28) 

Playoff chances: less than 1%. San Jose won't be appearing in the 
postseason. But the Sharks could emerge as big winners at the trade 
deadline by moving marquee players like Timo Meier and Erik Karlsson 
in deals that set San Jose up for long-term success in the future. A fine 
consolation prize. 

27. Montreal Canadiens 

Previous ranking: 27 

Points percentage: 44.90% 

Next seven days: @ OTT (Jan. 28), vs. OTT (Jan. 31) 

Playoff chances: less than 1%. Montreal losing Cole Caufield for the rest 
of the season was the end of any lingering postseason dreams. No 
matter. The Canadiens have a young core and plenty of potential playoff 
opportunities in their future. 

28. Vancouver Canucks 

Previous ranking: 26 

Points percentage: 42.71% 

Next seven days: vs. CBJ (Jan. 27) 

Playoff chances: less than 1%. Vancouver responded surprisingly well to 
a coaching change last season. Can they do it again? Last season, the 
Canucks went from last in the Pacific to missing the playoffs by two 
points after Bruce Boudreau slid behind the bench. Rick Tocchet would 
be some sort of magician to coax an even better run out of Vancouver 
now ... but hey, anything is possible. 
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29. Arizona Coyotes 

Previous ranking: 29 

Points percentage: 37.76% 

Next seven days: @ ANA (Jan. 28) 

Playoff chances: less than 1%. Arizona won't parlay great performances 
from the likes of Karel Vejmelka and Clayton Keller into playoff games 
right now. But there are still a couple more years of possibility that Mullet 
Arena will host an NHL playoff tilt. And that's fun to think about! 

30. Chicago Blackhawks 

Previous ranking: 30 

Points percentage: 36.17% 

Next seven days: @ EDM (Jan. 28) 

Playoff chances: less than 1%. Chicago is "Bound for Bedard" -- as was 
their plan. The Blackhawks can help the cause by finding trade partners 
for Patrick Kane and Jonathan Toews, and really embracing the 
franchise's future direction. 

31. Anaheim Ducks 

Previous ranking: 32 

Points percentage: 35.71% 

Next seven days: vs. ARI (Jan. 28) 

Playoff chances: less than 1%. Anaheim can see the big picture here. 
Playoffs are out, clearly. But the Ducks have cap space to spare, a trade 
deadline looming to start the healing -- er, improving -- process and great 
odds in the Connor Bedard sweepstakes. And those are the odds that 
really matter for Anaheim. 

32. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Previous ranking: 31 

Points percentage: 34.38% 

Next seven days: @ VAN (Jan. 27), @ SEA (Jan. 28), vs. WSH (Jan. 31) 

Playoff chances: less than 1%. Columbus has yet to win consecutive 
games in regulation this season, so the playoffs will remain something of 
a pipe dream. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Murray’s mystery injury puts Samsonov in ‘terrible spot’ as 
Maple Leafs fall to Sens 

 

Luke Fox  

 

TORONTO – Matt Murray may have the Stanley Cup rings and the 
longer contract and the heftier paycheques and those deep ties to the 
Soo. 

But what Murray no longer has is starting goaltender status for the 
Toronto Maple Leafs, try as they did to set him up for success. 

Injuries mounted and relationships turned sour leading to uneasy endings 
in Pittsburgh and Ottawa, two hockey cities that eventually opted for 
goalies younger and eager. 

And so, on a weird, concerning and not-altogether-forthright evening at 
Scotiabank Arena — with the Senators, who are paying Murray $1.6 

million to not play for them, in town — Toronto got a very real taste of 
what it’s like to lose faith in Murray’s ability to be The Man at this stage in 
his career. 

Not only was Murray — last seen getting pulled 10 days ago after giving 
up four goals on eight shots at home to the Florida Panthers — Friday’s 
announced starter, but it wasn’t until after he led the Leafs out for 
warmup that he pulled chute, threw on a ballcap, and gave the net back 
to a suddenly heavily worked Ilya Samsonov. 

“Put Sammy in a terrible spot. Just a terrible, terrible spot,” a measured 
Sheldon Keefe said, following Toronto’s ugly an uninspired 6-2 loss. “And 
then we didn't take care of him." 

According to Keefe, an undisclosed injury that is “not new tonight but 
new” flared up, and Murray was unable to play. 

Keefe said the ailment is not related to the adductor injury Murray 
suffered at an October morning skate prior to his first intended start 
against his former squad. 

Samsonov was thrust into action last-minute, the players only aware of 
the switch when Keefe read out the starting lineup card in the dressing 
room. This after Keefe said Friday morning the team had been “pushing it 
a little bit with the workload for Samsonov,” giving him five straight starts. 

So hurt was Murray that, although he sat on the bench, he would’ve been 
unable to take the crease in event Samsonov got injured. An emergency 
backup would’ve gotten the nod. 

But Samsonov is a battler who has fast endeared himself to the room. He 
stood in for 34 shots, 35 scoring chances, and way too many odd-man 
rushes from the Sens’ skilled top six barreling his way. 

“He’s been our guy,” Morgan Rielly stated. “He’s been playing great for 
us. So, as a group, we need to do a better job in front of him. It's not on 
him in any way. It’s on the group.” 

Oh, yeah. 

While it’s true that, as Keefe says, the Maple Leafs “always get the best 
version of Ottawa,” Toronto’s skaters only decided to submit 20 minutes 
of effort over a 60-minute runtime. 

“They played harder than we did,” Keefe summed. “Bottom line is, you 
can’t have a goalie that’s been giving us absolutely everything, comes in 
a tough spot and have a performance like that in front of him in the 
second and third period. Can’t have that.” 

The loss had nothing to do with Samsonov’s performance or Auston 
Matthews’ knee injury. It had everything to do with one team wanting it 
more than the other. 

“You can look at effort to a certain extent,” Reilly said. “You could look at 
execution, turnovers. There’s lots of things that we didn't do well 
tonight… We lost to them not just on the score sheet.” 

Added Joey Anderson: “We're missing that little competitive edge. I think 
they were heavier than us.” 

And William Nylander: “For sure, we took our foot off the gas. That’s 
unacceptable.” 

Good on the Senators, who were full marks on their win and joined the 
Arizona Coyotes as the only teams to hang a touchdown on the Leafs 
this season. 

“These are games that you circle on the calendar,” said Brady Tkachuk, 
who scored twice. 

The fear for Leafs Nation is that Toronto, too, one day circles this game 
— as the one where the ambitious and expensive plan to rebuild Matt 
Murray started crumbling. 

Because unless Murray can somehow summon health and consistency, 
trust and availability within the next 30 games, Ilya Samsonov is their 
guy. 
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Fox’s Fast 5 

• The Maple Leafs lead the NHL in man-games lost due to injury this 
season (358), followed by the Capitals (352), Canadiens (346), Flyers 
(332), and Blue Jackets (320). 

The fortunate Rangers (29), Stars (65), Predators (69), and Flames (74) 
are the only teams with fewer than 100 man-games lost. 

• T.J. Brodie was originally given two weeks to recover from his rib injury. 
It’ll be at least three. 

Brodie will practice Saturday and has not been ruled out to return before 
the Leafs’ bye week, which starts Thursday. They miss him. 

“No matter what the schedule says, if he's 100 per cent and feeling good 
and ready, I don’t imagine you’d hold him back,” Keefe says. “But if he's 
anything less than 100, he wouldn’t be in.” 

• Morgan Rielly has played 35 games, taken 66 shots, and is still 
searching for his first goal under his new eight-year, $60-million contract. 

Keefe says he hasn’t spoken to his offensive defenceman about the 
weight of the doughnut and that you wouldn’t know it’s bothering Rielly by 
his demeanour. 

“Doesn't give me that sense in terms of how he’s walking around the 
facility or his mood or the energy that he’s bringing to the games. I think 
it’s natural that you want one to fall,” Keefe says. 

“He’s been shooting the puck more frequently. That’s more what I look 
for — just ensure that he still has confidence to shoot the puck and not 
turning down opportunities to score. And I’ve seen an uptick in that 
sense. If he continues with that, it's just a matter of time before it falls.” 

• Pontus Holmberg's opportunity to seize a second-line centre role in 
Matthews’ absence lasted all of two periods. He put the Senators on the 
power-play twice and was unable to tilt the ice in any meaningful way. 

With the Leafs trailing 4-2, Keefe dropped Holmberg and promoted 
veteran Alexander Kerfoot to 2C in the third period. 

What did Keefe think of Holmberg’s play? 

“Six minutes of penalties is too much.” 

• Fashion folly: The Maple Leafs are wearing their black alternate 
sweaters more often this season than those sweet Reserve Retros with 
the shoulder yoke. 

These beauties aren’t getting nearly enough run. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Injured Mikheyev's grit will be missed on Canucks team 
limping to finish line 

 

Iain MacIntyre  

 

VANCOUVER -- On the day the new coach wondered aloud, as the old 
coach had, about the lack of identity on the Vancouver Canucks, an 
injury to winger Ilya Mikheyev demonstrated there is at least some 
substance to the National Hockey League team. 

General manager Patrik Allvin announced Friday night after the Canucks 
beat the Columbus Blue Jackets 5-2 – and Mikheyev scored – that the 
Russian was being shut down for the season in order to undergo surgery 
for an anterior cruciate ligament injury suffered in the pre-season. 

Mikeyev made it to Game 49 and the NHL all-star break playing on one 
leg. He had 13 goals and 28 points and played regularly on the power 

play, penalty kill and on a key line with Elias Pettersson while averaging 
nearly 17 minutes a night. 

And Mikheyev wanted to keep playing, Allvin told reporters in his post-
game news conference. 

“He's the type of kid that he wants to keep playing,” Canucks coach Rick 
Tocchet echoed. “Like, he wants to keep playing but it's not the right 
thing to do. We care about the person and . . . he's a high-character guy. 
For him to be emotional just shows you what kind of character. We've all 
been there before. He wants to help out. Things haven't been going that 
great and he wants to be part of the solution.” 

Mikheyev, who signed a four-year, $19-million contract to join the 
Canucks from the Toronto Maple Leafs last summer, choked with 
emotion trying to speak to reporters Friday night. 

The 28-year-old was unable to finish sentences when asked about 
leaving the lineup after keeping himself in the fight for nearly four months 
as the Canucks crashed through another poor season. Tocchet replaced 
Bruce Boudreau as coach on Sunday. 

“We work hard with medical staff and try to find some way I can play, 
how I can play much better, like, with this knee,” Mikheyev managed to 
explain. 

“It's not about pain, it's more about like, power -- power and stability.” 

Mikheyev said the ACL ligament in his knee was almost fully torn in a 
Sept. 25 split-squad game against the Calgary Flames on the opening 
night of the Canucks’ pre-season. 

He missed the rest of the pre-season and the first three games of the 
regular season, but appeared in 46 straight after that. 

Mikheyev’s end-boards bank shot that made it 3-1 in the first period 
against Columbus was his first goal in 15 games. 

His surgery is next week, which should allow the speedy forward to fully 
recover before training camp next September. 

“It needed a surgery,” Allvin said. “You're basically playing on one knee 
here and it speaks highly about his pain tolerance and what he's willing to 
do. 

“Our medical staff did a tremendous job here and made him ready to play 
every game. Again, this is a discussion with Ilya and our doctors and our 
medical staff and the timing was right. He wanted to keep playing.” 

Asked if shutting down Mikheyev represents an admission that the 
Canucks, 14 points out of a playoff spot and 4-11-0 since Dec. 27, are 
now focusing on next season, Allvin said: “What are we, 27th in the 
league? And really bad in a lot of underlying metrics. So yeah, we're a 
long way to go here. For me, it's not about the wins and losses, it's about 
the process -- playing the right way and finding our identity as a hockey 
club.” 

On the job for five days and three games, Tocchet began Friday by 
talking about the Canucks’ identity issues. 

“When you wear a Canuck jersey, what team are they?” Tocchet said 
after the morning skate. “What's the identity? That's my big thing: when 
you play the Canucks, what type of team are they? Hard team to play 
against? Smart team? Selfless team? Those are the attributes you want, 
that I want to find for the Canuck logo. That's something we've got to find 
here.” 

Two nights earlier, Tocchet called his new team “soft” after a desultory 6-
1 road loss to the Seattle Kraken, which followed by 24 hours an 
impressive 5-2 win against the Chicago Blackhawks when the Canucks 
allowed only 14 shots -- a 12-year low. 

Vancouver bounced back Friday with another 5-2 win against the lousy 
Blue Jackets. So, no wonder the new coach is unsure what he has 
inherited. 
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“We have to get the mindset different around here,” Tocchet said. 
“There's got to be more trust with everybody. In that locker room, there's 
just a little bit of mistrust. And that's my job to make sure it's trusting. 

“We're always looking for results (but) I'm looking for the process -- and 
there's another overused word. But it's true. And it's a mindset. We've got 
to change the mindset around here. I've only been here a week and 
there's got to be a different mindset and different trust. The trust is there; 
we've got to find it.” 

Friday’s game was one year and a day since Allvin was named the 
Canucks’ general manager, and he has been talking about the team’s 
identity and culture since then. 

“To be honest, identity has been missing on our team,” he said Friday. 
“It's hard to kind of predict night in and night out what you're going to get 
from our group and, moving forward, that's something we've got to set a 
stamp on here. 

“Again, we're 27th in the league. We're not playing well. There is a lot of 
things that we need to correct here. Part of it is . . . finding an identity and 
finding out what kind of group we have.” 

The biggest piece of the Canucks’ leadership group, captain Bo Horvat, 
had four assists against the Blue Jackets. Their best player, Pettersson, 
had two goals. Defenceman Quinn Hughes and bruising forward Dakota 
Joshua also scored. Joshua has three points in three games under 
Tocchet. 

While Pettersson and Horvat head to next weekend’s All-Star Game in 
Sunrise, Fla., the rest of the Canucks are off until Feb. 5, when they 
travel to New Jersey and practise at night before opening a four-game 
road trip against the Devils that Monday. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Flames takeaways: Vladar oblivious to tying club record in 
win over Kraken 

 

Eric Francis  

 

NHL Highlights: Flames 5, Kraken 2 

Tyler Toffoli, Elias Lindholm, and Blake Coleman each tallied three points 
as the Calgary Flames defeated the Seattle Kraken 5-2. 

Positioning may be the key to netminding, but Dan Vladar insists he 
doesn’t want to know where he stands when it comes to the Calgary 
Flames record book. 

“I don’t know, and I don’t want to know,” said the Flames goaltender 
when asked about the sizable point streak he extended Friday. 

“It doesn’t make much sense to know, and it isn’t anything I should be 
paying attention to.” 

Well, don’t tell Vladar, but the 25-year-old Czech revelation tied a 
franchise record with his team’s 5-2 win in Seattle over the Kraken on 
Friday, extending his point streak to 13 games. 

That’s a baker’s dozen of games in which he hasn’t lost in regulation, 
backstopping his club to a 10-0-3 record and tying Brian Elliott (2016-17) 
and Mike Vernon (1988-89), who both had strings of 12-0-1. 

It has made him the talk of the town, making him the fan’s favourite to get 
the starting nod ahead of Jacob Markstrom with more regularity. 

There’s endless love for Vladar, who has been one of the brightest lights 
in a season of shocking inconsistency for the Flames.   

“I don’t know if I feel it (the love), but every time someone recognizes me 
they’re always treating me well and being nice to me, so obviously that 
means a lot,” said Vladar.  

“I’m trying to pay them back with my performance.” 

Although steady all night in a 29-save performance, he saved the bulk of 
his heroics for the second half of the game when the Flames were tasked 
with killing off four straight penalties while clinging to a 3-1 lead. 

Vladar got a bit of a break midway through the third period when Jared 
McCann knocked Vladar over while driving to the net and then had his 
left leg push into the goalie’s left pad, causing enough interference to 
make good on Darryl Sutter’s coach’s challenge to overturn an apparent 
Alex Wennberg power-play goal. 

Seattle's Eeli Tolvanen scored a few minutes later to make it a one-goal 
game before Noah Hanifin buried the insurance marker with eight 
minutes left. 

Flames defenceman Nikita Zadorov had scored late in the first period on 
a night in which the blue-liners bounced back from an abysmal effort one 
night earlier when the absence of injured leader Chris Tanev sent the 
team into disarray. 

The insertion of Dennis Gilbert for Connor Mackey seemed to give the 
third pairing with Michael Stone a little more stability. 

Led by Zadorov, the top four defenders were far more structured against 
a surging Seattle club the Flames now sit just four points behind. 

Jakob Pelletier’s ascent from the fourth line to the second on Thursday 
saw him stick with Jonathan Huberdeau and Nazem Kadri at Climate 
Pledge Arena, where he continued to be an effective addition, generating 
several good scoring chances. 

The win sends the Flames into their nine-day break feeling a whole lot 
better than they did on the way to Seattle, jumping into the final wild-card 
spot.  

LINDHOLM A HIGH ROLLER 

Earlier in the week, Elias Lindholm drew quite a crowd at the Flames’ 
Celebrity Poker tourney when he had a royal flush. 

Odds of snagging the best hand a poker player can get: 694,739 to 1. 

The Flames’ top centre pieced together even more impressive numbers 
in Seattle with a three-point effort that included a goal and two assists in 
the first period alone. 

It brought him a few steps closer to joining an exclusive group only two 
players from the 2013 draft belong to -- the 200-goal/300-assist club. 

Lindholm, the fifth pick in 2013, now needs just four goals and two 
assists to join Nathan MacKinnon (drafted first overall) and Aleksander 
Barkov (second overall) at 200/300. 

Lindholm has done well to find chemistry on the top line with Tyler Toffoli 
and Dillon Dube of late, accruing 29 points in his last 27 games to surge 
ahead as the team’s leading scorer. 

Toffoli’s 18th goal brought him within one of Kadri’s team-leading 19, 
while Blake Coleman's empty netter saw him finish with three points.  

Next up for the Flames is a date at Madison Square Garden against the 
Rangers Feb. 6 to kick off a four-game road trip out east that also 
includes stops in Detroit, Buffalo and Ottawa. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Things We Know: McDavid is the NHL's fastest skater, 
whether he's in the event or not 
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Mark Spector  

 

EDMONTON — Things We (Think We) Know. Series 1, Volume 3.  

Things We Know: Connor McDavid, the fastest player in the National 
Hockey League, will not be taking part in the “Fastest Skater” event at 
the upcoming NHL All-Star Weekend.  

Things We Think We Know: Win or lose at the contrived All-Star event, 
McDavid is the game’s fastest player. Trotting him out every year in an 
event that does not emulate true hockey speed in any meaningful way 
must be getting old for McDavid, as would hearing that whoever beats 
him in the event is the new “Fastest Player in Hockey.”  

“I’d like to try the accuracy event,” McDavid said this week. Let’s hope he 
gets his wish, given the cringy, Florida-themed alternatives the NHL will 
try out this week.  

In the “Discover NHL Tendy Tandem,” one goalie will shoot pucks at a 
hole, while the other tries to stop breakaways, the number of which is 
based on how many holes his “Tendy Tandem,” mate hits. In the 
“Chipotle NHL Pitch ‘N Puck,” players combine hockey and golf skills on 
a Par 4 hole featuring an island green.  

Our personal favourite, the “NHL Enterprise Splash Shot,” requires 
players to hit all their targets before attempting to dunk their opponents. 
In the ocean? In a dunk tank?  

In a vat of Coors Light? Who knows…  

Sick of the Fastest Skater race, eh? We’d say McDavid had better be 
careful what he wishes for.  

Things We Know: The Oilers thought they blew a point when they lost in 
OT to Columbus on Wednesday. But it turns out they picked up a point 
on the field, when the scores came in the next night: Chicago 5-1 over 
Calgary; Arizona 5-0 over St. Louis; Anaheim 5-3 over Colorado.  

Things We Think We Know: That Wednesday slate of results was a 
major break for Edmonton, a team that is intent on winning its last game 
on Saturday before taking a full week off. Players are scattering to 
everywhere from Cancun to California on Sunday, and they’d rather do 
so on a 7-0-1 run after a win Saturday night against the Blackhawks.  

“We're all athletes and competitors in here,” began Tyson Barrie. 
“Anytime you have a loss, you kind of dwell on it a little bit. It would 
certainly be annoying to have to dwell on a loss for over a week.”  

Only in a Canadian city would a team that had won six in a row catch so 
much grief for having lost the seventh game in overtime. Barrie can’t say 
that he noticed, however.  

“If you're not on Twitter and looking at everything the fans are saying all 
the time… If you don't turn on Sportsnet — which I don't, because I'm 
usually watching kid shows with my son. I didn't know there was a 
resounding sense of panic after the game.”  

Things We Know: Evander Kane re-joined the Oilers at Friday’s practice 
after missing the entire week while attending bankruptcy hearings in San 
Jose. We would expect him to play against the Blackhawks Saturday.  

He returns as he left, with a smile on his face and standing as one of 
hockey’s most productive left-wingers.  

Things We Think We Know: Sometimes, player acquisition is all about 
what life stage you get the player at. Like Valeri Nikushkin, who scored 
nine goals in his final 144 games for Dallas, then became a 25-goal 
scorer for Colorado in 2021-22.  

The Oilers got Klim Kostin on his second team, and he’s a much better 
player here than he was in St. Louis. And whoever ends up with Jesse 
Puljujarvi next season, they’ll be hoping for the same thing.  

As for Kane, he has been productive wherever he’s been, but he’s also 
been self-destructive, when one considers the reported $26.8 million in 
debts Kane claims, as he sought Chapter 7 bankruptcy in a San Jose 
court this week.  

When the Oilers took a chance on Kane last February, they were 
rewarded with a player who scored 22 regular-season goals and led the 
playoffs with 15 more. When they decided to offer him a four-year deal 
last summer it was a decision based on his production, but also on the 
fact he had been a model teammate, bringing none of the drama to the 
Oilers dressing room that he was accused of supplying in Winnipeg, 
Buffalo and San Jose.  

So, all is good, right?   

Well, let’s hope so.  

Kane is facing some very serious opposition to his bankruptcy filings, and 
according to The Athletic writer Daniel Kaplan, two separate parties are 
seeking to block his attempt to declare bankruptcy. In short, Kane wants 
to move on and start over, while at least two creditors — one being a 
bank — seek to hold him to account on his alleged debts.  

Will Edmonton get the same player back at the end of this saga, no 
matter what the judge decides? Can Kane compartmentalize his personal 
issues, and be free to be the premier player he has always been once 
the puck drops?  

Edmonton can only hope. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Jets' Wheeler relishing the opportunity to play at Manitoba 
Open 

 

Ken Wiebe  

 

WINNIPEG — Blake Wheeler is finally going to get his opportunity to tee 
it up with members of the PGA TOUR Canada. 

The veteran Winnipeg Jets right-winger accepted a sponsor’s exemption 
to play at Southwood Golf and Country Club from Aug. 24 to 27. 

Wheeler was originally scheduled to play in the event back in 2018 but 
was replaced by Mark Scheifele because of a scheduling conflict. 

“It’s always been a passion of mine. A few of the guys have done the 
tournament and had a blast,” said Wheeler. “Competitive golf is always 
fun. My game is nowhere near where it was before I started having kids. 
But I’m looking forward to it. It’s going to be a lot of fun.” 

Scheifele was back in the field in 2022 and Kyle Connor (2019) has also 
accepted the invitation to play on a sponsor’s exemption in recent years. 

Wheeler wasn’t making any predictions about how his scores might 
compare to his Jets’ teammates. 

He wasn’t necessarily going to seek any guidance on how to deal with 
the nerves that both Scheifele and Connor admitted to feeling. 

Wheeler is simply planning to soak in the experience and play as well as 
possible. 

“No, I’m more of a feel player. We’ll wing it,” said Wheeler. “I’ll take it as 
seriously as making sure the ball goes in the hole, but I’m not necessarily 
going to go out there trying to break any records or anything. We’re just 
going to try and have a good time. 

“Getting away from the house for five hours in the summer, when you’ve 
got kids, that’s kind of where you want to spend your time. Try to play as 
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much as possible. I’ve tried to nudge my kids into it a little bit, too. I’ll find 
some time and whatever happens happens.” 

Wheeler is the longest serving member of the Jets and is the franchise 
leader in games played (866), assists (535) and points (793) and is also 
active in the community along with his wife, Sam - working on the “Ride 
Inside” charity event in support of CancerCare Manitoba during the past 
four years. 

“A hallmark of PGA TOUR Canada is how we try to engage with the 
community in which we play,” PGA TOUR Canada executive director 
Scott Pritchard said in a press release. “Having Blake Wheeler as part of 
our field will add a spotlight to the tournament and allow Blake to feel a 
little different type of pressure than perhaps he’s used to.” 

At the 2022 Manitoba Open, Parker Coody finished at 27-under par to 
earn an eight-stroke victory. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Why the Leafs need a forward more than a defenceman at 
the trade deadline 

 

Justin Bourne  

 

On every NHL team regular players take turns going hot and cold, while 
fans mostly forget the larger body of that player’s work when discussing 
them. For stretches of time the hot players become “good” players, while 
the cold players are “bad.” 

Even as an analyst it can be tough to keep the whole season’s context in 
the frame, and to accurately extrapolate a player’s full resume and 
compare it to what “average” looks like around the NHL. 

This week Dom Luszczyszyn of The Athletic wrote a great post on the 
Seattle Kraken which addressed that issue in a way I find fascinating. It 
visualized how the Kraken may in fact be weak in the top-six, but their 
bottom-six are light years better than most other teams. First I’ll explain 
how to make sense of the graph, then show you the Kraken’s, and then 
we’ll talk about the Leafs. 

What you need to know to understand the graph: 

• F1, F2, and all the way around the circle are the 12 most-used forwards 
on a given team based on ice time. Same goes for D one-through-six. 

• Dom uses his game score metric for each player (a combination of 
goals and assists and other useful stats), and the farther to the outside of 
the graph a dot is, the higher that player ranks league-wide (by 
percentile). 

• For comparison’s sake, he plotted out the average rank of each F1, F2 
and so on from the contending teams (which are the eight he has with 
more than a five per cent chance to win the Cup) listed in orange. So for 
context, the forward who plays the most on each of the contending teams 
is in the 87th percentile of all forwards by game score. 

TO SIMPLIFY: Dot near outside good, dot near inside bad. Orange is 
average among the contending teams, blue is the team we’re talking 
about. 

Here is the Kraken’s chart, which shows their bottom-six dominance: 

Chart via Dom Luszczyszyn of The Athletic 

A unique visual to confirm something that makes sense, doesn’t it? If you 
get every team’s eighth-best player (expansion draft), you’ll be weak at 
the top and strong on the bottom. 

Now on to the Maple Leafs, who have Mitch Marner logging the most 
time on ice for them among forwards, and Wayne Simmonds in the 12th 
forward slot (which is unlikely come playoffs). 

Chart via Dom Luszczyszyn of The Athletic 

The Leafs are very, very, very good through their top-five forwards. 
Through the top-three forwards Matthews and Marner are equal or better 
than the contending teams (which does include Edmonton, as well as 
Colorado, Tampa Bay, Boston, etc.), and they run away with it in the next 
few spots. William Nylander, John Tavares and even Michael Bunting 
show a sizeable advantage at a position that I think is most crucial (since 
the best players usually find their way through in the playoffs eventually). 

For the Leafs, the drop off is staggering at their sixth forward. David 
Kampf is a great, useful player, and this isn’t entirely fair to him, as listing 
him as F6 is purely ice time-based (we know he’s a bottom-six guy). 
Typically that hole has been a rotating cast of “Oh for the love of god 
please someone take this spot.” It wasn’t Nick Ritchie last year, it wasn’t 
Nick Robertson this year, and it isn’t Denis Malgin or Alex Kerfoot or 
Calle Jarnkrok. The Leafs' F6 is really … nobody. It’s impossible to look 
at this graph and not recognize a hole the Leafs need to fill by the trade 
deadline. 

From there, the Leafs are really strong. Their third line (namely the 
F8/F9/F10 spots) has been a big boost this season. And you can see the 
struggle for fourth line success that has been a work in progress. But as 
more ice time accumulates, you have to wonder if Pontus Holmberg and 
Bobby McMann can change the look of Toronto's bottom-six in an 
extremely positive way – both have played like found money, and I bet 
will graph out more favourably with time. 

Here's a similar chart on the Leafs, but it’s wins added or lost (above 
replacement-level players). Keep in mind, this is just this year, in which 
Morgan Rielly hasn’t produced nearly like he typically has, so it may look 
worse than it really is. Or … maybe it’s just reflective of reality. 

Chart via Dom Luszczyszyn of The Athletic 

You can reference the first Leafs graph shown above for the same 
conclusion: the Leafs are considerably weaker at the top of their defence 
corps than they are at the bottom. The concern for me is, the spot where 
the Leafs see massive gains – with Timothy Liljegren and Rasmus 
Sandin – are partially where you have concern about “playoff style 
hockey,” and experience and physicality. Those two have had 
tremendous seasons and are really good NHLers. It’s just the idea that 
the Leafs have no more seasons of learning curves and “teachable 
moments” to give, and so Sandin and Liljegren will need to be as good as 
they’ve shown in the regular season when the temperature gets turned 
up. 

But the more pressing issue here is the plainly obvious top pair 
conundrum. Every team the Leafs may see in the post-season, 
particularly coming out of the Atlantic, has one or two elite defenders. 
Victor Hedman and Mikhail Sergachev await in round one on the 
Lightning. Charlie McAvoy and Hampus Lindholm are in Boston. The 
Rangers have Adam Fox, the Hurricanes have Jaccob Slavin, the Devils 
have Dougie Hamilton. Peak Morgan Rielly garnered a few Norris Trophy 
votes and at any point may fall somewhere in the range of the 15th-40th 
best D-man in the league. But the closer he gets to 15th and farther he 
gets from 40th the better the Leafs' playoff chances are. You’d absolutely 
love him as your second-best defenceman. 

And so the question has to come up: how pressing is it that the Leafs 
pursue someone like Jakob Chychrun, who’s having an excellent year in 
Arizona? How much do you want one more defenceman somewhere else 
on that graph to give the team a little extra depth, or options, if the D-
corps starts struggling? (Because if Rielly isn’t going to win the D1 vs. D1 
battle in a series, you better be good everywhere else.) 

To me these graphs are a fascinating illustration of the Leafs need, which 
leads me to a couple conclusions: 
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One is that this team can win as currently constructed, with elite high-end 
forwards and solid middle depth players up front. They have an overall 
solid D-corps of six and their goaltending has been good. 

They’re a good team. 

But something we’ve always suspected is so visually accessible here. 
Adding a middle F5-F8 forward is not just important for the Leafs, it’s 
crucial. The first step is to decide what they want to do, and the next step 
is to go out there and see what they can do, based on what’s available. 

Fans should be encouraged. The Leafs are solid and can be greatly 
helped by plugging one hole in particular at forward, then figuring out just 
how crazy they want to get elsewhere (another forward? A top-end D?) . 

The bones of a winner are there; now we’ll wait and see just how much 
meat they want to add to the frame. 
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TSN.CA / Holmberg promoted to second-line role with Matthews 
sidelined 

 

Mark Masters 

 

The Maple Leafs and Ottawa Senators skated at Scotiabank Arena on 
Friday.  

Auston Matthews will miss at least three weeks after sustaining a knee 
sprain during Wednesday's game. The centre logged nearly 22 minutes 
in the overtime win against the New York Rangers and finished the 
game.  

"You wouldn't even notice it," linemate Michael Bunting said. "He's a 
tough guy." 

The Leafs had the day off on Thursday, so the news about Matthews 
caught his teammates off guard.  

"Surprised coming in today," captain John Tavares admitted. 

It remains unclear exactly how Matthews got hurt. TSN Hockey insider 
Chris Johnston reports that the injury was sustained via a fluky play.  

"To be honest, I'm not certain whether there was one specific incident or 
anything like that," coach Sheldon Keefe said. "I noticed him in a little 
discomfort a couple times through the game, but didn't really think much 
about it at the time. He was still sore the next day, so they brought him 
for an MRI." 

The Leafs are 1-1-0 without Matthews this season. The team actually 
boasts a better record without Matthews since the first-overall pick 
entered the league in the 2016-17 season. Toronto is 31-6-2 (.653 points 
percentage) without the Arizona native in the lineup versus 259-136-59 
(.635 points percentage) with him.   

"In terms of the record, the historical record, I'm not quite sure," Keefe 
said. "Obviously, there'd be a lot that would go into that. If there's 
anything we've learned about our team this season, we've been resilient 
no matter who's been in and out for the most part. Other than missing 
Auston for a couple games, it's been the defence that's been beat up a 
lot. I'm not sure where we're at in the league at man-games lost, but it's 
got to be significant, but it hasn't bothered our team." 

    NHL top 5 teams, man-games lost to injury and health protocols 

    TOR 358 

    WSH 352 

    MTL 346 

    PHI 332 

    CBJ 320https://t.co/9OUgKDJDeM 

    — Man-Games Lost NHL (@ManGamesLostNHL) January 27, 2023 

The Leafs have established themselves as one of the best defensive 
teams in the NHL. Toronto allows just 2.61 goals per game, which is third 
overall.   

"Obviously, you're a different team," Keefe said of the Matthews injury. "I 
don't think you have to play differently other than just more opportunity 
for other people and [you] expect them to step up and do their job. 
Everything that gives us success when Auston is in has to continue and 
you have to find a way to get that extra goal. That's really what the focus 
is. In my time here, whether it's Auston or anyone else out, we really 
don't talk about it. You just prepare as you do any other game." 

Matthews out at least three weeks with knee injury 

Maple Leafs forward Auston Matthews will be out at least three weeks 
with a knee injury. The team said Matthews suffered a knee sprain on 
Wednesday against the Rangers. His teammates reacted to the news on 
Friday. 

---   

"Big shoes to fill, but we have a lot of skill and talent throughout our 
lineup that can, obviously not fully take those shoes on, but can do a very 
good job," said Mitch Marner. 

In the past, the Leafs have leaned on Alex Kerfoot when Matthews has 
missed time. But it will be Pontus Holmberg getting a promotion on 
Friday. The 23-year-old rookie skated between fellow Swedes Calle 
Jarnkrok and William Nylander on the second line. 

"I think Bergy will do a great job. A player that I really think has really 
grown and became a stud for us really just watching him," said Marner. 
"I'm excited to see what he does in this new role." 

What makes Holmberg a stud?  

"His brain," said Marner. "His IQ. It just seems like he's in a very good 
place at the right time. I think our D really appreciate playing with him. It 
seems like D-zone wise he's in the right spot. He's good at holding up 
people and getting in people's way and he can snap some faceoffs back 
too. He's been a guy that I've really enjoyed watching this past year." 

Holmberg recently played three games in the American Hockey League 
where he got back up to speed after missing time with an illness.  

"Just a really smart hockey player," said Tavares. "He's sneaky strong on 
his skates. He does a really good job of protecting pucks along the walls 
and kind of doing a reverse shoulder from time to time to stand his 
ground and hold his ice and earn space that way. [He makes] very subtle 
plays that can unlock breaking out of your own end, getting through the 
neutral zone or attacking offensively. He's got really good instincts and 
understands the game really well." 

Holmberg scored his fifth goal of the season on Wednesday, but logged 
just 6:31 against the Rangers. Keefe gave Holmberg a brief top-six look 
in Detroit on Jan. 12 when Matthews last missed a game.  

"Now is a good opportunity for him to jump into that and see what he can 
do," Keefe said. "We'll continue to monitor it." 

'Stud' Holmberg promoted to top six in Matthews' absence 

Rookie Pontus Holmberg will centre the Maple Leafs' second line tonight, 
skating between fellow Swedes Calle Jarnkrok and William Nylander. 
Mitch Marner called Holmberg a 'stud' and said that he's really enjoyed 
watching him this past year. 

--- 
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Tavares will move into the top-line spot between Bunting and Marner.  

"I don't think anything changes," stressed Marner, who scored the 
overtime winner on Wednesday. "Stay with the same mindset of trying to 
be attacking, try to be smart with the puck in our hands, make plays, try 
to get pucks around the net and make good on our chances." 

Tavares fired eight shots on net in each of the past two games, which 
matches a season high.  

"I'm just trying to play my game and make an impact the way that I know 
that I can and be consistent with and without the puck," Tavares said. 
"Getting eight shots is always a good sign so keep up those habits." 

"Johnny's been playing really good hockey," said Bunting. "I know he 
likes to get to the corners and get to the net and play a strong game."  

Keefe likes how Tavares is playing with pace and getting to good spots 
on the rink.  

"I look at his chance he had at the buzzer the other night, he couldn't be 
in a better spot in terms of getting a quality scoring chance," said Keefe. 
"He's good and strong and gets his stick available in those areas so 
those kind of looks will come his way and obviously we'll need that." 

Tavares will be suiting up in game No. 999 in his NHL career.  

Trying to make an impact with and without the puck: Surging Tavares 
moves up to top line 

John Tavares has been stepping up as of late and registered eight shots 
on goal in Toronto's win over the Rangers on Wednesday. The Leafs 
captain has been moved up to the top line in Auston Matthews' absence 
and aims to keep up his stellar play. 

--- 

Matthews leads the team with 10 power-play goals. The top unit will now 
have a different feel with Bunting joining Tavares, Nylander, Marner and 
quarterback Morgan Rielly.  

"It's different because he can score, but also the amount of attention he 
generates," Tavares said. "How it changes things from the pressure 
standpoint and things that we get from different teams and the looks and 
whatnot, breaking the puck in as well a little bit, we have to adjust on the 
fly. There are some differences, but we've done some good things in the 
past and will rely on those and continue to adapt and look forward to that 
challenge." 

The power play went 1-for-8 when Matthews missed two games with a 
nagging injury earlier this month. Toronto is also 1-for-8 over the past 
four games.  

"The puck hasn't necessarily gone in," Keefe said, "but in the last three 
games and maybe even a little bit beyond that the power play has looked 
as good and dangerous as its been in a really long time in terms of the 
quality of looks we're getting, the number of shots that we're getting. We 
just need that mindset to continue. When we played without Auston 
previously, we played against Nashville and had a similar setup that we'll 
have tonight, and that group scored us a really big goal. So, they should 
have some confidence in playing together that way. It's just about finding 
the chemistry and continuing with the same type of mindset that we've 
had, because I've seen a real uptick in the performance of our power play 
of late even though it hasn’t gone in at the rate we'd like." 

Since Matthews broke into the league, the Leafs have converted on 27.7 
per cent of their power-play chances without him in the lineup. They have 
connected 23.4 per cent of the time with Matthews in the lineup.  

--- 

Matt Murray will start for the first time since allowing four goals on eight 
shots and being pulled on Jan. 17. Ilya Samsonov is 4-0-1 with a .944 
save percentage since replacing Murray early in the second period 
against the Florida Panthers.  

"I just think we were probably pushing it a little bit with the workload for 
Samsonov," Keefe explained. "We've been really comfortable with how 
Sammy's been playing and because of that it hasn't given Matt much of 
an opportunity but he's back in here tonight and looking forward to having 
him there ... He's been great. He's put his work in. He wants to play. He's 
a proud guy."  

Murray will be facing his former team for the first time.  

"The schedule is what it is," said Keefe. "Regardless of who the opponent 
was going to be tonight, Matt would be excited to play." 

Murray was scheduled to face Ottawa on Oct. 15, but sustained a groin 
injury during the morning skate.  

"He's been tremendous all year when he's had some adversity," said 
Tavares. "I know he's been working hard, staying with it, been a great 
teammate so excited for that opportunity for him." 

Anton Forsberg will start for the Senators. He has just one win in seven 
games against the Leafs.  

Murray has been better on the road (.921 save percentage in 12 games) 
than at home (.888 save percentage in seven games) this season. 

'He's ready to show out': Murray to start against former Sens team 

 

After getting pulled in his last start, Matt Murray will be starting against 
his former team tonight as the Maple Leafs face off against the Senators. 

---  

Senators rookie centre Ridly Greig is eager to get his first taste of the 
Battle of Ontario.  

"It's a big rivalry," the 20-year-old from Lethbridge, Alta. said. "It's going 
to be a competitive game."  

The type of game Greig thrives in. He earned a reputation as an expert 
agitator during his junior days. He grew up admiring how Mike Richards 
produced offence while prodding the opposition in the playoffs.  

"Probably going to have a lot of fun tonight," Greig said with a smile. "I'm 
just going to battle and do everything I can." 

Greig said he's especially excited to face "an unbelievable talent" like 
Marner.  

Does Marner know much about Greig?  

"I actually don't," the winger said. "I saw the other game. He's obviously a 
skilled player. Seems like a guy who can make plays."  

Greig recorded eight shots on net and a primary assist in his NHL debut 
on Wednesday against the New York Islanders.  

"He was all over it," said Senators captain Brady Tkachuk. "I didn't realize 
how many shots he had until after the game. He was confident with the 
puck. I feel like a lot of first games you're almost too nervous to make a 
play, but he was comfortable right when he came to the rink. You could 
see how ready he was." 

Greig looking to bring another element to the 'Battle of Ontario' 

After making his NHL debut, Ridly Greig will be back in the lineup for the 
Senators as they visit the Maple Leafs for the latest installment of the 
Battle of Ontario. He talks about why he enjoys throwing around the body 
and how he ended up with eight shots in his debut. 

--- 

The Leafs needed a late goal from Justin Holl to edge the Senators 3-2 in 
the first meeting of the season between the two teams way back in 
October.  
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"It seems we always get the best version of Ottawa, and we expect that 
to be the case here tonight," said Keefe. "They're a team that plays us 
really hard, in particular, so lots of respect for them." 

But the Senators have only won one of their past 10 games in Toronto.  

"Games like tonight are nice showcases to see what our team brings to 
the table," said Tkachuk. "I know we'll be ready to go tonight." 

---   

T.J. Brodie shed his no-contact sweater at Friday's skate, but will remain 
sidelined.  

"I know he's been trending towards a return and that conversation will be 
had," said Keefe. "We didn't practise yesterday. We'll practise tomorrow. 
That will give us a better indication of where he’s at. He's really close to 
being in a position to return, so it will be a conversation that's worth 
having."  

The Leafs play on Sunday and Wednesday before reaching the All-Star 
and bye break. They could always play it safe and give the veteran 
defenceman extra time to recover from the rib injury sustained on Jan. 7.  

"No matter what the schedule says, if he's 100 per cent and feeling good 
and ready I don't imagine you'd hold him back," Keefe said. "But if he's 
anything less than 100, he wouldn't be in."  

--- 

Victor Mete skated on Friday morning. The defenceman has been 
sidelined with a lower-body injury since Dec. 6.  

"There's no real timeline for a return yet," Keefe said. "But it's progress 
for sure that he's out there. I know he had an appointment recently that 
was really important for him in terms of how his rehab was going to go 
from here and he got some good news from that."  

    — Mark Masters (@markhmasters) January 27, 2023 

--- 

Lines at Friday's skate 

F 

Bunting - Tavares - Marner  

Jarnkrok - Holmberg - Nylander  

McMann - Kampf - Engvall  

Aston-Reese - Kerfoot - Anderson  

Simmonds  

D 

Rielly - Holl  

Giordano - Liljegren  

Sandin - Timmins  

Brodie - Benn  

G 

Murray starts  

Samsonov 
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